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tremendous fortitude, dedication, and perseverance of these individuals, along with the 
many sacrifices they have made in the pursuit of their dreams. 

It is my sincere wish that each and every one of these amazing professionals continue to 
experience success and my pleasure to present The Top 100 People in Finance Magazine.
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laws and intellectual property guidelines. No part of this magazine may be copied, published, or reproduced 
for any reason, without the express permission of the publisher. The editorial content of this magazine is not 
an endorsement for any particular service. 
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Todd Larson is a man on a mission to change the adjectives that 
are associated with the finance industry. From greed to good, from 
covetous to compassionate, and from grimy to godly. This is not 
the story of a ladder-climbing tycoon who has surmounted a series 
of emblematic challenges to attain success. No, this narrative is of a 
humble and faithful leader who, in the tenor of Jesus Christ, wants 
more for people, not from them. 

While this magnanimous posture is contrary to the traditional and 
widely accepted conduct of the finance sector at large, Todd’s faith-
infused business model has impressed and secured a spate of clients, 
who, like him, believe in changing the status quo. In that vein, Todd 
makes a practice of doing what his competition won’t—he pre-qualifies 
his investments. “When I decided to be a faith-centric company, I knew 
that “screening” was a real risk and one that could lead to bankruptcy, 
but if I was going to talk the talk, I had to walk the walk. Since we guide 
our clients from a biblical perspective, I could not, in good conscience, 
profit from services that subtract value from mankind, such as payday 
loans, pornography, and tobacco,” he explains. 

While Todd has two official titles—Certified Kingdom Advisor, and 
private wealth advisor for Larson, Reynolds and Associates, a private 
wealth advisory practice of Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC—he is 
more adequately described as a “master craftsperson.” Over the past 

20 years, he has helped people gain clarity, confidence, and 
understanding of their finances as the steward of a practice 
offering Christian financial strategies for retirement income 
and planning, investment management, small business, 
charitable giving, executive compensation and benefits, 
and tax/estate planning. However, his clients are not just 
those of the Christian faith. In fact, many are not religious 
and work with Todd not because he’s devout, but because 
he’s great at what he does. He expounds, “Over the years, 
I’ve served lots of clients, earned many designations, a 
couple degrees, trained about 2,000 advisors, and been 
somewhat successful. But when I retire, what I will be most 
proud of is the positive impact we had on so many families. 

I’ll think about those we helped through the loss of a loved 
one, the relationships we healed that were fracturing over 
money, the impact we made on multiple generations, the 
trust we earned over the years with not just clients but other 
professionals and local media, and the lives we changed 
through our generosity.”

This is a story we were compelled to write! We spoke with 
Todd, eager to learn more about his ideals, strategy, and 
influence in the field. 

Q: Todd, we found the title of Certified Kingdom Advisor 
intriguing. What exactly is that? 

A: Great question. Kingdom Advisors® is an organization 
that trains and equips advisors to work with Christian clients, 
so from a biblical worldview. It’s a designation you can earn 
from that organization through training. It’s for people who 
want to be serious about living at the intersection of faith 
and finance. 

Q: How is your integration of biblical stewardship and 
financial advising unique from the approach of other 
firms?

A: Unlike other firms, whose models are geared exclusively 
to wealth accumulation, our focus is on strengthening 
relationships, generosity, the elimination of debt, and a 
novel approach to retirement. We believe that work brings 
people a sense of purpose, and being idle in retirement 
can lead to depression, divorce, and feeling worthless. We 
advocate for transition—finding new meaning and value 
for this new phase of life. I find that our approach leads to 
thoughtful introspection and a mutually gratifying purpose 
that is inclusive of spouses and family. We’re addressing 
the emotional side of retirement planning, not just the 
financial aspects.
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todd.e.larson@ampf.com  |  FB: LarsonReynoldsandAssociates

Q: Many faith-based leaders are hesitant to shine a public 
light on their Christian values. What advice would you give 
them?

A: I think there’s a general fear that someone will be called 
out as a hypocrite, that they’d be accused of not meeting 
expectations. These are dark times, and the media is saturated 
with negativity. It’s time to let the light shine so people can see 
good works and give glory to God. Some leaders think, “I didn’t 
realize that I could be faith-forward and not offend anyone.” 
When you counteract fear with conviction, good things happen. 
The tenants of the Christian faith are based on goodness, and I 
believe this is what the world needs now more than ever.

Q: How does your faith influence your investment style?

A: Most people I speak with want to “qualify” what they invest 
in, and conventional advisors don’t offer this option. We provide 
what’s called a “faith-based investing screen” so that we can 
avoid profiting from pornography, payday loans, alcohol, 
tobacco, marijuana, etc. I don’t care if someone drinks or 
smokes, I just don’t want to benefit from it. I want to capitalize 
on opportunities that bring value to mankind. 

Q: How are you influencing your peers?
 
A: People know me for being a Christian advisor and for 
thriving in that space. I led the effort to create an eight-week, 
small group-study program for Ameriprise advisors to teach 
them to serve not only clients, but also their teams, community, 
corporate partners, vendors, and themselves. It was almost two 
years in the making, but we received great feedback from our 
first 30 enrollees. We expect to register all 1,100 members of 
the Christian Affinity Group within Ameriprise in subsequent 
offerings.  

Q: What do you enjoy most about your work?

A: There are many things that drive me, but creating something 
that’s unique and honors God is foremost. When I can help 
families transition wealth effectively to the next generation and 

carry on their family values, purpose, and generosity, this motivates 
and excites me. I enjoy meetings where grandparents bring in their 
grandkids, which is common here, because it offers a panoramic 
view of their future, and I like to believe that I’ve made a valuable 
contribution to their financial, emotional, and spiritual well-being 
that will endure.
  
Todd Larson is a Certified Financial Planner, Certified Kingdom 
Advisor, Charter Financial Consultant, Behavioral Financial 
Advisor, Accredited Portfolio Manager, and Charter Retirement 
Planning Counselor. He holds certification in Long-Term Care™, a 
B.S. from Purdue University, and a master’s in financial services 
from The Institute of Business and Finance. His awards include 
Forbes’s Best-in-State Wealth Advisor for 2019, 2020, and 2021, 
and the Ameriprise Client Experience Award, 2021.

The views expressed here reflect the views of Todd Larson as of November 30, 
2021. These views may change as market or other conditions change. Actual 
investments or investment decisions made by Ameriprise Financial and its affiliates, 
whether for its own account or on behalf of clients, will not necessarily reflect the 
views expressed. This information is not intended to provide investment advice and 
does not account for individual investor circumstances. Investment decisions should 
always be made based on an investor’s specific financial needs, objectives, goals, 
time horizon and risk tolerance. Past performance does not guarantee future results 
and no forecast should be considered a guarantee either.

Gabriel Stein Dawn Zoda Zachary Jennings Todd Larson Matthew Reynolds Julie Reynolds Bill Nagy
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With an eye on transformation and a passion for deciphering the stories behind 
the data, Letitia Hayes has been forwarding the interests of some of the largest 
organizations and financial entities in the world, among them Scotiabank, the 
Financial Services Commission of Ontario, and Royal Bank of Canada - one of the 
largest banks in Canada and the world, based on market capitalization. She’s an 
international business and financial services sector expert with highly specialized 
proficiency in data analytics, data governance, banking, and insurance. She has 
an in-depth knowledge of strategy, risk management, and regulatory compliance, 
backed by more than 15-year senior management expertise. 

While Letitia’s estimable career reflects 
her breathtaking diversity of expertise, 
consider this - she’s a multilingual 
Romanian-born who has lived in half a 
dozen countries across three continents, 
so she understands the nuances of 
different cultures. Her ability to work with 
diverse groups of people on a range 
of projects not only bolsters Letitia’s 
reputation as a leader in the field, but 
also allows her to engage stakeholders 
across Canada, the Americas, and Europe 
to centralize and standardize common 
activities and drive efficiency across the 
organization. And underlying it all is a 
puzzle master who brings together her 
unique global perspective and arsenal 
of skills, knowledge, and experience to 
help companies solve the seemingly 
impossible and unlock the power of their 
data - all with the goal of achieving optimal 
outcomes.

The Top 100 Magazine spoke with Letitia 
to learn more about her career, her clients, 
and her impact on the global finance 
sector. 

You have a unique global perspective. 
Throughout your career, how has 
that played a role in serving both the 
companies you worked with and your 
clients?     

I bring a fresh perspective and I’m very 
client centric. Even in a supporting 
function, I always focus on understanding 
the internal client - their stakeholders’ 
environment and their ultimate “why.” 
Growing up, I dreamed of experiencing the 
world, so I chose international business, 
which I studied for both my bachelor’s 
degree and later, the MBA. For my first full-
time role, I left my country for Vancouver, 
British Columbia. Life brought me back to 
Canada after each international adventure, 
so 10 years later, I chose to make Toronto 
home. Working, studying, and living in 
different countries during the formative 
years of my career had a profound impact 
on my approach to leadership and how 
I relate to companies and clients. Lastly, 
communication is paramount. Being fluent 
in the local language(s) allowed me to 
connect directly to people and cultures 
for a deeper learning experience. It also 
enhanced my ability to convey complex 
issues or abstract concepts in a clear 
and simple manner, allowing me to fully 
enable my technical expertise.
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In many of your roles you served as an in-house 
consultant. How do you pinpoint the client’s specific 
needs, their ultimate “why?”     

Yes, I can equally bring a distinct in-house expertise 
or an external perspective. My broad experience is 
interconnected and generates a deep, multifaceted 
understanding of the client via three avenues. First, I seek 
to understand to be able to anticipate. I ask many questions 
because it’s especially important not to assume. The most 
obvious questions are usually the hardest to answer 
because people are so used to their own frame of mind and 
naturally take facts for granted. Only when you challenge 
the status quo and listen carefully to what is not being said, 
you start to put the puzzle together. Second, I like to frame 
around the root cause rather than symptoms. Lastly, I look 
for synergies by bringing together people with different 
expertise to build an integrated solution for a lasting impact. 
I have helped companies and clients with both designing 
strategy and the execution, including large transformation 
projects.

How does your experience come together and what is 
your primary area of expertise?    

Data and strategy - from data analytics to controls, 
governance, and compliance, exposure to different 
industries, from strategy to operational frameworks. Within 
financial services, working with finance and risk data in 
both first- and second-line roles. Working for Scotiabank, 
Canada’s most international bank, I built cross-functional 
expertise - from financial analysis and integrating reporting 
for newly acquired international operations, to building 
financial models and leading consolidated reporting for the 
two largest subsidiaries. Building on those early experiences 
with data and a passion to decipher the stories behind 
data, I went on to lead the analytics function for a financial 
services regulator. Realizing that companies have a huge 
opportunity to transform regulatory compliance costs into 
strategic investments about data, I returned to the industry 
side. I currently lead the development and implementation 
of service engagement models for the Finance & Risk Data 
Management Office within RBC. 

Working for a financial services regulator at a time of 
major transformation, what was your takeaway? 

I was fortunate to be a financial services regulator at a time 
of major changes in the approach to regulation. My mandate 
was to build from scratch an analytics function that externally 
would collect data to monitor the regulated sectors for 
emerging trends and risks, and internally would transform 
that data into information in support of evidence-based 
regulatory decisions. Leading the team whose analysis 
was driving regulatory actions and was shaping policy 
recommendations was very rewarding.  My public service 
experience reinforced that the ultimate “why” remains the 
key: optimal outcomes emerge when stakeholders look for 
common ground. I was inspired to return to industry to help 
companies unlock the power of their data.

How has this diverse combination of knowledge, skills, and 
experiences impacted your leadership perspective and your 
personal “why?” 
   
Evolving. Just like the environments in which we operate, we are 
in constant change. To unlock our full potential, we need to first 
understand who we are and stay true to ourselves. My “why?” To 
break barriers and leave a legacy; venture somewhere new, find 
solutions to apparently impossible circumstances, or, my favorite, 
inspire others to go beyond what they think possible. Amid 
profound transformations all around us, socially, in business, 
etc., the purpose of our actions is more important than ever and 
requires a global perspective for optimal win-win-win solutions 
beyond self-interest.

Letitia holds an International MBA from Schulich School of Business (York 
University) in Toronto.

letitia.miclescu@rbc.com |  LI: letitiahayes
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When The Top 100 Magazine interviewed Steve Ankerstar, it became 
immediately apparent that we were facing a challenge unlike any we 
had experienced before. This is a man who is deserving of adoration and 
recognition, but finding the words to accurately portray his impact would not 
be an easy task. How could mere adjectives measure up to his deeds or 
manifest the impact he has made in his country and on his fellow Americans? 
And would Steve, who is radically humble, allow us to indulge and regale 
our readers with a narrative that rivals our most venerated heroes? 

Like every superhero novel, Steve’s “origin story” is essential to 
understanding the how and why of his success. He served his country 
in active combat as an Air Force fighter pilot for 20 years, taking part in 
the “Shock and Awe Campaign” during Operation Iraqi Freedom. He is 
an accomplished academician, having earned a Bachelor of Engineering 
degree and three master’s degrees, with the first two years of his Ph.D. in 
finance already completed, as well as achieving certification as a CERTIFIED 
FINANCIAL PLANNER®. He is a seasoned and savvy businessman, currently 
serving as CEO of Ankerstar Wealth, and the founder and commentator 
of the wildly popular podcast, On Time On Target, and his own YouTube 
channel, both of which earned 5,000 downloads in just a few months. And 
he’s a skilled investor who advocates for and educates not just the affluent, 
but the often-overlooked middleclass. 

It might be easy to assume that with this pedigree, Steve would be 
egotistical and arrogant. In fact, he is the polar opposite. Everything he 
does is driven for his love of helping people. Perhaps this is why clients 
throughout Texas are following him in droves. Since founding Ankerstar 
Wealth in 2013, he’s amassed over 130 clients while managing over 
$50M in assets for upper-middle-class families. And in the process, he’s 

attracted the attention of publications such as 
The Platform Magazine, who featured Steve on 
their 2020 cover.

Although Steve wouldn’t utter the words himself, 
to the clients he’s served, and those yet to come, 
he is a guardian angel, overseeing and improving 
their financial health through Ankerstar Wealth, 
answering the questions that no one else does 
in his On Time On Target podcast, and serving 
as a role model to aspiring finance professionals 
and human beings, in general. For these, and 
so many other reasons, we spoke with Steve to 
learn more about him, his company, and his flair 
and passion for helping others.

Q: Steve, tell us about Ankerstar Wealth and 
what led you to found it.

A: My desire to serve others is what compelled 
me to join the military and serve our country, 
both in times of peace and war. That same desire 
compelled me to use my financial and investment 
acumen to perform pro bono financial planning 
while in the military, to help both active-duty 
personnel and veterans and their families to get 
what they want out of life. It was tremendously 
fulfilling for me to see them flourish financially 
as a result of my leadership and guidance. 
When I retired, I wanted to continue my lifelong 
mission to serve people. The firm was set up 
because there was a real need for affordable, 
professional, financial planning. We are entirely 
objective and tailor our approach to the clients’ 
needs. Simply put, we recommend strategies, 
not products. Founding this company and 
sharing my expertise and knowledge through 
media appearances and my podcast is my way 
of continuing to contribute to the betterment of 
people’s lives. 

Q: What led you to launch the podcast and 
what topics does it cover?

A: I wanted to help people, not just my clients, 
which the podcast allowed me to do. I started it 
during the COVID-19 pandemic, which is when 
so many questions arose about finances. People 
were losing their jobs and focused more on their 
economic health than ever before. I set it up as 
a monologue and each episode was dedicated 
to a particular topic. For example, one show 
discussed “How much money should I have at 
age 35?” Another was “What is the difference 
between leverage and debt?” Then, the ideas 
just started rolling in, informed by the questions 
from listeners. “What to do with suddenly 
inherited money?” “How do I know if I’m on 
track for retirement?” In just the first few months 
after its launch, there were 5,000 downloads, 
so I was reaching people and it confirmed what 
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www.ankerstarwealth.com  |  vipservices@ankerstarwealth.com 
Podcast Feeds: www.podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/on-time-on-target/id1517679186  |  www.ontimeontarget.libsyn.com 

FB: ankerstarwealth  |  LI: cruiserankerstar  |  Twitter: ankerstar  |  IG: cruiserf15 

I’ve always known—Middle America needs 
someone who can navigate the complexities 
of financial planning and the myriad options 
to build wealth. I think that my experience in 
military finance gives me a unique perspective 
that allows me to analyze and simplify it for the 
average person.

Q: Tell us a little bit about yourself. Where 
did you grow up? Where do you live now?  

A: My father was in the Air Force, so we moved 
all over. I went to high school in Ohio and 
college at Iowa State. My family and I retired 
to Round Rock, Texas, in 2013 and don’t plan 
to ever leave the Austin area. We absolutely 
love it here.

Q: If you had to give just ONE piece of 
financial advice to your younger self, what 
would it be? 

A: Invest in index funds and individual stocks 
earlier. I spent decades in mutual funds.

Q: What was your biggest financial mistake? 

A: Mutual funds and over-diversification. 
These can be the right instruments for those 
who are passive investors and/or choose/
prefer to be hands-off. But if you’re willing 
to pay attention and be a lifelong student of 
investing, focusing your portfolio can make a 
huge difference.

Q: What is your favorite personal finance-related book? 

A: George Clason’s The Richest Man in Babylon. If you can understand this 
short book, it’s all you need to become financially independent.

Q: Is there a retirement plan on the horizon?

A: Someday I will step away from the day-to-day operations of my business, 
but I plan to stay engaged in the investing decisions as long as I have the 
mental capacity to do so.
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He’s a 30-year veteran of the international finance industry, a former investment 
banker, and the author of one of the greatest turn-around stories in the history of 
mining—taking Aurcana Corporation from life support to a market cap of $600 
million, making it one of Canada’s 500 largest companies. He’s also the only person 
known to have negotiated a $25 M buyback of a streaming mining agreement. He 
was a member founder of the Mexican chapter of Wharton Econometric Forecasting 
Associates, founded by Lawrence Klein, the 1980 Nobel Economics Sciences Prize 
winner, for whom he developed an econometric model focused on air traffic demand 
in Mexico. He has worked throughout the whole of North America, establishing an 
excellent reputation within the industry and yet, Lenic Rodriguez refers to himself as 
an “accidental miner.”

In 1992, Lenic launched FirstAccess Financial Group, Inc., a boutique investment and 
merchant bank serving primarily in North America, executing some of the largest 
transactions in the TSX.V in Canada. It was sometime later, when the company 
acquired a mining operation, that Lenic discovered the value and possibilities of 
the resources sector. Confident in the long-term economic outlook for this market, 

he founded The Apache Mining 
Group, which would encase three 
operating branches: Apache Copper, 
Inc., Apache-Abba Minerals Limited, 
and Apache-Iron Corporation. Most 
notably, Lenic’s metallurgical team 
has developed a green disruptive 
process to produce high purity metallic 
copper (98%-99%) from copper oxides, 
requiring no electric power and 
using only naturally occurring based 
reagents, and is leading the efforts to 
move away from carbon-based energy 
to green energy. 

As Lenic prepares Apache for its IPO 
in early 2022, we spoke with him to 
learn more about his companies, their 
operating models, and the future of 
mining.

Lenic, how did you get into mining”

It truly was by accident. I got into mining 
in 2007, after First Access arranged 
the financing for the acquisition of La 
Negra mine and the re-starting of its 
operations. I personally participated 
in the financing, becoming the largest 
individual shareholder. The operations 
were not going well, and I needed to 
protect my investment. I remained 
an active investor until the board of 
directors appointed me as its CEO.

Tell us more about First Access’s 
transition to focus primarily on the 
mining sector?

We’ve conducted transactions in 
debt and equity for several  industries 
over the years, but we will now be 
concentrating on the resources 
sector since we believe that the long-
term economic outlook for metals is 
excellent, and we have  a very skillful 
team of professional in this sector. In 
fact, we’ve recently expanded our 
operations to Papua, New Guinea, with 
the acquisition of Aiabba Minerals, Ltd 
(today, Apache-Abba Minerals Limited) 
and with the acquisition of Ferrominera 
de Uruguay through our Apache-
Iron Corporation, where we plan to 
develop  a huge magnetite minerals 
reserve.
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Tell us briefly about the Apache Project.  
 
Apache Copper, Inc. has a copper/silver deposit in 
a totally unexplored region of Mexico. The state of 
Tamaulipas, where we are located, is not known for 
mining and upon developing our mine, projected 
for 2022, we’ll be the first copper/silver mine in 
the state to detonate further exploration. In line 
with those projections, our IPO is planned for early 
2022, and we’ll use it as an investment vehicle to 
control the three companies in the Apache Mining 
Group. The area is covered with green bushes, 
proper of the region. However, on our property, 
no vegetation grows. This is called a vegetation 
anomaly and it is due to the high mineralization 
that no vegetation survives. The only economic 
use of this is mining. 

Give us a short description of your other two 
companies. 
 
Apache-ABBA Minerals controls two tenements 
comprising over 2,700 Km2, highly prospective 
in gold and copper. Some of the world largest 
copper and gold mines are on this island and in 
our geological trend, including the Grassberg 
mine, but also Lihir (61M Oz gold), Porgera, (32M 
Oz gold), Ok Tedi (18M Oz gold & 8/Mt Copper), 
and Panguna. 

Apache Iron is focused on advancing and 
developing a huge iron magnetite mineral reserve 
that we’re very familiar with. The authorities have 
welcomed us, knowing quite well that this is a 
country-transforming project.

Can you explain your innovative Metallurgic and 
Green Process and how it benefits investors, 
society, and the environment?

The Apache Process(TM) is a disruptive green 
process that produces high purity metallic copper 
(98%-99%) without the use of electric power. It is 
a clean mechanical/chemical process that saves 
1,000 amps per 1.6 g copper produced (Grupo 
Mexico). Our reagents occur naturally, and they 
get recycled, making it the greenest process for 
copper oxides and carbonates. The process is 
highly economic since all it need are tanks, pipes, 
and some pumps. The ROI of our plant is counted 
in multiple not in percentages.

Will you share a few of your previous projects?

In the past, I launched Aurcana Corporation from a shell into a mining 
company, acquiring La Negra mine for $6 million. The mine was in the 
care and maintenance of Peñoles, the largest silver producer in the world, 
but they purportedly had only 1 million tons of ore left for the life of the 
mine. We raised another $14 million and within 12 months, Aurcana was 
worth $100 million. We extended the life of the mine for about six years, 
mined 20 million tons of sliver, and let it go for $50 million. After four 
years, in 2013, Aurcana had morphed from a $500k shell company into 
a $600 million market cap and was one of the 500 largest companies in 
Canada in terms of growth and profitability and became part of the mining 
index in Canada.

What do you enjoy most about your work, what drives you?

I am a workaholic by nature, and I enjoy my work. Being able to help 
stakeholders and maximizing investors returns, while progressing the 
industry is what drives me every day.

www.apacheabbaminerals.com  |  lr@fundingcorp.ca



Scott Cadieux has spent his entire career devoted to the service 
of others, driven by honor, integrity, and the greater good for all. By 
nature, he’s a born leader and protector on a mission to serve the 
community and their pursuit of financial wellness and happiness—
and for Scott, it’s personal. But long before founding Echelon 
Private Wealth, LLC, Scott was on a mission of a very different kind—
in uniform.  As a highly decorated U.S. military officer, he served 
in multiple combat deployments supporting both Desert Storm 
and Operation Enduring Freedom campaigns. In recognition of 

his outstanding service, he received the Bronze Star 
Medal, the General MacArthur Leadership Award, 
and the Order of Saint Maurice, among many others.  
Post-military, Scott held a successful 22-year career as 
an award-winning advisor and a first-class executive, 
leading, coaching, and managing advisors for one of the 
world’s largest asset managers, Fidelity Investments.  
Much of Scott’s success is due to the support of his 
beautiful wife, Heather, his three children, and a close 
network of friends.

One might ask, how did Scott’s extraordinary skill as 
a military officer translate into a remarkable career 
as a financial service leader? Quite simply, because 
underneath the uniform he so proudly wore in the service 
of his country was a learned financial mind backed by 
two degrees and several professional accreditations. 
He holds a B.S. in business administration with a 
minor in economics from the University of Vermont, a 
master’s in administrative studies with a concentration 
in financial economics from Boston University, and 
an advanced financial planning certificate from Yale 
University. A military retiree, Scott combined his 
leadership skills with his passion for finance. He began 
his financial services career in 1998, providing expert 
advice and delivery on a comprehensive range of client 
wealth management issues, investment best practices, 
philanthropy, estate, tax, and insurance planning. 
Driven by a dedication to the service of others, Scott 
received multiple President’s Circle awards from his 
previous firm, which is the highest customer service 
recognition awarded. 

In 2020, Scott leveraged his extensive experience to 
found Echelon Private Wealth, which genuinely puts 
the clients’ best interest ahead of corporate profits by 
eliminating product partner influences.   Echelon is a full-
service wealth management firm located in Scottsdale, 
Arizona.  As a fee-only advisor, Scott specializes in 
providing financial strategies and superior service 
to high-net-worth individuals, retirees, government 
workers, military veterans, professionals, and families 

across the country. Ever the protector, Scott ensures 
Echelon delivers customized portfolio management 
strategies and asset protection constructions through a 
disciplined framework designed to increase and guard 
its clients’ wealth. We had the honor of speaking with 
Scott to learn more about Echelon’s commitment to the 
financial wellness of its clients and how he’s leading 
the charge to help other veterans realize a successful 
career in finance.
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What compelled you to start your firm, and how is it 
different from others? 

Simply put, my underlying motivation was to be a catalyst 
for positive financial change. There are ways to be 
successful while still serving the greater good, providing 
a better economic life for all investors. I strive to help my 
clients live a more abundant life by aligning their money 
and time with their passion and purpose.  By design, 
Echelon’s sole concern is our clients’ success before our 
own, by selecting only the best solutions for our clients.  
As a fiduciary, we work alongside clients, offering 
personalized, objective, and fully integrated holistic advice 
tailored to every individual’s specific needs and goals and 
select only the solutions that will best serve them.

We are different from other firms, and we’re proud of 
it. Echelon treats all clients with the same level of care, 
whether a client has $300,000 or $30 million. While 
most advisors differentiate service delivery by assets 
under management with an eye on profit, Echelon has 
the luxury of serving an exclusive client base. As a result, 
we intend to provide the best, unbiased, gold-standard 
service in the industry. 

How do your decades of experience benefit the unique 
needs of your high-net-worth clients? 

I have a lot of experience working with clients with 
assets up to $100 million, and they require a specialized 
approach.  We incorporate the latest and most innovative 
techniques to address the sophisticated needs of 
high-net-worth clients.  My firm takes a holistic and 
multidisciplinary approach to the wealth lifecycle.

With your reputation as a financial leader, you could 
have chosen to serve only the wealthiest. But, instead, 
you also focus a great deal on serving military and 
government clients. Why is this important to you?

As a veteran, it is essential to serve those who have 
served our country, and I don’t take the opportunity 
lightly. Regardless of their net worth when we first 
meet, I can help them achieve their personal financial 
goals. There’s a need for more financial management 
awareness throughout the government and military, and 
I have a lot of experience with the challenges they face 
and their benefits eligibility. I can help them navigate 
those inherent complexities and design a plan that can 
help them grow.

You’re also an active supporter of helping military 
veterans transition to successful civilian careers, 
working as a coach with The Honor Foundation. Tell 
us about this. 

The Honor Foundation is an organization that helps 
Special Operations veterans to migrate back into civilian 
life. As an active coach, I assist Green Berets, SEALs, 
Marine Force Recon, Delta Force Special Operators 
with career transitions. It’s an honor to serve the most 

elite communities globally and help them navigate into corporate 
America in the civilian sector.

What advice would you give to veterans who want to pursue a 
career in finance?

It’s essential to establish a strong network of mentors within the 
industry and learn all aspects of it to understand the area that 
aligns with your passions. Don’t let anyone tell you that you can’t 
do it. You can; you just must make it happen. How we execute 
in the military is no different from how we manage in corporate 
America: (a) define your current situation, barriers, and alliances/
mentors; (b) identify your definition of success (DOS), and don’t let 
others define it for you; (c) hold yourself accountable through a 
disciplined execution plan; (d) focus on the inch, not on the yard. 
“Yard by yard, life is hard. But, inch by inch, life’s a cinch.” That 
quote has driven my entire career. Lastly, celebrate your wins and 
learn from your failures. 

Scott is a Certified Financial Planner™, an Accredited Investment 
Fiduciary®, and an arbitrator for FINRA®. He holds FINRA Series 
SIE, 7, 9, 10, 63, and 66 licenses and is an Arizona life and health 
insurance agent.

www.echelonpw.com  |  src@echelonpwm.com 
602.922.9998  |  FB: Echelon Private Wealth Management 

LI: Scott Cadieux  |  TW: WealthEchelon
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With a genuine interest in helping both medical providers 
and patients, Tyler Johnson is committed to disrupting the 
patient finance industry—a space historically dominated 
by big banks. Since obtaining a degree in business 
management from California State University, Bakersfield, 
he has demonstrated a comprehensive knowledge of the 
field as well as an enthusiasm for exploring new practices 
and approaches. In January 2018, Tyler joined Healthcare 
Finance Direct as a financial controller and worked his way 
up to director of operations within the first 12 months. By 
May 2019, he had become chief operating officer, and in 
January 2021, he took the helm as the firm’s CEO. Today, 
with nearly a decade of business and finance experience 

under his belt, Tyler focuses on building a 
strategic vision for the company, working to 
ensure that the needs of both medical providers 
and their patients are being met, and supplying 
employees with the support and resources they 
need to thrive. 

Based in Bakersfield, CA, Healthcare Finance 
Direct is a privately held financial services firm 
that was founded as a startup in 2010. Unlike 
traditional lenders, they offer a state-of-the-art 
technology platform, which effectively gives the 
keys of strategic control to medical providers. 
Tyler and his team of financial experts work to 
equip practices with affordable payment plans and 
financing options that fit their patients’ needs. To 
date, Healthcare Finance Direct has worked with 
doctors and clinics to help over 700,000 patients 
(projected to be over 1 million by next year) in all 
50 states and Canada—resulting in 100% revenue 
growth year-over-year. The Top 100 Magazine 
recently had the pleasure of speaking with Tyler 
to learn more about Healthcare Finance Direct, 
the company’s unique model, and the clients they 
serve. 

Q: Let’s start with a bit of background. What 
led to the establishment of Healthcare Finance 
Direct? 

A: The firm came about after the Great Recession 
of 2007-2009. By 2010, many people could still 
pay their bills, but if their credit scores had fallen, 
they were denied medical service. Healthcare 
Finance Direct was founded to address this issue. 
From day one, the firm’s goal has been to offer an 
innovative new model that would allow medical 
practices to offer pay over time options to their 
patients.

www.healthcarefinancedirect.com
tyler@healthcarefinancedirect.com
661.364.8700 
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Q: How does your unique model help patients who struggle to 
afford medical care? 

A: We recognize that when patients lack sufficient cash or credit, 
everyone loses. While medical loans help people with good credit, 
only about 50% of patients applying for those loans get approved. 
The rest either rely on the practice to foot the bill or they get turned 
away. To help patients gain access to the treatments they need, our 
model offers an alternative—an affordable, pay-over-time plan that 
allows practices to accept more patients, charge interest, and mitigate 
risk of default. There’s also no need for medical providers to worry 
about collecting payments. When healthcare providers offer pay over 
time plans on the Healthcare Finance Direct platform, we manage 
the entire process with infrastructure and processes that would rival 
any professional lender.  Then we deposit payments directly into the 
providers’ accounts daily, resulting in less credit risk and a better 
patient experience.

Q: How does your model differ from those of other financial 
service firms? 

A: Our model is the only one of its kind, at least inside health care 
where the big banks determine whether they will lend money to 
patients based upon FICO. Sadly, because the banks primary concern 
is protecting their money, the majority of people are denied health 
care financing. The banks have never explored what patients or 
providers need as a “total solution.” That’s where we come in. The 
type of financing we support is non-securitized, which makes it critical 
to be correct about each patient’s ability to repay. We’re essentially 
the bridge between the capital market and the health care providers, 
but our focus is on the providers. We want them to be able to say 
“yes” to all patients, if possible. 

Q: What types of health care facilities do you serve? 

A: We work with both public and private companies or practices—
with a focus on large enterprise and middle-market providers who 
specialize in elective medicine and have at least 10 locations. The most 
common practices we serve are dental, Lasik, audiology, orthodontia, 
cosmetic-related, invitro fertilization and surgical centers.  Since the 
patient costs for their services can range from $1,000 to more than 
$15,000, financing options can be necessary for up to 70% of patients 
for some of our providers.

Q: How does Healthcare Finance Direct benefit providers?
 
A: At the heart of it, most providers want to serve every patient if they 
can, but it must be profitable for them to do so. Just by leveraging 
technology and finance, we allow them to serve every patient, 
if they so choose. Our job is to give them tools to make it easy—
multimillion-dollar technology, a call center, accountants, and analysts 
to support their patients’ needs. There’s no longer any reason for 

health care providers to manage patient financing 
in-house because it’s simply not cost-effective. 
We also negotiate with health care providers to 
give discounts that will make their services more 
affordable for patients. A lot of hospitals collect less 
than 2% of what’s owed to them solely because it’s 
hard for patients to pay due to portals that are difficult 
to navigate, etc. We use technology that makes it 
easier for patients to make payments, and we cut 
down on administrative expenses and headaches 
for our providers while helping them bring in more 
revenue—a minimum of 5% to 30% or higher—
dependent upon the other affordability options they 
have available.

Q: Can you expand on how you help providers 
increase their revenue? 

A: Of course. We essentially mitigate the providers’ 
costs by optimizing their down payments from 
customers. While banks pay providers up to 90% 
on prime patient financing (and keep the interest 
income from the customer), and for subprime, can 
be as low as 60%, our model allows providers to 
make more on every dollar—collecting the interest, 
or at the very least, benefitting from the income they 
receive from it. We put their profits on a payment plan 
so that the down payments cover their fixed costs. 
Ultimately, this gives providers the flexibility to either 
collect a monthly revenue stream or sell off the profit 
to the capital markets so that they can get cash now. 
We also empower providers to be in control of the 
customer experience. Instead of being handed off to 
a third-party financial organization, such as a bank, 
patients are placed firmly in the hands of providers 
to ensure they receive optimal care. 

Q: To what do you attribute the company’s 
success? 

A: I think this niche in the market came about due to 
the false assumption that big banks will always be in 
control. We refused to accept that notion based upon 
basic business principles. Instead, we recognized 
there was a better way that would allow providers 
to say “yes” to more patients. So, I attribute 100% of 
the company’s success to the humility and discipline 
of our team members. When we see that patients 
are underserved or not served at all because of their 
credit scores, we are determined to help providers 
bring in more revenue so that patients will have 
access to the care they need.
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Throughout Stephanie Hogue’s 15-year career in 
investment banking and asset management, she has 
been on a mission to make a positive impact. Recognized 
with one Deal of the Year Award in 2009 and as a 
nominee again in 2017, followed by a nomination for 
Top Ten Global Female Investment Bankers in 2019, it 
is clear she is a leader determined to make this happen. 
Stephanie has worked in Brazil, India, and throughout 
the U.S. as part of large, world-class organizations, from 
traditional investment banks to global M&A advisory 
teams. In 2019, she found the perfect fit as CIO with 
Bombe Asset Management in Cincinnati, Ohio, an 

alternative asset manager focused on optimizing transportation 
infrastructure—a specialization near and dear to Stephanie’s 
heart. With assets across the U.S., Bombe believes that well-run, 
efficient transportation infrastructure can create, build, and sustain 
ecosystems, both micro and broadly within a community. In 2020, 
she became managing partner, working side by side with co-MP, 
Manuel Chavez III. Within this role, Stephanie oversees investment 
strategies and manages deal processes, teams, and integration 
strategy for assets and companies acquired, while working with 
Manuel to examine strategies based on current environment and 
changes within the industry. 

Stephanie’s natural talent as both a leader and a financial mind 
showed themselves early, as did her determination to use both to 
make meaningful change. While pursuing her MBA at University 
of Rochester, she served as co-editor of the school paper, VP 
of consulting and finance clubs, and co-chair of the All-Finance 
Conference. After graduating, she was elected to the MBA’s 
advisory board as chair of the International Committee. In 2016, 
she was named head of her national team for recruiting, learning, 
and development and served as the group partner diversity 
champion for the same team until 2020. She recently participated 
in Leadership Cincinnati, Class 44—a premier leadership 
development program presented by First Financial Bank and also 
sits on the board of trustees of PMC, the public television network 
in Southwest Ohio. Stephanie was member of the NYC Brazilian-
American Chamber of Commerce’s Finance and Capital Markets 
Committee. Stephanie met with The Top 100 Magazine to share 
more about her work, the importance of diversity, and how she 
and Bombe Asset Management are helping both communities 
and their investors thrive. 

The company’s name has an interesting origin. Where does 
“Bombe” come from?

For me, Bombe emphasizes both the firm’s insight into the wide-
reaching implications of infrastructure and the complexities of this 
sector. The Bombe was used by the allies in World War II to break 
enemy codes—the Enigma. At Bombe, we view the levers driving 
assets as a code and by solving that code, we unlock that value 
both for our investors and the ecosystems that those assets serve.

What drew you to specialize in infrastructure as an asset class? 

I love the scale of infrastructure, its ability to support economic 
growth, and its role as a catalyst for change. I was drawn to this 
sector because it’s definable, and I can see the impact it has on 
communities and local economies. For example, a parking facility 
can be viewed as a place to park cars or as a place that facilitates 
the movement of people. In the latter instance, that asset creates 

Q
&

A
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movement, driving or maintaining investment in that 
region, which builds its own ecosystem. With the 
proliferation of commerce and places to socialize, 
these communities thrive, as do the investors.

How does your global experience in traditional 
banking, private equity, and M&A benefit Bombe 
investors? 

I think the diverse experiences from doing transactions 
internationally gave me a wide lens and insights 
across M&A and capital markets structuring, ideas for 
transactions, and different focus points. For example, 
ESG considerations vary between Europe and the 
U.S., so having that exposure overseas means that I 
can bring that lens to our transactions in the United 
States. I think it works particularly well within Bombe, 
given my partner’s 25 years of real estate and 
parking operational experience. As a result, we bring 
investors an uncommon breadth and depth of financial 
and operational experience that is extraordinarily 
complementary.

You place great emphasis on diversity and team 
building. How do these elements work together to 
best serve investors? 

This is important to me, personally, as well as to our 
investors. I ran diversity and recruiting initiatives for 
one of my prior teams nationally and know that it needs 
sponsorship at a senior level to fully realize its impact. 
Research shows that diverse boards and executive 
teams outperform the market and provide better and 
sustainable returns for investors. It is critical to build 
a culture that supports diversity - in thought, gender, 
background, etc. - so that people feel comfortable and 
want to stay and contribute to the team. It also makes 
for a better transaction structure and ongoing strategy. 
I heard an analogy that has stayed with me: “Diversity 
in a company is being asked to the dance. Inclusion in 
a company is being asked TO dance.” If people feel 
they’ve been hired but not included, you defeat the 
purpose of diversity. But if you ensure that everyone is 
dancing together, amazing things tend to happen.

You are clearly driven by the philosophy that the 
finance industry can serve as a far-reaching catalyst 
for positive change. Tell us about this and some of 
the work that you’ve done in pursuit of this mission.

I believe that true accomplishment needs to be 
definable and measurable and serve others in some 
way, thus hopefully creating a legacy. Investment 
banking and private equity allow for these objectives, 
and as financial leaders, we can act as stewards to 
improve communities, as we are doing at Bombe. 
I’ve been involved with community organizations 
throughout my life. When I moved to Mumbai in 2011, 
I joined the American Women’s Club and was elected 
as the VP of finance within months. AWC is an expat 
social non-profit that financially supports an Asian-
based grassroots organization serving the women and 

stephanie@bombeltd.com  |  https://bombeltd.com  |  513.834.5110 
Address: Cincinnati, OH  |  LinkedIn: /in/stephanie-hogue-93b158

children of Mumbai’s slums. Soon after I joined, I co-chaired their 
first-ever fundraiser engaging multi-national corporations, raising 
a substantial amount of money to develop a health center that 
provides nutrition and vaccinations for mothers and children. As a 
mother, focusing on this vulnerable group is incredibly important 
to me. While that was a highlight and growth point for me, I am the 
most excited I have been in my career about what we are building at 
Bombe. While young in lifecycle, the firm has a strong partnership, 
a best-in-class team, a strong network of relationships, supportive 
investors, and a vision statement of solving for the greater good. I 
am confident that this will be the most fun I’ve had yet.
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Amid the congested landscape of finance, there is a luminary 
company and an influential leader vaulting over the mundane 
trivialities of archetypal posturing and pretense, bringing 
genuine value and real results to entrepreneurs in the fintech, 
cryptocurrency, and disruptive technology spaces.
 
The company is Nexoa and its trailblazing founder is Mo Yang.

Mo is an authority on cryptocurrency and blockchain, with an 
impressive career history as a Certified Public Accountant, 
Chartered Financial Analyst, and Chartered Accountant. 
His proficiencies include financial planning and analysis 
(budgeting, management and performance reporting, 
forecasting, and modeling), mergers and acquisitions, complex 

international structuring, and management of venture 
capital and family offices. Over the span of his career, 
Mo held a position as CFO of a tech company with over 
100 employees, closed over $2B in deals as an M&A 
advisor, worked for BMO capital, one of the leading Bay 
Street institutional trading desks, and advised the titan 
company, Silo, through their reverse takeover process, 
raising $5M pre-initial public offering. 

We sat down with Mo to learn more about his company, 
what they do, and how they distinguish themselves 
within the oversaturated market. 
 
Mo, let’s start with an overview of what Nexoa does 
and what led you to create it.

In a nutshell, Nexoa offers CFO services and provides 
venture capital to promising startups in order to facilitate 
their goal of becoming publicly traded. 

I started my career in accounting, working for a Top 6 
international firm, then moved to M&A and transactional 
corporate finance. I then relocated to Toronto, where I 
worked on a trading desk and did a lot of institutional 
trading and selling. I later accepted an appointment as 
chief financial officer of a tech company, which is where 
I realized that a CFO is actually a commodity that could 
be capitalized on. So, I leveraged all my experience 
and started my own consulting practice. I wanted to 
give myself more control over my destiny, and at the 
same time, help more companies to grow.

Let’s talk a little more about Nexoa’s involvement 
after it has taken a company public.

We stay on with the companies we represent, and they 
want us to remain involved after going public. Two 
of our greatest success stories—Silo Wellness and 
Polymath—are perfect examples of our commitment 
to continued support. I currently serve as director of 
Silo Wellness, a company developing assets in the 
psychedelics space, and CEO of Nifty technology, an 
NFT (non-fungible token) company. 

You also support the success of promising startups 
by acting as an angel investor. Tell us about your 
work in this area.

We’re really interested in helping entrepreneurs who 
are just starting out. We like to get in early and support 
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www.nexoacpa.ca  |  mo.yang@nexoacpa.ca  |   416.668.3812  |  LI: Mo Yang

great ideas, whether it be by writing a check or 
connecting them to our network. We’re not just 
“dumb money.” We bring value and experience 
to the table. 

What CFO services does your firm provide 
and who does this benefit?

Our clients are primarily in the fintech and SaaS 
(software as a service) spaces—cryptocurrency 
and disruptive technologies such as AI and 
machine learning—as well as pharma and other 
emerging sectors.  

The most important support services that 
our clients look to us for are handling audits, 
M&A, and complex accounting. Dealing with 
publicly listed companies requires a special 
skill set, inclusive of quarterly reporting, 
auditing, and working with regulators across 
the various exchanges. We have experience 
in all these areas. 

The benefit is that we’re a one-stop shop. 
We’re multidimensional. We take care of it all, 
so it’s also cost-effective.

How many and what type of clients do you 
serve?

We have a broad range of clients and have 
been involved with nearly three dozen in 
various sectors of the startup space. Our 
focus thus far, however, has been on the 
three verticals I mentioned—fintech, crypto, 
and SaaS. 

Are you seeing greater demand from cryptocurrency clients?

Yes. The crypto market is evolving and maturing, so we’re seeing new 
infrastructure around decentralized finance, along with a sea of companies 
that are starting and building upon it. Additionally, there’s a lot of specialized 
legal, accounting, and tax services required to operate in that space so 
we’re experiencing greater demand for our services. 

Lastly, Mo, tell us about your specific role and what your responsibilities 
are.

I advise on fundraising and capital market strategies (wherein both 
individuals and business entities buy and sell debt and equity securities 
via the New York Stock Exchange, American Stock Exchange, London 
Stock Exchange, and NASDAQ), execute go public transactions, and 
analyze our potential investments. Also, as I mentioned earlier, I maintain 
executive positions in some of the companies that we’ve taken public. 

I’m required to wear many hats, and it’s often very challenging, but I wouldn’t 
relinquish a single component of my duties. I’m proud of Nexoa and the 
clients we’ve helped, and based on what we’ve managed to accomplish in 
a relatively short period of time, I’m confident that we will continue to grow.
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A 28-year financial industry veteran of Fortune 500 and publicly traded 
companies spanning from aerospace to telecommunications to energy, from 
UTC to Siemens to NextEra to Welltower, Jennifer Arsenault believes that 
success comes with authenticity—and as managing partner of Viper Equity 
Partners, she’s the very embodiment of the power in this philosophy that 
has guided her entire career. It’s this same ideal that underlies her work with 
the hundreds of clients that she’s assisted with since joining Viper in 2017 
in a role that focuses on client packaging, practice underwriting, and buyer 
inquiries, all while managing a staff. In her words: “I bring dream outcomes to 
reality by working closely with our doctor clients.” It is this passion that drives 
her every day—and has contributed to the lightning-fast growth of Viper.

Coined the “Ritz Carlton of investment banking,” Viper Equity Partners is 
a leading M&A investment firm offering full-service, seller-side support for 
doctors looking to partner with larger platforms or private partnerships. 
Founded in 2009 in Palm Beach, Florida, the company serves clients across 
the U.S., with a focus on dentistry, dermatology, and plastic surgery, and an 
eye on new verticals within the medical space. Named among the Fastest 
Growing Companies of 2020 at the 10th Annual Best in Biz Awards, Viper 
has enjoyed significant growth in its deal inventory, which now exceeds $700 
million, with the goal of additional closed deals in excess of $250 million by 
the end of 2021. Jennifer recently spoke with The Top 100 Magazine about 
Viper, her work, and her philosophy of authenticity. 

Let’s start with your current role and what attracted you to Viper. 

In 2017, I made a huge jump from a large corporate environment to a 
specialized M&A investment banking platform when Viper recruited me to 
grow the firm to its current flourishing state. I was immediately attracted to 
assisting lucrative closing transactions for hard-working doctors in contrast to 
the enrichment of boards of directors and shareholders of large companies. 
My role allows for turning dreams into reality by offering full support for 
doctors who have little experience in M&A. Although we’re on the sell side, 
buyers love to work with us because we make their jobs so much easier. 
We collaborate with doctors and provide rigorous and sound financial 
assessments of their practices, including solid EBITDA calculations. My 
division of the firm offers thorough underwriting and packaging to facilitate 
value proposals that often pave the way for expedited offer presentations. 
For me, it’s all about the human aspect. I’ve always wanted to make a positive 

change, and now I’m using my skills to do just 
that. I get tremendous fulfillment from my work 
with health care clients, and I feel so fortunate 
and blessed to be where I am today.

To what do you attribute Viper’s lightning-
fast growth? 

I think the secret to our success has been our 
ability to establish trust quickly and to remain 
relationship-focused on both ends of the 
transaction. We provide full-service support to 
our clients and foster excellent relationships 
within the industry. Since our clients specialize 
in health care, they’re like fish out of water 
when it comes to M&A and equity transactions, 
so we are their advocates—bringing them all 
the way from packaging to the closing table. 
In addition, we do most of the homework for 
buyers who are evaluating these practices, by 
offering underwriting and packaging services. 
Overall, our goal is to bring them to a swift, 
efficient, and lucrative closing. 

Have you seen an increase in M&A activity 
from medical practices and doctors as a 
result of the COVID pandemic? 

Yes, we have. When a lot of companies were 
forced to shut down, we remained open and 
active with no slow-down in buyer appetite. 
Many doctors evaluated their situations 
and realized how much easier it would be 
to weather storms like COVID if they were 
partnered with larger platforms. Securing their 
futures financially, protecting their businesses, 
and taking care of their patients were likely 
brought to the forefronts of their minds as they 
sought to protect their empires. Also, if they’re 
considering an exit strategy, partnering with a 
larger organization gives them peace of mind 
and, many times, a far more lucrative and 
elegant segue into the next chapter of their 
lives.

How does your unique perspective, 
experience, and financial acumen outside 
of M&A benefit your clients?

My previous roles—budgeting, forecasting, 
financial planning, and analysis—placed 
emphasis on both internal and external reporting. 
I was accustomed to communicating internally, 
messaging our board of directors for quarterly 
shareholder meetings, determining how we 
were performing compared to our financial 
targets, and then tweaking our strategy 
to improve financials or to better align our 
strategy with our goals. I crossed over into a 
lot of different areas throughout my career in 

CONTACT: www.viperequitypartners.com
jennifer@viperequitypartners.com  |  561.601.5198
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finance, but the M&A space fits so much better 
with my personality. I’m not the typical “finance” 
person because I love to interact with people, 
and this role allows me to do just that. I can help 
clients reach their goals rather than just focus 
on numbers.

You place a tremendous amount of importance 
on authenticity. Why is this important to you? 

I firmly believe that genuine strength and power 
come from the ability to be authentic in your daily 
life—whether at home with your family, friends, 
and community, or at work with your coworkers, 
clients, and partners. As a woman, embracing the 
fact that I have a different approach from others 
has also been incredibly empowering, and my 
clients can feel that, too. One of the reasons my 
partner, who is male, and I work so well together 
is because we have different perspectives 
and approaches, and this yin and yang serves 

our clients well. Overall, exhibiting a strong emotional quotient (EQ) has 
benefitted me greatly—particularly in the world of M&A, where transaction 
values are high and so are emotions.

What advice would you give to young women entering the field of 
finance?

I’m incredibly fortunate to be part of a company that gives fantastic 
opportunities to all, regardless of gender. As a woman, it’s incredibly 
fulfilling to reach the highest levels of leadership in a flourishing firm. Viper 
is a tremendous place to work because we value the contributions of 
everyone and recognize the power of multiple perspectives and diversity. 
If I could give young women, or, really, anyone, a single piece of advice, 
it would be to understand that power and strength come in many forms: 
embrace your unique perspective; be true to yourself; and don’t feel the 
need to change who you are. At the end of the day, that’s really what 
empowerment is all about.

Jennifer holds a BS in finance from Bentley University and an MBA from 
the University of Miami.
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Hailing from modest roots, Ralph Johnson is a serial entrepreneur 
who rose to become an industry leader and the founder of a thriving 
alternative financing firm on a mission to help small businesses and 
entrepreneurs achieve their dreams. His career in finance began 
30 years ago when he joined an investment bank and graduated 
near the top of his 70-member training class. Before the age of 24, 
Ralph had already advanced to vice president, and in 1994, he led 
his first IPO banking transaction—taking public the company that 
pioneered the installation of dynamic video screens in elevators 
and on train platforms. He later became the youngest principal 
in a top equity trading firm’s 40-year history before joining a 
powerful NYSE member firm. There, he managed assets for a 
private client wealth group and helped fund proprietary hedge, 
venture, and real estate funds. By 2002, Ralph held seven 

different industry licenses within three different countries 
and had led or participated in capital raises totaling nearly 
$1 billion. He then went on to found and grow multiple 
businesses from zero to over $50 million. Today, Ralph 
has served more than 1,000 small businesses and funded 
approximately $120 million.

In the summer of 2020, facing the challenges of a worldwide 
pandemic, Ralph pivoted and merged his two growing 
private companies that independently offered alternative 
financing and small business consulting and founded 
Propellus, Inc., with the goal to help entrepreneurs access 
and manage working capital, increase revenue, and optimize 
profitability. Through its partner and vendor network, the 
company offers additional payroll and tax services, payment 
processing solutions, and marketing expertise. With offices 
in New York and New Jersey in addition to remote teams 
of experts across the country, Propellus serves customers 
and investors all over the world. We recently met with 
Ralph to learn more about Propellus, what drives him to 
serve his fellow entrepreneurs, and how he’s helping small 
businesses and their owners to flourish. 

What does your role as CEO encompass? 

It’s my job to manage and guide the business as a collective 
unit. I’m very hands on with the day-to-day business—all 
facets of operations, sales, and investor relations—and 
I speak with all new customers before they’re funded. 
Although this is unorthodox, I want them to know that we’re 
going to treat them fairly and do everything we can to help 
them succeed. I also discuss our expectations to ensure 
that customers live up to their end and that they know we 
will live up to ours. 

Tell us more about Propellus’s specific focus on assisting 
entrepreneurs and small business owners. 

The owner-operated enterprise and generational family 
business tend to be underserved in this market. Many of 
these entrepreneurs are accustomed to wearing all the 
hats, and they sometimes lose efficiency by trying to do too 
much. To take some of the burden off their shoulders, we try 
to streamline their cash flow and show them how to improve 
sales and margins. 

What inspired you to serve this select group of clients? 

Although I never wanted for the necessities as a young 
boy, our family struggled financially. We were on welfare 
and didn’t have much. I learned the value of hard work and 

Crisis is the Textbook 
of Leadership.

Chief Executive Officer and Founder

JOHNSON
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responsibility at a young age, and after graduating from high school I put 
myself through college by working multiple jobs and burning the candle 
at both ends. I’ve owned a handful of successful companies that I started 
from the ground up, so I intimately appreciate the struggles and dreams 
of small businesses and entrepreneurs. I also understand the barriers 
that many must overcome to obtain financing. That’s why I’m teaching 
them to fish rather than simply giving them fish. My goal is to educate 
small business owners and advise them on the amount of funding they 
need—enough to survive their current crisis, expand, or reach their 
current goals, but not so much that they struggle to pay it back. 

How do you help small businesses and entrepreneurs streamline 
cash flow and improve their efficiency, sales, and margins?

We take a closer look at their day-to-day banking and revenue, identify 
good and bad patterns, and determine how their cash flow affects 
their business. Better cash flow can mean getting beneficial terms from 
suppliers or providing more efficient services to customers. By improving 
the economics on both sides of the ledger, reducing expenses, and 
increasing sales, the profit margin can be significantly widened. In turn, 
customers can avoid ending up in similar positions in the future and 
use our services and capital as tools to focus on growth rather than on 
catching up. I’m not out to take equity from the businesses of owner-
operators or to act as their CFO. Many of them simply don’t have time 
to conduct such an analysis or explore better options, so we’re here to 
help inject capital and improve processes. In the post-COVID world, the 
supply chain is another challenge as prices of products have increased, 
and delivery times have expanded. Therefore, it’s even more important 
to for owners to run their businesses as efficiently as possible by cutting 
costs and increasing sales. 

How has your experience with previous financial crises helped 
your clients thrive during difficult circumstances, most recently the 
COVID pandemic? 

I believe that crisis is the textbook of leadership because challenges 
teach us how to evolve and adapt. During the banking crisis of 2007, 
there was a shift in alternative financing, and small businesses were 
struggling. So, I launched a company to help meet those needs. Similarly, 
Propellus was born as a response to COVID. We needed to protect the 
interests of our investors and to provide services for our customers—
not only during the pandemic, but well into the future. My two previous 
companies, launched in 2007 and 2016 were privately held, so we 
merged them under one umbrella to form a new, public company. This 
strategy created additional value for us and for the people we serve. 
We’re now setting our sights on developing into a company with a $1 
billion market cap.

What particular challenges did small businesses face during COVID, 
and how did you help them? 

Many businesses shut down, so existing customers needed us to be 
sympathetic to the fact that they were bringing in zero revenue by no 
fault of their own. We had to be patient and wait until they reopened 
before we could resume collecting payments from them. Unfortunately, 
even after they reopened, they were faced with back rent payments, 
capacity restrictions, difficulty finding employees, reduced customer 
traffic, public safety concerns, and more. We approached each situation 
individually as they were all different. One by one, we restructured and 
resumed relationships in ways that worked for both them and for us. 
Many of our small business clients even emerged from the pandemic 
in a much stronger position.

Ralph is a graduate of Pace University, where he earned a 
bachelor’s degree in finance and management science. His 
MBA coursework was in international finance. He has also 
completed certificate programs in factoring and merchant cash 
advances, as well as the following designations: Accredited 
Management Accountant (AMA®), board certified Master 
Financial Planner (MFP®), Chartered Economist (ChE®), Chartered 
International Banker (CIB®), Chartered Trust and Estate Planner 
(CTEP®), and Registered Financial Consultant (RFC®).

rcj@propelluscorp.com  | (212) 220-9755

My goal is to educate small business 
owners and advise them on the amount 
of funding they need—enough to survive 

their current crisis, expand, or reach 
their current goals, but not so much that 

they struggle to pay it back. 

www.propelluscorp.com
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Canadian author, John Geiger, once wrote that everyone 
we meet serves a purpose in our lives: “Some people will 
test us, and some will bring out the best in us, but they will 
all teach us something about ourselves.” Kyrah Coker, vice 
president of finance at National Roofing Partners (NRP), 
has shared in the author’s ideology throughout her career 
of more than 20 years. She believes that no relationship 
is a waste of time because every person we encounter 
contributes to our growth as individuals. Her beliefs 
were validated as a student at the University of Texas 
at Dallas, where she studied economics and sociology. 
After earning a degree in interdisciplinary studies, she 
set out to merge the financial side of business with the 
human relationship side. Today, integrating relationships 
into finance is Kyrah’s specialty as she leverages culture, 
strategy, and individual care plans to effectively grow 
companies. 

NRP is a Texas-based, single-source solution for 
commercial roofing needs. They provide anything 
related to roofing—restoration, replacement, solar 
attachments, telecom, and more. The company’s worry-
free guarantee and exceptional service to both regional 
and national clients has resulted in numerous honors and 
recognitions. NRP was named an Inc. 5000 Honoree by 
Inc. Magazine and has been ranked among the Top 10 
Best Places to Work by Dallas Business Journal. Every 
year since 2014, the company has received a Carlisle’s 
Excellence in Single-Ply Award, and in 2018, they won 
the Carlisle’s Perfection Award. NRP is also a member 
of the Pinnacle Council in the Johns Manville Peak 
Advantage Contractor Program—an honor achieved by 
less than 2% of the program’s contractors. Recently, the 
Top 100 Magazine had the pleasure of speaking with 
Kyrah to learn more about the company as well as her 
background and current responsibilities.

Have you always been in the field of construction 
finance? 

I’ve been in finance since the late nineties, but I started 
out in the corporate sector working for a publicly 
traded pay phone company. In 2006, I transitioned into 
construction finance, where I’ve remained for the past 
15 years—with the last four being in roofing specifically. 
All the construction roles I’ve held have been in finance 
in some capacity: director of finance, regional finance 
director, controller, vice president of finance, etc.  

Tell us more about your current role at NRP. 

As vice president of finance, I am responsible for the 
accounting operations of the company. This includes 
the production of periodic financial reports, maintenance 
of an adequate system of accounting records, and a 
comprehensive set of controls and budgets designed 
to mitigate risk, enhance the accuracy of the company’s 
reported financial results, and ensure that reported results 
comply with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
(GAAP). I am also responsible for the company’s IT, HR, 
and risk management, overseeing the cross functional 
relationships between partners, clients, and employees. 

www.nationalroofingpartners.com  
FB: National Roofing Partners
LI: National Roofing Partners
LI: kyrah-coker-13205b19
YT: National Roofing Partners

VICE PRESIDENT OF FINANCE
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From an insider’s perspective, what sets NPR apart from 
other companies in facilities performance services? 

We build on the strong expertise of Tier 1 roofing partners across 
the U.S., and our network consists of more than 200 service 
locations and 12,000 team members nationwide. Together, we 
provide unparalleled roofing and building envelope services, 
solar support services, and telecom services for every customer. 
NRP also offers experience from the executive level, to account 
managers, to an industry-leading customer care team. With 
in-depth knowledge of roofing and facility management, team 
members evaluate customer needs and provide solutions 
that offer strong returns on investment as well as consistent, 
excellent customer experiences. 

What is the worry-free guarantee? 

NRP guarantees that we will correct any type of issue and 
make it right. We want to make sure that all our team members 
are easy to do business with, respond rapidly, and arrive on 
time. We pride ourselves on being the best in class so that our 
customers should never be given cause to worry.

What do you enjoy most about your work? 
 
Being in finance has afforded me the opportunity to be responsible 
for human resources, which incorporates employee programs 
and company culture. The human capital aspect of my work is 
immensely fulfilling. I have enjoyed being a part of employee’s 
growth journeys over the years and hope to continue to expand 
that in my career.  

You serve on four different boards. Share a bit about them, 
including the role you play within each. 

First, I serve on NRP’s board of managers as the company’s vice 
president of finance. Then, there’s the Construction Financial 
Management Association (CFMA), which is dedicated to 
serving the needs of construction financial managers and their 
service providers through the power of education, networking, 
and information. I’m director on the board as well as a member 
of CFMA’s scholarship committee. Next, I serve as a member of 
the board and as vice chair of mentorship for National Women 
in Roofing. NWiR is a volunteer-based group that supports 
and advances the careers of female roofing professionals 
throughout manufacturing, design, installation, investigation, 
repair, management, and every step in between. 

Our membership also includes and welcomes men who support 
the inclusion of women in the roofing industry. 

Together, we provide mentors to help women 
move up in the ranks and grow their careers. 

I’m also on the local board for National Women in Roofing as vice 
chair of community outreach. We provide charitable donations 
through our network of non-profits, which benefit women and 
children. Whether it’s through my role as vice president of 
finance or by serving on a board of directors, my mission is to 
grow and improve the industry while continuing to learn from 
every person I meet along the way.

R to L
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If you could infer only a single message 
from the Bible, it would almost certainly be 
to heed The Golden Rule. This is a principle 
that Reagan Wagner has woven into every 
aspect of his life. 

Guided by his faith, Reagan is a servant 
Christian leader who is bringing an 
ecclesiastical perspective to finance. 
He has infused his firm, NFA Wealth 
Management, with a spiritual energy that 
is both distinctive in the industry and well-
received by clients. In a time when most of 
the world perpetuates a self-serving and 
egocentric attitude, Reagan prescribes to 
the scriptural passage in Galatians 5:13-
14:  “Life by the Spirit: You, my brothers 
and sisters, were called to be free. But do 
not use your freedom to indulge the flesh; 
rather, serve one another humbly in love. 
For the entire law is fulfilled in keeping 
this one command: ‘Love your neighbor as 
yourself.’” 

Reagan believes that these values not 
only have a place in business, but can 
be an indispensable guide to navigating 
around many of the most common pitfalls 
of an industry that is plagued by avarice. 
Based on his firm’s $1.8 billion in advisory 
and brokerage assets, it’s obvious that 
their thousands of clients agree. It is the 
quintessential embodiment of their motto: 
“Making your dreams and goals a priority.”

From their corporate headquarters in 
San Antonio, Texas, to their offices in 
Louisiana, Oklahoma, Florida, Washington, 
Mississippi, and Puerto Rico, NFA Wealth 
Management partners with more than 50 
advisors and 200 insurance agents who 
uphold the company’s pledge to embrace 
The Five F’s: Faith, Family, Finances, 
Fitness, and Fun. Both the size of the 
organization and their multitude of affiliates 
allow for a full suite of services and multiple 
levels of support, all of which foster long-
term financial relationships and a culture of 
exceeding client expectations. 

We spoke with Reagan about his ideals 
and how they’ve been integrated in NFA 
Wealth Management, and how this unique 
and moral approach to finance is attracting 
investors en masse.  (Assistant) Allie Afillingim@tnfa.net  |  210.737.7800 
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Reagan, what are your primary responsibilities as 
president and CEO?

My role is to deliver guidance for our long-term vision 
and ensure that our objectives are realized. I provide 
training, education, and support for the advisors 
affiliated with our firm, and oversee our private client 
group, which entails the creation and implementation 
of five-star standards of service. 

What services do you offer private clients?

We coordinate with the client’s providers, such 
as accountants and attorneys, or we can engage 
these services on their behalf, so that the strategy is 
inclusive of integral tax and legal components. We 
offer 401K, life insurance, portfolio and institutional 
wealth management, service and review of benefit 
programs, third party administrator review and 
selection assistance, and all the nuts and bolts behind 
financial planning. Our clientele just don’t have the 
time to deal with five or six different people, so we 
become their financial advocate and their virtual CFO. 
Because we are a fiduciary, we also work with the 
multiple custodians and carriers and remain product 
and company agnostic. 

What is the importance of succession and continuity 
planning and how do you work with business owners 
to implement these strategies?

The importance of these plans is to allow for the 
transition of wealth between generations and 
ultimately, continue the legacy that the business owner 
has worked to achieve. We set up an interview and use 
a questionnaire to help us understand their values and 
goals in relation to how they want to transition, be it a 
family member or third party. We work collaboratively 

with their legal and tax teams to construct a program that aligns with 
the desired outcome, whether it is retirement, inheritance, or long-
term planning for other objectives. 

How long have you been in the field and what compelled you to 
start the company?  

I’ve been in the field of financial planning for two decades. What 
compelled me to start the company is, in a word, family. My father 
founded an insurance business in 1981. At the time, I was working 
for a large corporation. My wife convinced me that as an owner, I’d 
have the liberty to incorporate our values into the acumen. Soon 
after, I founded NFA Wealth Management to work in conjunction 
with my father’s insurance company. A few years later, we joined 
forces and by the grace of God, we were successful enough to 
facilitate subsequent mergers with other companies. We purchased 
a fledgling investment company and have since continued to grow 
and cultivate mutually beneficial affiliations. And it all stemmed from 
my wife’s suggestion nearly 20 years ago.

What are a few of your greatest professional accomplishments?  

We are a team-based company, affectionately referred to it as 
the “NFA family” because everybody’s opinion matters, and 
everyone has a voice. That being said, my greatest professional 
accomplishment is being able to lead that family and benefit the 
clients we represent. The world is a “me” world right now, and it 
should be an “us” world. We, as people and as business leaders, 
need to work to bring that back. I believe the Lord called me to 
serve others and this is the foundation for any achievement. This 
service has allowed us to be an LPL Financial Chairman Club 
member, which is the top 5% of advisors in their network. We have 
been able to maintain and qualify for multiple years at the Million 
Dollar Roundtable Top of the Table, which is the highest level of 
MDRT member. Our greatest success is having grown a company 
with no advisory assets to a firm that services over $1.8 billion in 
advisory and brokerage assets across multiple platforms.

Reagan holds series 6, 63, 7. 24 licensed through LPL Financial and series 65 license through Strategic Financial Concepts LLC. He is 
also a winner of the “Texas Monthly 5 Star Award.” He has spoken at FI360 on Nonqualified Deferred Compensation Plans and was 
published in the Captive Insurance Review. NFA Wealth Management is credentialed as an Office of Supervisory Jurisdiction (OSJ), 
which allows Reagan to have supervisory responsibilities for agents and advisors affiliated with the firm.
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An extraordinary life may have once seemed unlikely for Edward 
Hidalgo—the son of immigrant parents who arrived in the U.S. with so 
little money the family lived in a small garage and shopped at the local 
Salvation Army. However, those humble beginnings were responsible 
for instilling a strong work ethic, a drive to work hard, set goals, and 
motivation to push beyond all expectations. This audacious vision of 
the future helped pave a path towards success to ultimately personify 
the American dream. With the support of his wife and mentors along 
the way, this dream would one day become a reality. 

Edward’s innate ability to sell stemmed from a young age selling 
clothes from his mother’s corner street store, which helped build 
the foundation to be a successful entrepreneur and business man 
later in life focusing on financial wealth management and real estate 
investment. In real estate, Edward has completed $75+ million 
dollars in land sales over the course of his lucrative career. As further 
testament to his accomplishments, he is a member of the Chairman’s 
Council and the Million Dollar Round Table, and is the #1 Life Insurance 
Agent and overall, the #2 Worldwide Agent for OneAmerica® a Fortune 
500 company. Today, Edward serves as a financial broker for Team 
Financial Partners in Redlands, CA—a general agency appointed with 
the insurance company of OneAmerica®. There, he leverages his strong 
background in financial and insurance products, estate planning, and 
real estate for the benefit of his diverse client base. Along with his 

natural ability to communicate well, he possesses a 
talent for identifying the unique needs of his clients and 
breaking down complex ideas into small, achievable 
concepts and providing clients with practical methods 
to create wealth. We sat down with Edward to find out 
more about his successful career.

Q: How did you start in the wealth management and 
the finance industry? 

A: I spent most of my youth moving from one place 
to another, working in FOREX while in San Francisco, 
then as the marketing manager for one of the nation’s 
largest commercial lawn corporations, and next a junior 
vice president for an international retail industry. In 
2000, I decided to settle in California to be closer to 
my then fiancé, who was completing graduate school. 
I am fortunate that my wife and I make a strong team 
and share the same dreams and grounded values. 
She remains the strongest catalyst for my success. 
She encouraged me to obtain the California life and 
health insurance licenses. Utilizing my previous sales 
experience, this was a natural transition. In 2001, I 
accepted a position selling financial insurance products 
with New York Life and my career began to take off. 
I was averaging more than 50 cases per month. I 
received several Top Sales Awards and became one 
of New York Life’s best early career agents. 

Q: Who were your mentors? 

A: I believe in the quote by Robert Kiyosaki, “Your 
mentors in life are important, so choose them wisely.” 
In 2004, I was introduced to my first mentor, Jet Sison. 
She is the CEO and founder of Capital Holding Inc., the 
largest private land holding company in the high desert 
of Southern California. I became an apprentice and Jet 
said to me one day, “You were born to sell,” and pushed 
me to add a real estate license to my growing list of 
qualifications. By 2005—my first year in real estate—I 
became the Top Broker for Capital Holdings with more 
than $75+ million in land sales alone. During that same 
year, I met my second mentor while working at a Fortune 
500 company, John Fountain, CEO and founder of 
Creative Benefits, a financial service corporation. He 
encouraged me to complete the Series 6 and 63. 
He taught me how to further diversify my financial 
knowledge and skills and I began to learn about wealth 
management, the stock market, and fixed and variable 
financial products such as mutual funds and 401k 

From his humble beginnings, 
Edward developed a strong 
work ethic, a drive to work 
hard, and the motivation to 

push beyond all expectations. 
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retirement accounts to provide exceptional service to my 
high-net-worth clients as their wealth manager—educating 
clients rather than selling products. During this time, I was 
recognized as the Top Producer of the company.

Q: How did you transition into commercial real estate? 

A: I have continued to work in the financial industry this 
entire time, but remained with the Fortune 500 company 
until 2015, the year when I received an exclusive invitation to 
apprentice at Bentley Forbes Corporation and Metropolitan 
Equities in Beverly Hills. I discussed the opportunity with 
my wife and she encouraged me to take the position.  She 
believed this was my chance to learn from the very best, and 
I agreed. My third and fourth mentor, respectively, was Fred 
Wehba, CEO and founder of Bentley Forbes and Gustavo 
Boros, CFO of Metropolitan Equities. Fred’s impressive 
real estate portfolio includes signature properties such as 
the Watergate Hotel in DC, the Bank of America Building 
in Atlanta, the Prudential Building in Chicago, and the 
Four Seasons in Austin. After completing a six-month 
apprenticeship, Fred appointed me as the vice president 
of Bentley Forbes. While at Bentley Forbes, I reviewed 
numerous financial statements of multi-million-dollar hotels 
and commercial real estate properties and multi-billion 
dollar real estate portfolios, directly working with Gustavo 
handling all M&A transactions.  I collaborated with CEOs and 
CFOs of world-renowned real estate corporations; often 
times our competitors, to buy and sell hotels and break 
ground on new commercial real estate developments, as 
well as raise capital. I also worked directly with presidents 
of private equity and hedge fund corporations. My time at 
Bentley Forbes not only enabled me to work with the very 
top people in multiple industries—hotel and commercial 
real estate, finance and banking, private equity, and 
development but also presented me with countless 
opportunities I would have never received otherwise. 

Q: How did you integrate all that you have learned and 
experienced? 

A: In 2019, I returned to the finance and insurance industry 
to continuously incorporate my experience with M&A, 
commercial real estate, and land sales. I chose OneAmerica® 
and joined Team Financial Partners as a financial advisor. I 
quickly became the agency’s top broker. When the world 
came to a halt in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, I 
knew I needed to become even more dynamic than ever 
and build a team to successfully reach my goals. By July 
2020, all the hard work paid off and my team exceeded 
beyond our projected goals. I became the #1 Life Insurance 
Agent and overall, the #2 Worldwide Agent for OneAmerica®. 

This was one of the greatest honors I have received.

Q: Do you have a niche area at Team Financial Partners? 

A: Yes, I focus on premium financing life insurance for high-net-
worth clients who have a net worth of $5 million and above. This 
product is beneficial because it provides tax free income and 
can be used for estate planning, or for corporations a bonus 
structured plan for the executive leadership to help decrease 
the company’s tax liability and pay for the premium. Banks 
will contribute to the annual premium up to 10x the client’s 
contribution for a better rate of return. This product provides 
an innovative alternative to traditional investment vehicles. 
I am one of the few national financial advisors equipped to 
offer premium financing to customers. I also believe in every 
product I sell because I first purchase the product myself before 
recommending them to clients. 

Q: How do you spend your time outside of the office? 

A: My wife, son, and I are world travelers. We have traveled 
the globe extensively from swimming with the sharks in the 
Philippines to walking through the Louvre in Paris, to making 
sushi in Tokyo, and cruising the Mediterranean. We are also very 
active and snow ski during the winter season, and do water sports 
during the summer. Because of the generosity of my mentors, I 
have now focused my attention on being a mentor to younger 
individuals entering this industry. It is competitive, but with the 
right mentors and laser focused hard work anyone can succeed.

www.tfpartners.net   |  edwardhidalgo8@gmail.com
951.675.9685  |  LI: Edward Hidalgo 

FB: TeamFinancialPartners



From his 23rd floor office, Thane Stenner has a panoramic view of the Vancouver, 
BC landscape, which is a perfect parallel to his overview of the financial vista 
across Canada and North America. But this is not an overnight success story and 
Thane did not become established among the top entrepreneurial minds and 
investment experts in Canada and abroad overnight. His is a narrative of over 30 
years in the making. From his earlier days as a managing director and institutional 
consultant for Morgan Stanley in the United States, to his current role as director 
of wealth management and senior vice president of Canaccord Genuity Wealth 
Management (Canada and USA), Thane has spent his career understanding and 

managing the unique complexities facing 
ultra-high net worth clients, entrepreneurs, 
family offices, and institutional fiduciaries. 
And, while Thane’s clients are the grateful 
beneficiaries of his steady expertise and 
commitment to his craft, the industry 
itself has recognized him with a cache of 
honors from Barron’s and other leading 
financial authorities. 

Stenner Wealth Partners+ is a virtual, cross-
border, boutique wealth management 
team within Canaccord Genuity Wealth 
Management Canada and USA, the 
largest independent investment bank 
in Canada and #1 for middle market 
deal flow. Thane began operations with 
experienced colleagues from his former 
StennerZohny Group of Graystone 
Consulting at Morgan Stanley in 2020, 
and by early 2021, the team ascended 
to already be one of the top performing 
groups within Canaccord Genuity Wealth 
Management. Dually licensed in Canada 
and the U.S., Stenner Wealth Partners+ 
operations are conducted in Vancouver, 
BC. To date, the company has selectively 
maintained only 43 key client relationships 
across both countries and these investors’ 
net worth ranges between $25 million 
and $2 billion. Although Thane attributes 
their success to the combined talents and 
efforts of his whole team, his commitment 
to world-class leadership cannot be 
overlooked. 

Thane’s roles necessitate a leader with 
the skills to see the big picture and 
maintain a laser focus on the minutiae. 
Thane credits these skills to his father, 
who was also in the financial services 
field for 45 years. He is depended upon 
for relationship management, business 
development, portfolio construction, 
cross-border professional relationships, 
significant due diligence on third party 
active and passive investment managers, 
and heading the Stenner Wealth Partners+ 
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Director, Wealth Management, Senior Vice President, Portfolio Manager, 
and Investment Advisor of Stenner Wealth Partners+ at Canaccord 
Genuity Wealth Management Canada and Canaccord Genuity Wealth 
Management (USA), Inc.
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investment committee, as well as other tasks inherent in 
running a top tier wealth management group. 

The Top 100 Magazine spoke with Thane to learn 
more about Stenner Wealth Partners+ origin, how 
they’ve differentiated themselves in the industry, and 
the challenges of anticipating and catering to uber 
successful clients, including some of North America’s top 
entrepreneurs, family offices, and C-Suite executives. 

Q: Thane, how is Stenner Wealth Partners+ unique 
from other wealth advisory teams?

A: Stenner Wealth Partners+ has 85 years of combined 
experience in preserving and efficiently servicing 
relationships with ultra-high-net-worth and institutional 
clients. What makes us different is our unique perspective 
for Canadian and American investors looking to expand 
their horizons and financial exposure beyond local 
markets. Over many years, we have developed an acute 
understanding of our clients’ specific needs, which allows 
us to tailor best-in-class custom solutions and strategies to 
achieve their long-term financial objectives. Furthermore, 
we are especially equipped through our team’s licensing 
and network of knowledgeable experts to service clients 
with cross-border wealth considerations. 

Our target clients are typically those with a minimum 
household account size of $10M and a net worth of up to 
$2.5B. We’re highly selective—our goal is to bring on only 
eight to ten new relationships per year. We also have a 
very disciplined type of client, which is where the team’s 
experience with this segment of investor comes into play. 
Additionally, we participate in the full gamut of alternatives, 
which historically have performed exceptionally well.

Q: How does your experience in working in both the 
U.S. and Canada benefit your clients?

A: I’m cross-border licensed with FINRA in the USA, and 
with IIROC in Canada, so I’m fortunate to be equipped to 
serve investors across both territories. Our clients benefit 

www.stennerwealthpartners.com  |  Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management USA and Canada
TStenner@cgf.com  Toll-Free: 1.833.STENNER (783.6637)

LI: https://www.linkedin.com/in/thane-stenner  |  https://www.linkedin.com/company/stenner-wealth-partners
Listen to Thane’s Podcast Produced by BNN Bloomberg Brand Studio: https://stennerwealthpartners.com/bnnbloombergpodcasts

from access to exclusive research and investment vehicles not 
easily accessible within Canadian investment portfolios. We are 
able to analyze and tap into global markets to provide valuable 
diversification, exclusive investment opportunities, and a unique 
perspective. This experience extends beyond traditional 
investing to a network of tax and accounting specialists, legal 
advisors, and wealth management solutions available globally to 
locally based clients. 

Q: How do you assist clients with cross-border custom 
situations?

A: We have a unique infrastructure in place that allows us to 
custody and service clients and their assets on both sides of the 
Canadian/U.S. border. This involves setting up the necessary 
accounts to implement portfolio solutions while achieving the 
most advantageous tax treatment of our clients’ investments.  

Q: One of your areas of specialty is managing liquidity events 
for entrepreneurs and investors. Tell us about this. Is this 
particularly important during times of economic/market 
volatility?  Did you see a greater need for this during the 
pandemic?

A: Typically, this involves the sale of a business or the process of 
diversifying a large, concentrated stock position from a previous 
or current employer, or via an Initial Public Offering. We believe 
that a well-designed and diversified portfolio benefits the client 
in all situations, but this approach has been found to be most 
advantageous in periods of market stress and volatility in public 
asset classes. Diversifying your sources of return are also about 
managing your risk, while maintaining a broad approach of 
assets that work together in a portfolio setting, which often leads 
to greater long-term outcomes than concentrated wealth. 

Q: Your firm is very involved in philanthropy and charitable 
endeavors. Why is this important to you?

A: We believe that giving back is an important responsibility as 
part of our community. I have had the privilege of donating my 
time to over 15 charitable organizations in the last 33 years.

We are especially equipped through our team’s licensing and network of 

knowledgeable experts to service clients with cross-border wealth considerations. 

http://www.stennerwealthpartners.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/thane-stenner 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/stenner-wealth-partners
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Over the course of her 21 years in commercial banking 
and real estate finance, Tracy Ericson has maintained that 
leaders can make an immense difference in the world 
when they are motivated to do good. “In my opinion, we 
rise and fall together, and our greatest success will come 
when all of our communities succeed,” she says. “If we 
can help improve the lives of all people, then it makes the 
world a better place for all of us.” 

With this as her guiding mantra, Tracy has quietly worked 
to help orchestrate the meaningful transformations of 
communities across the country and the very lives of the 
people they touch. As a senior vice president/director 
in Wells Fargo’s Community Lending & Investment Team 
since 2005, she has led the closing of approximately 100 
deals, clearing the $1 billion mark in total deals closed in 
2021, and through them helped to create approximately 
20,000 permanent jobs and 7,000 construction jobs. From 

the Los Angeles LGBT Center’s Anita May Rosenstein Campus 
and the Union Rescue Mission’s Angeles House in Los Angeles, 
CA, to the Family Healthcare Center in Fargo, ND, Covenant 
House in Anchorage, AK to her work with Native American tribal 
communities, and beyond, the projects she has worked to finance 
provide thousands of people with critical jobs and services. In 
recognition of her impact as a financial leader and her commitment 
to the betterment of people, Tracy has received Wells Fargo’s 
prestigious honor, the Golden Spoke Award, an award given to the 
top performers in the bank.  She has also received project awards 
for both the Los Angeles LGBT Center’s AMR Campus and her work 
with the Coquille Tribe’s Ko-Kwel Wellness Center, which received 
the Native American Finance Officer Association 2020 Deal of the 
Year. We sat down with Tracy to learn more about her role and how 
she’s using her investment approach to benefit everyone involved, 
from the bank to the customer to the community. 

Tell us about your current role, Tracy.

I consider my focus area to be double (and sometimes triple) 
bottom line investment in that I originate and manage a portfolio 
of deals that not only have economic benefits for the bank and 
the customer, but also community impact returns and sometimes 
environmental benefits too.  My work is specialized because the 
structure of each deal is complex involving a variety of sources 
involving both equity and debt features.   I truly enjoy working 
in this field because it is fulfilling from financial, analytical, and 
credit analysis standpoints as well as positively impactful for the 
communities served.

Prior to your current role, you worked in Wells Fargo’s Capital 
Markets Real Estate Distribution Group. What inspired you to 
move to the community development side?

I truly believe in the concept of “doing well by doing good,” and 
I wanted to combine my experience and knowledge in banking, 
economics, finance, and real estate to give back from a community 
perspective. I wanted to find heart in my day-to-day and align my 
career with my values.  Although I do enjoy the underwriting and 
analysis of traditional banking, the outcomes are what really make 
me tick. In my role now, I not only get to play a pivotal role in those 
outcomes, but I get such immense fulfillment from directly seeing 
the lives I’ve touched. 
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Does your experience in the capital markets and real estate 
side give you broader insight when analyzing or considering 
community development deals?

It does. The real estate underwriting and syndication experience 
I gained working in capital markets laid the foundation 
for analyzing and considering community development 
projects. It especially gave me knowledge and perspective on 
evaluating project readiness and ongoing impacts.  Learning 
the fundamentals of real estate was key, and I was fortunate 
to work with several experienced relationship managers and 
customers who were willing to teach me the business. 

Many people mistakenly believe that growing a business and 
investing in low-income areas is an either/or proposition. Can 
you explain the economic benefits to banks and investors of 
“doing good?”

This is a very interesting question I think is an important one 
to address, so thank you for raising it.  The way I view it is that 
all people, businesses, and organizations could be prospective 
customers who might need services and/or products to run 
their businesses or lives. If you view it along those lines, then 
the communities who haven’t been called upon are being 
disregarded and overlooked, so even from a strictly business 
perspective, there are missed opportunities to serve customers 
and build business.  Ignoring a portion of the population is by 
default limiting your ability to grow.
 
Can you give us an example of one of the deals you’ve 
executed and how it transformed a community? 

One deal I’m particularly proud to have worked on was the 
construction of a 20,000-square-foot facility for Children’s 
Institute, a social impact organization dedicated to transforming 
the lives of children exposed to adversity and poverty in Los 
Angeles. The new facility provides clinical and enrichment 
services to children and families, including counseling, parenting 
workshops, and Project Fatherhood sessions. CII’s integrated 
services include mental health, early care and education, child 
welfare, family support, and youth development services. The 
organization provides these critical services to victims of child 
abuse, neglect, and violence. The project will be a landmark 
building in an area of dire need for revitalization, which is why 
it has been an endeavor of the community for 10 years, and 
world-renowned architect, Frank Gehry, graciously designed 
the building pro bono.

One particular for-profit deal that you’re proud of perfectly 
illustrates how banks and investors can benefit while also 
“doing good” in the community by creating jobs. Will you 
share this with us?

I’ll be happy to! I recently closed a deal with El Encanto, Inc. 
(dba Bueno Foods), a small, privately held company, owned 
and operated by the Bacas, a local Hispanic family.  Now 70 
years old, the company has grown from a small neighborhood 
grocery store into a manufacturer of New Mexican cuisine with 
300 employees. The plant expansion will create about 50 new 
jobs in an economically depressed area of the city. Beyond our 
particular financing, it has been an inspiration to learn about 
the company’s corporate culture that emphasizes promoting 
diversity, hiring the disadvantaged and disenfranchised, 
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tracyburton@wellsfargo.com
tracyericson@gmail.com
415.215.8943

providing educational and advancement opportunities for 
them and then guiding them toward success.  

Let’s end with a personal question. What do you enjoy 
most about your work?

I enjoy seeing the benefits of the deals I close for years to 
come.  Although much of the heavy lifting of the financial 
package underwriting happens at originations, our 
investments have a seven-year term.  It’s truly a pleasure 
and inspiration to receive updates on the people who 
received services, secured jobs, added to local tax revenue, 
graduated from school, and received critical dental services 
and health care.  Also, even after all these years of closing 
deals, I am still not over the adrenaline rush of closing a deal 
after months in the making and continue to feel passionate 
about getting the deal team across the finish line.
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With a foundation in corporate law and 30 years of experience 
in global capital markets, Anna El-Erian has served as an 
independent director of multiple publicly listed companies. 
She is currently a director of Altius Minerals, Altius Renewable 
Royalties, Entrée Resources, Gabriel Resources, and Sabina 
Gold & Silver. Anna serves on the Fraser Institute, a Canadian 
public policy think tank, as one of the first women to be invited 
to join the organization. As a board director, Anna leads with 
a global perspective gained from living and working in South 
Africa, the U.K., Canada, and the U.S., helping companies 
develop strategies that position them for growth and success. 
Anna is a champion of diversity and inclusion with a profound 
understanding of the critical importance of environmental, 
social, and governance policies not only on a company’s fiscal 
health, but on society as a whole. For her skill and dedication 
as a leader, she received the Global Excellence Award in 2019 
from Acquisition International-Influential Female Director 
2019, Mining, and the Business Woman of the Year Award in 
2019 and 2020 from CEO Today.

Anna began her career in corporate law with Webber Wentzel 
Attorneys in South Africa. She then joined Investec Merchant 
Bank Limited, where she specialized in risk management and 
gained extensive experience in the areas of corporate finance, 
structured finance, and M&A. Ten years later, she took her 
experience and skill to serve as a director of public companies. 
We had the privilege of talking with Anna about what it means 
to participate as a director of these organizations and hear 

her views on the importance of diversity on boards, corporate 
governance, and ESG, and the responsibility of leaders to have 
a global perspective and to be responsible crisis managers.

Q: As an independent director of companies, what does your 
work entail?

A: Corporate boards have responsibility for many stakeholders. 
There are ongoing conversations around strategy, and 
working with companies to prepare for the anticipated and 
unanticipated challenges we face in today’s business and 
global environment. Previously unanticipated risks, COVID-19 
being the most obvious one, require that we build resilience 
within our companies to support the individuals that run the 
company and, more importantly, those who work within them. 
Resilience is now embedded within these discussions around 
sustainable growth, but we must be mindful not to lose our 
flexibility. Professor Adam Grant, in his must-read new book 
Think Again, eloquently demonstrates why each of us needs to 
keep an open mind and embrace new ideas and perspectives. 
It outlines how critical it is to reexamine old assumptions and 
opinions as we make important decisions. 

Q: What led you to transition from a career as a corporate 
leader to the director of multiple corporate boards?

A: My transition started after about 10 years as an investment 
banker working on the forefront of structured and corporate 
finance. A mining company approached me to help navigate 
complicated structural problems the firm was facing. I helped 
them unravel the situation they were in, and a few years later they 
invited me to join their board. The company became successful 
and was subsequently acquired, and since then, I have had the 
opportunity to serve on multiple boards in the mining industry. 
My personal and professional background has enabled me to 
look broadly at strategy, growth, and risk and contribute in a 
meaningful way to the institutions I work with.

Q: Let’s talk about environmental, social, and governance 
criteria. Why is it important that corporations adopt ESG?

A: When looking to invest, responsible capital is very mindful of 
the long-term sustainability of the company in all three parts of 
ESG. In my experience, a meaningful commitment to ESG has 
a positive impact on companies—it strengthens their growth 
capacity, the companies are healthy, and, in the long run, do 
much better. Ultimately, this influences their share price, which 
means that the shareholders are happy. If companies follow ESG 
guidelines, they are responsible, diverse, and are committed 
to acting mindfully about climate change and good business 
practices. In turn, the capital providers believe their investment 
is safe and that it’s been allocated to the right stewards. 

Q: Diversity in the workplace and on corporate boards is an 
important issue for you. Why is diversity important in these 
settings, and how are you helping to foster it?

A: The need for greater diversity is one of the critical and most 
immediately actionable aspects of what we were just discussing 
with ESG. We need both greater gender and ethnic diversity, 
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from the boardroom to every room within a company. Diversity 
comes with different value systems and visibility into blind spots 
you were not aware you possessed—and it’s also how companies 
can thrive and grow. 

As boards and as leaders, we need to have that balance of diversity 
because that is what changes values and attitudes and provides 
the backstop so you can start right-sizing income and opportunity 
equality for all. It’s for us, the leaders, to always be mindful of how 
we can do better. Companies like Goldman Sachs now have a 
commitment to diversity as one of their core values, demanding 
diversity on boards of companies before they take them public. 

Q: Why is it important for boards to be effective crisis managers, 
in general, and especially now, during the COVID-19 pandemic?

A: First and foremost, when you are managing companies through 
a once-in-a-generation crisis, you’ve got to make sure that the 
companies survive. In addition, you also need to make sure the 
company does its utmost for its employees, customers, capital 
structure, so that it can actually successfully navigate the crisis. The 
priority always has to be protecting your business and the people 
who make it possible—this is a non-negotiable. 

We have all seen how a global crisis, like the COVID pandemic, has 
exacerbated levels of already significant inequality and people who 
were already only just getting by have become even more worse off. 
I feel that, as boards and leaders, we have responsibility to join the 
battle against what is a great unequalizer, and not just of income and 
wealth but also opportunity. It is not just a social priority but also an 
economic and institutional one.

Q: Having lived and worked in multiple countries, you have 
global perspective. Why is it important for boards to have a 
global perspective?

A: Simply put, so they can manage risk and grow sustainably. 
Despite the ongoing trend of deglobalization, we still live in an 
interconnected world. With that comes levels of risk and that we, 
as the board, have to understand in order to ensure the company is 
being steered in the right direction.

Q: You are a director of the Fraser Institute, Canada’s pre-
eminent public policy think tank. What types of issues do you 
work on as part of this group?

A: The Fraser Institute is Canada’s No. 1 public policy think tank and 
its mission is to improve the quality of life for Canadians. We study 
and measure the effect of government policies on the well-being of 
Canadians, looking at the most important things that affect quality of 
life—health, education, or economic freedom. It really focusses the 
conversation on what’s important to our individual day-to-day, and 
the institute’s work has for many years resulted in positive changes 
in policy.

Q: What do you enjoy most about your work?

A: I love that it keeps me engaged, and that I get to help 
and give back. I am very fortunate that when I get up 
in the morning, I worry about how I can help today and 
where I can add value. We all have different strengths and 
experiences; for me, it is in setting the strategy, governance 
and guiding with a macro and global view. 

Q: As a female business leader and board director, what 
advice would you give to young women just starting 
their careers?

A: Trust yourself, and trust what you know. Value your 
contribution and never undermine what you do. To quote 
Dr. Dambisa Moyo, a good friend, economist, and global 
thinker, “In business, progress is never linear, success 
is never inevitable.” This is also true on a personal level 
and it is something we don’t teach. We need to identify 
and embrace obstacles and failures and think of them as 
opportunities to get better.
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Driven by integrity and a hunger to provide the highest 
level of value for a business, return on investment has 
always signified more than just a number to Chris Perret. 
Perhaps it’s the ten years he spent coaching junior 
high school football or the volunteer work in Ethiopia 
that created an insatiable desire to help others achieve 
personal and professional growth. For Chris, breaking 
limits and embracing challenges as opportunities are 
steeped in his persona, and the drivers in both his life 
and career. For as long as Chris can remember, he 
has supported businesses through some of their most 
challenging transactions. As an Accredited Real Estate 
Appraiser (AACI) and a Chartered Business Valuator 
(CBV) with nearly 25 years in the industry, Chris has spent 
the majority of his career helping individuals, and both 
small and large businesses. Now, he’s doing it again 
with a new team committed to helping municipalities 
find growth and opportunity to improve the community. 
“Some people want to start a firm and grow it to be big 
and successful. The teams I have been involved with find 
a problem or see a trend and solve it, find another, and 
solve it—always responding to the next emerging need 
or market trajectory,” Chris says. This ‘see and solve the 
problem’ has defined the trajectory of his entire career, as 
did his determination to make a difference. “You have to 
be fearless and willing to break down barriers in order to 
make a lasting impact,” he shares.

Chris spent the early days of his career traveling across 
Western Canada with Suncorp Valuations as a real estate 
appraiser learning all areas of the business, including 

market value appraisals, insurance costing, reserve fund and 
depreciation reports, risk management, and asset management. 
After only a few short years, he was asked to lead a new office 
expansion in Edmonton, Alberta. As the industry continued to evolve, 
so did Chris’s perspective of the business. He began consulting for 
companies throughout North America and integrating their services 
to become a one-stop-shop. Recognizing the power of a full-
service valuation consulting firm, Chris co-founded MVI Valuations 
(MVI). He and partner, Bob McNally, attracted, mentored, and lead 
a team of appraisers and valuators specializing in real estate, 
equipment, business enterprise, intangible assets, and accounting 
– setting a new standard in North America. The timing was ideal 
as the firm focused on feasibility studies, adapting to evolving 
financial reporting standards, fairness opinions, and succession 
planning for family business. MVI completed valuations on a large 
breadth of operations and industry, including engineering firms, 
food processing, industrial equipment rental operations, pulp and 
paper operations, oil and gas service operations, electric utilities, 
and all things in between. 

Focusing on providing excellent service and adapting to 
helping clients achieve their goals, Chris’s expertise includes 
the preparation of business value estimates on shares or 
operating assets for assisting in settling shareholder disputes, 
establishing purchase prices, estate planning, financing, share 
restructuring and general business decision making. He brings a 
unique perspective to many business operations with his strong 
background in real estate. MVI grew into the largest and most 
trusted valuations company of its kind, securing consulting work 
for some of Canada’s largest companies. MNP LLP, one of the 
nation’s largest accounting firms, approached the MVI team with 
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an offer they could not refuse, one that propelled MVI’s vision 
for growth and service forward. MVI Valuations officially merged 
with MNP LLP in 2010. “Bob and I were part of creating a national 
valuation practice built on relationships and experience, ability to 
attract the right talent, and the firm’s expanded service offerings. It 
was a fast-paced environment with incredible opportunities to work 
with some of the best finance experts in Canada,” Chris explains. 
In 2016, Chris made the decision to retire from the workforce and 
focus on his daughter, Lucie-anna, and devote any additional time 
he had to give back to his local community, having always been an 
advocate of volunteering with the profession, his community and 
supporting the charities close to his heart. In his earlier career days, 
Chris spent six years (2007-2012) as a member of the Standards 
Board of the Appraisal Institute of Canada. No matter the city he 
called home, Chris consistently found an organization to support.   
 
Now settled in Medicine Hat, Alberta, Chris’s list of recent volunteer 
accomplishments includes serving as the past-president of the local 
Rotary Club, an organization integral in creating real impact for the 
community in which they operate, and a working board member for 
the Canada Day Society. For the past 10 years, he has also been the 
head coach and defensive coordinator for a junior high football team. 
One of his fondest memories as a coach was working with a very 
shy, timid boy named Tommy. On the first day of practice, his mom 
could barely drag him out of the car. Today, Tommy playing post-
secondary football has dreams of being a coach thanks in part to 
the confidence and dedication Chris instilled in him from the first day 
of their meeting. “Everything comes back to mentoring, identifying 
talents, nurturing, and supporting growth. You have to give people 
the tools and opportunities to thrive,” Chris says. “Mentors really 
shape your career, the early mentors I was lucky enough to have 
really understood what drove me, and gave me the challenges, 
support and opportunities to thrive. I try to do the same thing for the 
people in my life, whether as a coach or as a business leader.”

Not long after Chris retired in 2016, an opportunity to acquire a 
long-standing real estate appraisal firm in Medicine Hat emerged. 
Chris and colleague purchased Classic Valuations and have since 
rebranded the firm as a Tier One practice for real estate appraisal. 
In 2020, Chris’s career pivoted again when Invest Medicine Hat 
(IMH) and the City of Medicine Hat approached him to manage and 
balance the real estate portfolio on behalf of the municipality. His 
role with IMH involves acquiring, selling, developing, managing, 
and leasing properties strategically aligning with a wide range 
of investment attraction and business services. For Chris, this 
opportunity presented an entirely new perspective for supporting 
and creating opportunities in the community he calls home. 

“Municipalities are on the cusp of unprecedented times and 
the team at Invest Medicine Hat is able to bring a private sector 
perspective. There is no room to increase revenues and balance 
budgets by raising taxes and burdening the resident. The focus has 
to be on financial sustainability, competitively attracting capital for 
industry development, and creating tools for business retention and chrisperret6695@gmail.com  |  LI: chrisperretvaluation

expansion. To be relevant and prepared for the future, 
municipalities have to be investment ready, this requires 
cities to think and act like a business. It used to be big 
dominates small, today fast dominates slow,” he says. He 
identifies smaller communities as an ideal place to live as 
it provides the opportunity to remain highly involved in his 
daughter’s extracurricular activities, work with clients from 
around the world, and carve out time to volunteer and give 
back. “Where else in the world can you meet a volunteer 
for coffee, run to the rink and tie skates and be back to 
work over in a lunch hour?” he shares. Technology and 
evolving company cultures affords a professional career 
and life balance like never before. No matter his position, 
Chris always puts as much effort forth to gain returns 
from investing his time and dedication to his community, 
his family and his athletes, as he does for the returns in 
business transactions for his clients. 

Chris holds a Bachelor of Commerce with distinction from the 
University of Saskatchewan, majoring in finance and marketing; 
an Accredited Appraiser Canadian Institute (AACI) designation 
from the Appraisal Institute of Canada, a Chartered Business 
Valuator (CBV) designation, and most recently a commercial 
real estate license.
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Amid a homogenous landscape, littered with 
self-proclaimed financial gurus, there are still 
a few genuine investment managers who 
believe in the risk/return profile of individual 
stock picking. Marc Scharf assesses the WHY 
behind the market and the HOW in potential 
investment opportunities. Only then, his astute 
team of analysts and network of portfolio 
managers in conjunction with ESG Asset 
Management share their expansive knowledge 
with clients. It is what he has become acclaimed 
for—educating his clients on what they are 
investing in, and not just making investment 
decisions for them. In principle, he has taken 
the traditional linear approach and turned it 
into a cyclic methodology.  

When someone works with ESG Asset 
Management, Marc wants them to know that 
they’re working with a firm that’s not just 
plugging their money into a model or market 
index and letting it “do its thing.” Unlike many 
advisors, who just check the box for a mutual 
fund or ETF, Marc gets to know the individual so 
that he can create a customized portfolio and 
then clarifies the nature of the investment—
why it’s appropriate for the client, and why it 
presents the best opportunity for a profitable 
venture. With 25 years of experience as a 
portfolio manager working for large hedge 
funds and banks, he’s learned a thing or two, 
and he has the client roster to prove it.

Client numbers aside, Marc has accumulated 
a vast network of talent, from industry 
experts and analysts at hedge funds to family 
offices and portfolio managers, all of whom 
contribute to his investment process and give 
perspective in the market. These invaluable 
resources also help Marc to originate ideas 
and form theses on where the firm should 
place their focus and how they should advise 
clients. The model strives to outperform the 
market over time while showing clients what 
can be accomplished with a little trust and a 
modest investment in individual names and 
appropriate market exposure.

We wanted to learn more about Marc’s 
business acumen and how he managed 
to distance himself and his firm from the 
monotony that plagues the financial industry.
 
Q: Marc, let’s begin with your entry into 
finance, a summation of ESG Asset 
Management, and your roles as founder and 
managing partner. 
 
A: Well, I started investing when I was 13. I had 
twenty thousand dollars from my bar mitzvah 
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www.ESGcapmgt.com  |  marc@bookmarkadvisors.com  |  917.992.6271  |  LI: Marc Scharf

and decided to invest in the stock 
market. I bought mainstream names 
that I was familiar with—Nike, oil 
companies, banks. I started to learn 
more about them by watching their 
performance. By the time I went to 
college, that starting capital had 
grown to several hundred thousand. 

After I graduated, I accepted 
a position at my first asset 

management firm, where I was advising clients on stocks and 
commodities. That experience led to multiple positions as a trader 
and portfolio manager at large hedge funds and international banks. 
In 2016, I founded Bookmark Advisors, which is now called ESG 
Asset Management, named for the three principles of corporate 
responsibility I embrace and want to promote—environment, social, 
and governance. ESG is part of the RIA, Private Advisor Group, 
which was a Top 100 RIA in 2020 according to Barron’s. Our focus 
is on customized portfolios for business owners, entrepreneurs, 
and high-net-worth individuals, but we also have a particular niche 
in managing assets for insurance companies. We utilize active 
management and stock picking as part of our strategy and most of 
the people who are associated with the firm have a background 
in investments and finance.  At the onset, ESG had less than 20 
clients that has now grown to over 200 relationships. My role as 
CEO is to oversee the operations of ESG Asset Management, aka 
Bookmark Advisors, but I am also the CIO so in essence, I’m the 
portfolio manager and I run the company. 

Q: How is your approach different from other asset management 
firms?

A: I think of the narrative in the market and I’m always asking myself, 
“what is the market saying?” There are always current themes and I 
believe in the thematic viewpoints of what’s happening in the world 
and the long-term, secular growth opportunities. The tailwinds are 
so powerful with these types of investments that they increase your 
probability of success. Over the last decade or two, technology, 
science, and innovation have created so many new companies 
that are disrupting old industries and antiquated management 
methods. My style is to look at what themes are working in the 
market now, why they’re working, and how much runway they 
have, then approach those themes in a bottoms-up perspective, 
meaning find companies that have great management, impressive 
balance sheets, and innovative strategies to stay ahead in their 
industry. What’s working and what’s not, and how do we capitalize 
in these areas? 

Q: Tell us a bit about your work with captive insurance 
investment management.

A: I have always loved the insurance industry from a 
business point of view. There is a reason why Warren 
Buffet made a large portion of his fortune in insurance. 
I learned about private or ‘captive’ insurance from one 
of the most innovative guys in the field, Joe Tucciarone, 
who showed business owners how to create their 
own insurance company and retain most of their non-
catastrophic enterprise risk. This relationship led to an 
alliance with the National Network of Accountants, which 
is a firm that has been a strategic advisor for many large 
accounting firms for over 20 years. I started to introduce 
the concept of forming your own commercial insurance 
company to CEOs, CFOs, owners, and entrepreneurs 
which showed them a structure that could save money 
on property and casualty premiums while creating a 
revenue source through underwriting profits. Most people 
go years without ever filing a claim and 100% of their 
premium is profit for their insurer. I have a designation 
in captive insurance, so I can help businesses form 
the company and assist with structuring, advising, and 
investing the assets in a compliant way. I also advise and 
invest for Asset Backed Life Insurance (ABLI) programs 
and Insurance Premium Finance (IPF). Many high-level 
life insurance producers trust me to manage their client’s 
long-term collateral accounts.

Q: What were a few of your best investment ideas? 
  
A: We identify potential ideas based on trends that we’re 
seeing and then applying our research process and 
investment criteria to filter out what companies are great 
candidates for our portfolios. I can tell you that I prefer 
companies in sectors with long runways of growth such 
a technology, healthcare, and consumer discretionary. 
However, we also include cyclical industries such as 
energy and materials but the weighting of those names is 
determined based on what part of the business cycle that 
industry is in.  Value ideas present themselves when there 
is dislocation of the security’s price relative to its intrinsic 
value. Value investment opportunities occur when a 
company is being mismanaged, an industry is out of favor, 
or even if a company is too diversified, which makes it 
hard to analyze.

Q: Lastly, Marc, what do you enjoy most about your 
work or what drives you?  
  
A: What I enjoy most is finding an industry or a company 
that is completely mispriced for whatever reason or has 
long term visibility for growth. It’s not work for me—it’s fun. 
The fact that I can buy into any company, idea, or business 
model, and be part of that concept and that growth, and 
do that all day long, it’s the ultimate reward. 
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Keith Beggs has devoted his entire 14-year career to helping people achieve 
their financial and retirement goals. As a former consultant to advisors, he 
worked for one of the largest financial wholesalers in the U.S. and traveled the 
country teaching financial professionals how to better serve their clients and 
protect their wealth. In June 2016, he brought together his years of experience 
and insight to found Steadfast Wealth Strategies, a financial service firm that is 
revolutionizing the sleepy industry from the inside out. And people are taking 

note. With a specialized focus on pre-
retirees and retirees, in just the last three 
years, the firm’s business has doubled, with 
projections to double again by the end of 
2021. Headquartered in the energy corridor 
of Houston, TX, the academically based 
investment company helps families  and 
individuals define and build their retirement 
while being protected from the day-to-day 

fears of the market. With services 
tailored to each client, Steadfast 
connects every individual with 
a broad range of support in 
market loss protection, fees 
and cost reduction, guaranteed 
lifetime income, social security, 
and tax-advantage solutions. 
With its unique model, Steadfast 
has enjoyed over 100% growth 

for three years in a row—and projects to 
repeat this for a fourth time—as more and 
more people are discovering that there’s a 
better, safer way to invest and are flocking 
to Steadfast for their high-probability and 
low-risk fully comprehensive plans. Keith 
recently met with us to share more about 
his thriving company, the people they 
serve, and what drives his passion to invest 
in their futures. 

Q: Let’s begin with more about Steadfast 
and how it differs from other financial 
service firms.
 
A: We focus on families and individuals 
who want to save or plan for retirement. 
We understand that not every individual 
or pre-retiree has the same goals or 
situations. That’s why our plans are 
customized to each client and reflect our 
commitment to always look out for their 
best interest. Just as our motto says, we 
are “Experienced in Finance, but Invested 
in Futures.” Our clients have worked 

keith@steadfastws.com  |  https://steadfastws.com  |  832.506.9034  |  FB: Steadfast Wealth Strategies  |  LI: keithbeggs 
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long and hard for the money they’ve saved, and we 
believe everyone deserves a sound future. We add 
value not just to the portfolios of our clients, but to 
their overall lives, now and into the future. We’re truly 
invested in the people we serve, and we have the 
leadership and expertise to help them get to where 
they want to go. The central focus of Steadfast is 
to merge innovation with sound financial solutions, 
and we do so by combining proven principles with 
creative new techniques and strategies.

Q: What led you to start your 
own company? 

A: I had an idea that prudent, 
academic-based investing 
was something people were 
seeking. Back when I was 
coaching advisors, I saw the 
approaches they took with 
clients, and I thought they were 

setting them up for failure. They were speculating and 
gambling with their money constantly. I believe that 
people are hungry for education and for a real plan 
instead of trying to pick the next-best company—
whether that’s Amazon, Airbnb, or another one. 
They’re just throwing darts at a dartboard, and there’s 
a much better way to approach personal finance. We 
can’t continue throwing darts when people’s hopes 
and dreams are on the line. I wanted to start a firm 
that would educate clients and coach them through 
downturns—elections, market dips, COVID, etc. We’re 
here to help them make sound decisions during those 
difficult times and through good times and to plan for 
their futures.

Q: As the leader of Steadfast, what is your ultimate 
goal when working with clients?
 
A: I want to help investors stop speculating and 
gambling with their money. Too many people are trying 
to stock pick, market time, or use track-record investing 
to reach their retirement goals even though these 
activities have proven to be highly detrimental. These 
are the most common mistakes that we see. That’s why 
we strive to educate our clients on how markets work 
and how to build a diversified, academically based 
portfolio that will use the power of the market to help 
them achieve their true purpose.

Q: What advice do you give to individuals or advisors 
making those types of mistakes?  

A: I explain that short-term market movements are 
random and unpredictable. We saw this at the start of 

the pandemic, and those who remained prudent in their investment 
strategies came out far ahead and have been able to capture 
significant gains since the March fallout. You can’t chase returns, 
because by the time you get there, they’re gone. There’s really 
only one sensible way to invest your money, and that’s to own the 
entire market. We have holdings in 21,000 independent companies 
in over 80 countries, and we invest our clients’ money into these 
businesses. Our approach is based on two Nobel Prize-winning 
economic theories.

Q: Tell us how you help pre-retirees and retirees create a 
“personal pension.” 

A: We help to create guaranteed income streams that clients 
can’t outlive without giving up control of their money. We all like 
certain guarantees, but tremendous peace of mind comes with 
knowing that we have control over our nest eggs. That’s why we 
call it a “personal pension”—it ensures regular income throughout 
a person’s life, and it’s not at the mercy of the volatility of, say, a 
company or government pension plan.

Q: You believe that risk—not portfolios—should be personalized 
for each individual, which is a departure from the traditional 
investment approach. How does your unique strategy benefit 
clients?

A: I’ve never understood why financial advisors or investment firms 
advertise that they build personal portfolios. Why would they give 
one person a better portfolio than another? When we’re helping our 
clients build their portfolios, the decision is not based upon which 
stocks to include because we invest all our clients into the solid 
21,000 companies that we have holdings in. So, the only decision is 
how much equity or risk we want in each portfolio. That’s what we 
manage—risk. Your risk tolerance is personalized, your portfolio is 
not, and you want to personalize this risk based on age, income, 
goals, your emotions, etc. 

Q: What do you enjoy most about your work? 

A: I’m a people person, so I love getting to meet and talk with 
families and hear their goals. We spend a lot of time helping them 
to find the true purpose of their money—retirement, passing it on, 
donating to a cause, etc. Once they define their purpose, it’s easier 
to make sound financial decisions. Understanding the impact it can 
have on them, their families, and their communities, encourages 
people to protect the wealth they worked so hard to build, and I find 
that immensely fulfilling.

Keith holds a bachelor’s in business administration from Sam Houston 
State University and Series 65 and state insurance licenses. He has 
served on the advisory boards of multiple insurance carriers and is 
currently an active member of the National Ethics Association.
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With over 14 years of experience as a financial 
planner, Nick Cantrell, CFP®, ChFC®, CLU®, 
CSRIC™, brings an independent, holistic 
approach to planning and investing, with a 
specialization in helping clients to align their 
assets with their values. In fact, he is one of only 
a few hundred Chartered SRI Counselors in the 
nation and is one of only a handful of people 
who are also Certified Financial Planners™. 
After achieving such a rare combination of 
designations, it came as no surprise when Forbes 
named him a Top Next-Gen Wealth Advisor for 
three consecutive years (2017-2019). Then, in 
2020, Nick founded his own company, Green 
Future Wealth Management—an independent 
financial services firm based in Worcester, MA 
with multiple offices throughout the region. 
Rather than focusing solely upon investing, as 
many sustainability focused advisors do, Nick 
delves deeper by exploring comprehensive 
financial planning, tax planning, charitable 
giving, risk management, and estate planning. 
Nick recently met with The Top 100 Magazine to 
tell us more about his company and the different 
services he offers. 

Q: How did you become interested in finance 
and wealth management? 

A: I was introduced to the industry by my father 
who is now in his mid-70s. He is still an active 
planner with his own independent firm, which 
is still taking on new clients. Growing up, I 
would help with the filing and any other small 
jobs he asked me to do, but I had no interest 
in following in his footsteps. Instead, I became 
a classical musician—a bassoonist. I taught 
music in the public schools but found that I 
wasn’t able to scratch that entrepreneurial itch 
that I have always had. Financial planning was 
a natural choice for me to pivot to in my 20’s 
because I found that I had a pretty deep base 
of knowledge from all those years working with 
my father.  

Q: When did you get your start as a wealth advisor? 

A: I started my career in 2007, about a year before the global financial crisis. 
I had to build my network because I was new to the business and had also 
just moved to a state where I didn’t know anyone. I was 26 years old, with 
no experience and no clients just working hard every day trying to build my 
business. I found that the best way to grow my practice is by spending every 
day focused on helping others. Over the years, clients have introduced me 
to other clients who need help, who in turn have introduced me to others, 
which is how I have grown a practice of clients who are frequently introducing 
me to other people I can help. In 2020, I decided to leave the very large, 
multi-billion dollar firm I was affiliated with to launch Green Future Wealth 
Management, where I could really focus on my passions of sustainable 
investing and financial planning. 

Q: Is there a story behind the name Green Future Wealth?

A: When I was launching my firm, my first inclination was to name it “Cantrell 
Financial.” However, my brilliant wife hated the name because “the only thing 
it tells me about your company is what your last name is.” Of course, she was 
right, so I spent some time thinking about who I was trying to help and how. 

A
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We are future focused—manifesting what we want financially 
and personally— so I wanted a name that referenced both the 
environment and sustainability while focusing on what is in 
front of us. My primary focus is on sustainability and wealth—
creation, preservation, and stewardship—both financially 
and environmentally. Clients have really connected with 
the name, the logo, the website, and the bigger picture of 
building a “Green Future” for themselves. 

Q: How much has the company grown over the past year? 

A: There has already been a significant amount of growth. 
I am adding more people and we just moved into a new 
space after outgrowing our first office within the first year—
despite starting out in the middle of a pandemic. It has been a 
tremendous undertaking because there’s an overwhelming 
demand, and I have people reaching out to me on a daily 
basis. I’ve also partnered with an estate planning attorney 
who works with a lot of art collectors and business owners, 
many of whom want to align their assets with their values, so 
there is quite a bit of synergy there. The ability for clients to 
access high end tax and estate planning right down the hall 
has been a real value add for my clients. 

Q: What other types of clients do you serve? 

A: I serve an extremely wide variety of people. When I founded 
Green Future, it was important to me that I not require a minimum 
asset threshold in order for clients to work with me. I believe deep 
down that the work that I do improves client’s lives, and I didn’t 
want to create barriers to clients receiving the help that they need. 
My goal is to help everyone build their wealth and improve their 
lives, although the services I provide to an investor who is just 
getting started or new to investing may look very different from a 
family who has tens of millions of dollars and has more complex 
tax, investment, and estate planning needs. In addition to artists, 
musicians, and writers, I serve quite a few academics and a fair 
number of business owners as well. A significant portion of my 
clients have inherited wealth and are really trying to navigate how 
to effectively manage their assets in a manner that is in harmony 
with their values, while also taking care of the bigger picture 
planning that is necessary when you have inherited wealth.

Q: It sounds like you’ve come a long way over the past 12 
months. To what do you attribute Green Future’s growth? 

A: First, there is an insatiable demand for the type of investment 
management and financial planning that I specialize in. It’s difficult 
for people to navigate comprehensive, sustainable wealth 
management by themselves, and they have a hard time finding 
qualified professionals with the expertise to assist. I think that I 
am one of the few advisors that regularly receive emails from 
prospective clients who have found me online and are reaching 
out to asking to become clients, simply based on the specialization 
and expertise I have in sustainable investing. Second, I continue 
to receive a ton of referrals from existing clients who are telling 
others about my approach and the different kinds of services I 
have to offer. I believe clients refer me to their friends and family 
because they are making investments that fit what matters most 
to them. Many people are thinking critically about issues such as 
environment and sustainability, racial injustice, gender inequities, 
LGBTQ rights, and many others. I help clients to manifest their 
values in their investments, charitable giving, and bigger picture 
financial planning and to see them incorporated into all the 
different aspects of their lives. Going forward, I am planning for 
continued growth and scaling to a regional and one day national 
presence. The goal is to be a household name when people think 
of sustainability and investing.

Securities offered through Registered Representatives of Cambridge 
Investment Research, Inc., a broker dealer, member FINRA/SIPC. Advisory 
services offered through Cambridge Investment Research, a Registered 
Investment Adviser. Green Future Wealth Management and Cambridge are 
not affiliated. 

Investing involves risk. Depending on the different types of investments 
there may be varying degrees of risk. Socially responsible investing does not 
guarantee any amount of success. Clients and prospective clients should be 
prepared to bear investment loss including loss of original principal. 

www.greenfuturewealth.com  |  nick@greenfuturewealth.com 
774.633.9810  |  324 Grove St, Worcester, MA 01605
243 King St., Suite 104, Northampton, MA 01060
LI: nickcantrell  |  FB: greenfuturewealth

Contact
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Consultant
Coach
Author
Advocate

You might expect someone who is at the pinnacle of her career to rest on 
her laurels, but Jennifer Perri is anything but predictable and nothing short 
of a dynamo, who continually challenges herself to attain new heights 
and scale any obstacles in her path. As a transformational life and money 
coach, she plans to bring women across the globe right along with her. 
She’s known as the “Smart Money Gal” and the moniker is well deserved.

Jennifer is the CEO of Swan Financial Advisors, a thriving women-focused 
financial consulting and coaching firm, and the Smart Money Gal Alpha 
Academy, through which she helps other women become as empowered 
and emboldened as she is. It’s an unconventional niche amid a sea of 
convention, a distinctive style of financial planning within a nondescript 
landscape, and woman-centric alternative to an industry almost entirely 

created for and by men. She is equal parts 
consultant, coach, initiator, advocate, alpha and 
she is at the forefront of this progressive, holistic 
approach to balancing the scales.

In a departure from traditional financial advisors 
and money managers, Jennifer puts her clients 
in the driver’s seat as she guides them around 
the potholes and bumps in the road. And she 
knows their journey well. Long ago, she, herself, 
traversed the same rocky, tumultuous landscape 
and emerged victorious and determined to “help 
women transition from trauma to triumph.” For nearly 
two decades, she has done exactly that, having 
already helped hundreds of women navigate the 
difficulties of divorce, loss, career barriers and “find 
their financial confidence, reclaim their power, and 
write their own stories.” 

We sat down with Jennifer to learn as much as we 
could about her and the extraordinary culture she 
has cultivated. 

Jennifer, thank you so much for spending this 
time with us today. Can you give our readers just 
a brief summary of your current role? 

I’m the CEO of Swan Financial Advisors, which is an 
independent, women-focused, financial consulting 
and coaching firm. The name “Swan” is an acronym 
for “Sleep Well at Night.” It was a former client’s 
idea because she knew how important it was 
for me to instill a feeling of security in everyone 
I worked with. In that sense, I believe my primary 
responsibility is to provide clarity, education, and 
accountability so that my clients can realize not 
only their financial goals, but also their life goals. 
As a “women-focused” firm led by a woman, I 
understand the challenges that women face and 
the need for a unique style of financial planning. 
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For many of my clients, coaching became a growing part of our 
work together and I saw a real need to provide them specific 
tools and guidance to help them. In response, I divided my role 
to include a distinct segment as a transformational life and money 
coach and launched Smart Money Gal Alpha Academy, which 
also helps women embrace a life of prosperity, but with more 
focus on coaching. 

I understand that Smart Money Gal Alpha Academy offers 
several services specific to the coaching aspect you 
mentioned. Can you elaborate a bit on that?

Yes. I offer one-on-one coaching with me as well as group 
sessions and financial accountability partnerships for clients who 
are rebuilding their lives and need help applying what they’ve 
learned in order to move forward. As I work with a client, it’s 
so important to discover what’s going on in their personal and 
financial life simultaneously. This helps me identify any areas of 
“trauma” that need to be addressed first. After we get a handle 
on the emotional aspects then we start to tackle the financial. 
Once we uncover the client’s “money personality,” we can help 
dispel the money myths, unlock the proper mindset, and kick the 
negative financial habits that have prevented them from the level 
of success they are capable of achieving. My goal is to empower 
women with the tools necessary to make smart, confident 
decisions about their life and their money. 

You are expanding more into the role of a global 
transformational life and money coach for people worldwide. 
What prompted this?

I’m glad you asked. I’m transitioning more toward coaching at a 
global level because I want to be able to reach women all over 
the world and give them access to the mechanics of financial 
wellbeing—and the self-esteem and confidence that come with 
it. An assistant of mine who is based in the Philippines asked, 
“Can you expand here? I’d love to help you. Women here are 
always looking for help and want to learn from someone who is 
successful.” Another client of mine recently offered to translate 
all of my courses and resources to Spanish as a way to further 
assist her community and share with family in Mexico. This type 
of discussion became so frequent that I knew I had to focus on 
meeting the needs of women everywhere. 

Earlier, you mentioned the importance of life goals and the 
challenges that are specific to women. Why is it important 
to first address the emotional and situational factors before 
the financial circumstances?

It’s basically logic. Most money managers don’t consider these 
factors at all, instead moving people into a tidy “one-size-fits-all” 
box, regardless of whether it fits them. I flip the script on traditional 
financial planning by addressing emotional and situational pieces 
first. I may meet a client who seeks advice after a divorce. Maybe 
her ex-husband made all of the financial decisions and she 
wasn’t engaged in them. Or maybe she just doesn’t feel qualified. 
Knowing the situation and supporting the client emotionally must 
take place before she is in the right frame of mind to learn to take 
charge financially. Money is the cornerstone of every aspect of our 
lives, and unless you have a handle on it, you can’t thrive in other 

areas. I’m very good at making people feel comfortable, 
and because I set achievable milestones at each step of the 
process, they stay engaged. I don’t send anyone off alone; 
I’m right beside them the whole time.

Lastly, what are the most fulfilling accomplishments of 
your career?

I love getting women “unstuck” and empowered to 
move forward, whether it’s about money or life. I’ve been 
extremely successful as a financial advisor because I don’t 
care about statements, I care about people. That’s why I 
do life coaching and financial advisory. Outside of helping 
hundreds of people attain financial freedom and security, 
my greatest professional achievement was the incredible 
opportunity to co-author a best-selling book with Jack 
Canfield, creator of the Chicken Soup for the Soul series.

https://www.swanfinancialadvisors.com  |  404.618.6626
jennifer@swanfinancialadvisors.com  |  LinkedIn: jlperri
Instagram: smartmoneygal |  Facebook: jpsmartmoneygal
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He’s a Kansas State alum with an executive education 
certificate in retirement planning from The Wharton 
School, a certified financial planner with nearly two 
decades of experience, and the founder and CEO of a 
thriving wealth management firm. But for Jeb Graham, 
wealth advising is about the people behind the numbers. 
He thrives on building relationships and devising plans 
to help clients pursue their financial goals. In fact, many 
clients have remained with Jeb since he became a 
financial advisor over 17 years ago. Jeb founded Metcalf 
Partners Wealth Management in 2011 in Overland Park, 
Kansas, with the motto “Every day you are one day closer 
to your dream.” And he means it. As a comprehensive 
wealth management firm that works with affluent 
individuals, emerging affluent individuals, and small 
company retirement plans across the U.S., the group 
specializes in wholistic financial and retirement planning 
as well as investment and tax management.

 At Metcalf, wholistic financial and retirement planning are 
addressed through a top-down approach—gaining an 
understanding of the client’s financial goals. “Our clients 
benefit because everything we do serves a purpose for 
their big-picture plans,” Jeb explains. Similarly, the group 
ascertains each client’s risk tolerance as the first step of 
investment management. “We want to increase returns 
while staying within the parameters of their risk tolerance,” 
says Jeb. “We also want to utilize alternative asset classes 
that might improve returns and lower volatility.” By having 
their portfolios monitored and rebalanced, clients can 
benefit from the firm’s approach to tax management 
through which they participate in as many tax advantage 
investment vehicles as possible—such as converting 

money to a Roth IRA or maximizing contributions to employer-
sponsored retirement plans. “Our goal is for our clients to pay less 
taxes and to be able to pass their estates on to their heirs in the 
most tax-advantaged way possible,” Jeb says. 

LPL Financial does not provide tax advice. Investing involves risk. Loss, 
including loss of principal, may occur. No strategy assures success or 
protects against loss. Securities offered through LPL Financial, Member 
FINRA/SIPC. Investment advice offered through V Wealth Management, LLC, 
a registered investment advisor.  V Wealth Management, LLC and Metcalf 
Partners Wealth  Management are separate entities from LPL Financial.

Eric Wymore been with Metcalf Partners Wealth 
Management since its inception in 2011 in a combination 
role as partner, wealth manager, and co-chair of the 
firm’s investment committee, where he develops 
and oversees investment strategies for the company 
at large. He brings with him nearly two decades of 
experience in the investment services and financial 
advisory industry—and the unique blend of knowledge, 
skill, and empathy for which he is known.

As a wealth manager, Eric works closely with clients 
to develop a comprehensive wealth management 
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Ethan Hutcheson has helped hundreds of clients over the 
course of his eight-year career in financial planning, and after 
joining Metcalf Partners Wealth Management in February of 
2020 as wealth manager, he’s helped clients all across the U.S. 
build, design, and preserve their financial futures. Ethan handles 
everything from investments to tax-efficient investing for the 
emerging affluent crowd, individuals and families planning for 
retirement and who have more complex financial situations than 
average. He helps them navigate these unique complexities, 
including those involving exercising stock, taking stock as 
compensation, and setting up backdoor Roth strategies for high-
income individuals restricted from contributing tax-advantage 
accounts. He also emphasizes tax diversification coupled with 
asset allocation and diversification in portfolios with the goal to 
help ensure his clients are properly allocated across tax buckets 
upon retirement.

Ethan’s own values as a financial planner mesh perfectly with 
Metcalf Partners. In fact, those common values were what drew 
him to Metcalf Partners in the first place. “Being a participating 
member in a smaller company allows me to provide insight as to 
how I like to manage my clients,” Ethan explains. “I think that gives 
me more flexibility when it comes to giving advice and providing 
meaningful impact without an overarching agenda from a large 
corporation.”

And it’s that meaningful impact that makes the job so fulfilling 
for Ethan. “Every family I deal with is different, so sitting down 
and understanding how each one treats and views money is a 

really cool aspect of my profession,” he says. “There are a 
lot of people out there who will give advice to the masses, 
or blanket advice, as I like to call it, but everyone views 
money differently, and learning about that family and their 
view towards money is a really fun part of my job.” Using 
this personal insight allows Ethan to guide them in the right 
direction to get the most from their finances. And alongside 
obtaining his AAMS certification, seeing clients’ lives change 
and getting them to the places they dream of being is the 
greatest reward of his job.

strategy that includes investment management, and financial, 
wealth accumulation, and tax planning. His clients range from 
young professionals to those on the verge of retirement, and 
he empathizes with each of them with a sincere willingness to 
listen. “Rather than just stating what people should do, I listen 
to them and help them address the problem,” he says. “It’s 
very collaborative.” This spirit of “client-first” and collaboration 
extends across Metcalf Partners, and its one that their clients, 
many of whom are referrals from long-standing customers, truly 
appreciate. “The egos stay at the door,” he says, “Everybody 
works as a team. It’s a great culture that is client-first.”

It was this client-first ethos that inspired Eric and his team to 
help develop and implement special processes during the 
COVID-19 pandemic to seamlessly continue to serve their 

www.metcalfpartners.com  |  jeb.graham@metcalfpartners.com  |  eric.wymore@metcalfpartners.com
ethan.hutcheson@metcalfpartners.com  |  913.214.3728  |  6800 College Blvd., Ste. 320 , Overland Park, KS 66211 

 LI:  Jeb Graham  |   LI: Ethan Hutcheson  LI: Eric Wymore |  FB: MetcalfPartners   

clients during a time of great uncertainty. As he and 
the entire Metcalf group communicated across several 
remote locations, they invested in portfolios developed 
prior to the pandemic, all while continuing to onboard 
new clients. “We grew significantly during the pandemic 
from referrals because people were comfortable with 
how we handled it and stayed calm and had a plan in 
place,” he says. Helping people is what Eric enjoys most 
about his work. “I get to meet new people all the time 
and help them pursue their financial goals. This is a very 
rewarding part of my job,” he shares. “When someone 
says, ‘I’m really glad I was introduced to you,’ it excites 
me and drives me every day.”

Eric holds a B.S. in finance from Iowa State University.
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As a competitive hockey player, Mackenzie Regent’s passion and competitive 
spirit helped to move Canada forward in international competition. She brought 
that same passion and heart into a career in finance and took the industry 
by storm, beginning with her inaugural role as a lead transactions advisory 
manager at Ernst & Young (“EY”)—and the leader selected to represent 
EY Canada, one of 20 worldwide leaders, at an international leadership 
conference. Over a nearly decade-long career that included a position with 
Scotiabank’s investment banking team, where she advised on numerous 
M&A mandates, equity raises, and high-yield debt transactions, Mackenzie’s 
profound affinity for deals grew. In 2019—at just 29 years old—she took her 
vast experience in mergers and acquisitions, financing, and accounting and 
co-founded Kalos LLP, a company dedicated to “Effectively moving the mid-
market forward.” As the leader of the Calgary-based boutique transactions 
and financial due diligence advisory firm, the same passion and competitive 
spirit that drove her team to the worldwide arena now drives the success of 
middle-market business owners across North America—and a flourishing firm 
whose client base has tripled in just its first three years on the map. 

Mackenzie’s reputation as a trusted advisor to companies looking to grow, exit, 
or raise capital is well known, as is Kalos’s ability to help their clients to double 
revenues and improve profits. The firm’s team has completed more than 55 
mergers, acquisitions, and financing due diligence mandates totaling billions 
of dollars in transaction value and executed over 125 valuation and modeling 
mandates as Chartered Business Valuators. Additionally, their corporate 
tax planning and structuring has saved their clients hundreds of thousands 
of dollars in taxes. As she leads her growing firm, Mackenzie continues to 
contribute her knowledge and expertise to the industry as a guest lecturer 
for the University of Calgary and a regular speaker at the Business Transitions 
Forum. Mackenzie met with us to share more about her background, where 
her passion for mid-market business owners comes from, and how Kalos is 
helping them to thrive.

Q: Tell us more about Kalos and the story behind the company’s name. 

A: Kalos is the Greek word for “good” and was historically used to describe 
warriors who held themselves to the highest moral standard on the battlefield. 
Today, the term perfectly describes our team of CPAs, whose 20 plus years 
of combined experience with Ernst & Young, Deloitte, KPMG, and PwC have 
equipped them to maintain the highest of standards of Kalos. We empower 
continual improvement through strategic financial advice, planning, and 

accountability that elevates companies to 
the next level. We work on both the buy 
and sell sides of transactions and offer 
independent, non-commissioned, expert 
advice. We are dedicated to serving middle-
market business owners; however, we also 
act as a trusted advisor to various family 
offices, wealth management, and private 
equity firms—performing due diligence on 
their potential investments.

Q: What led you to start a firm that focuses 
specifically on business owners and the 
middle market? 

A: It was probably inevitable that I would 
become a business owner. My mom had her 
own accounting firm that she ran out of the 
house to put food on the table. I watched 
what it meant to be an entrepreneur, but I 
also witnessed all the companies she helped. 
I think starting my own firm was always at the 
back of my mind, but I knew I would need 
to gain experience first. Big accounting firms 
are great places to begin a career and gain 
exposure to things you wouldn’t have seen 
otherwise, but many focus only on major 
public companies worth billions, whereas 
if you take that expertise and bring it to 
the middle market, you can really make a 
meaningful difference in people’s lives, and 
it’s very fulfilling. That we’re now able to help 
these businesses owners—this is what gets 
us up every day.

Q: How does your unique combination of 
expertise as a CPA with an investment 
banking and financial due diligence 
background help your clients? 

A: It all comes down to having a fantastic 
team of people who are infinitely qualified 
and who desire to make a difference in 
the mid-market. By combining my CPA 
background and transactions focus, with 
the management and valuations focus 
of other senior CPAs, we’ve created a 
unique, well-rounded experience. We can 
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approach things from a multidisciplinary 
standpoint, design superior solutions 
for our clients, and navigate potential 
economic disruptions more effectively—
just as we’ve seen during the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

Q: What challenges are businesses 
facing due to COVID-19, and how is 
Kalos helping?

A: We’ve helped numerous companies 
secure the financing they need during 
COVID-19. One of the biggest challenges 
that businesses have faced is a disruption 
to their regular cash flow. However, as the 
saying goes, banks will give you money 
when you don’t need it, but not when 
you do. To help clients overcome this 
barrier, we’ve added value by sharing the 
compelling stories of these businesses 
with potential lenders and ensuring we 
put together what the banks require to 
pass the credit process and fund what the 
client needs. Lots of companies received 
government subsidies or grants, but they 
need more assistance to not only survive, 
but to pivot so that they can come out of 
the pandemic in a position of strength. 
That’s how we’ve been instrumental in 
getting clients the dollars they need to 
not only survive in a post-pandemic age, 
but to thrive.

Q: As a former hockey player, does your competitive nature come through 
when helping clients?  

A: It absolutely does. I have a very competitive spirit. For me, it’s about fighting 
the good fight. For example, we had to restructure a deal a handful of times to 
get it finished. The client’s business—and their entire personal net worth—was on 
the line, and we were not going to take no for an answer. We were working until 
3-4 in the morning some nights to get it done—and we did. Some of our clients 
are facing significant financial challenges, especially as a result of COVID-19, and 
we do everything in our power to help them. One of our greatest motivations is 
knowing that people have invested their entire lives and family savings into these 
businesses, and by being able to provide support to them—especially in a period 
of economic turmoil—we get to walk away at the end of the day knowing that we 
made a real difference. There is no greater feeling. 

www.kalostransactions.ca  |  mregent@kalosllp.ca  |  403.454.0815
LI: Kalos LLP Transactions Diligence Advisory
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Stacey Jo Johnson is a finance and accounting powerhouse 
with three decades of experience and a reputation for delivering 
results for companies that stretch from the heart of the Midwest to 
the shores of Israel and industries that span from real estate and 
government to IT and nonprofits, from aerospace and education 
to multinational insurance groups and global sports companies. 
With a career that includes roles as accounting manager, financial 
controller, director of finance, and CFO, among others, Stacey’s 
leadership skills and talent for solving even the most complex 
financial problems give her clients a competitive edge. Case in 
point: she effectively managed a $26 million budget across 31 
locations for an Ohio company and over $1 billion in transactions 
and corporate value for a large multinational. Add to that her 
uncommon aptitude for financial technology, including Sage, 
SAP, NetSuite, QuickBooks, and others, and it should come as no 
surprise that so many companies and clients entrust Stacey with 
their very livelihoods. 

With a lifelong passion for finance, Stacey’s journey 
began at Cleveland State University, where she 
graduated magna cum laude with a BSBA. Her natural 
skill with financial analysis landed her a job as a staff 
accountant with the YMCA of Cleveland in 1992—long 
before she completed her bachelor’s degree—and the 
first chapter of her career took off. As she was making a 
name for herself as an astute financial architect for the 
likes of PricewaterhouseCoopers (PWC), she pursued 
her MBA in management accounting from her undergrad 
alma mater, again graduating with distinction, as summa 
cum laude. Just two years later, she obtained her CPA 
certification, followed quickly by her Six Sigma Green 
Belt in 2007—and launched into the international realm 
as a financial controller in Tel Aviv, Israel, for the next 
seven years. 

In 2014, Stacey took her extensive experience and began 
serving as an independent CFO for a host of clients, 
with a specific focus on small- to mid-sized companies. 
From her Ohio headquarters, she currently serves as a 
full-time contract CFO for a portfolio of nine companies, 
has served clients in the government and in the public 
and private sectors on a project basis for the past seven 
years, also traveling the country as the finance director 
of a private equity group. Stacey provides financial 
planning and forecasting, cash flow statements, auditing, 
accounting, and budgeting. In addition, as a master of 
financial software, she provides implementation, internal 
controls, project management, training, and maintenance 
of master data. We sat down with Stacey to learn more 
about her work and her plans for the future. 

You have a reputation for being a “fixer.” Can you give 
us an example of the types of problems you solve for 
clients?

I am. I’m a fixer. For example, when companies lack 
organization, I quickly identify and resolve their 
problems, redesigning business processes, applying 
best practices to increase profits, addressing daily 
issues, and implementing changes as needed to help 
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them thrive. My clients have both immediate 
and long-term needs, and I’ve worked with 
many of them for years. They may call on me 
to put out an urgent fire or to manage their 
finances on a consistent basis to ensure long-
term stability and to prevent any unexpected 
fires, so to speak.

What are some of the most common issues 
that businesses encounter and how do you 
help them overcome them?

For both large and small companies, cash flow 
and budgeting are the most common issues, 
and both affect spending. When a department 
is overspending and not managing the staff, it 
can be detrimental as there won’t be enough 
people to manage the workload. For example, 
if they’re overspending on inventory, but not 
managing it properly, if I hire an inventory 
manager, we can keep costs down and 
manage inventory properly. This gives them 
more money to spend elsewhere, and we 
put an approval process in place to stop the 
overspending, adding internal controls. This 
can work to financially stabilize a company of 
any size, increase their profits, and/or allow 
investment in expansion. I also suggest we set 
budgets for specific departments or people 
based upon credit card usage—placing 
limits and requiring a second authorization 
for purchases to manage expenses. I look at 
their past spending, essentials, nonessentials, 
what has led to sales, and what has not. I help 
them compare their spending margins, audit 
their monthly and quarterly spending until it’s 
acceptable, and then implement a process, 
technology, or oversight to ensure spending 
continues to be monitored.

You’re an expert in the use of myriad financial 
and accounting software programs. How 
does your unique combination of finance 
and IT skills play a critical role in the success 
of companies? 

Because I can teach others how to navigate 
the software, use it, and create shortcuts to get 
things done more efficiently, companies don’t 
have to deal with the frustrations that come 
with learning these things on their own. I’ve 
implemented SAP and taught proprietary in-
house software for both massive corporations 
and small businesses. I’ve also taught non-
accounting and finance staff how to use 
software to budget and forecast by creating 

desktop manuals and providing in-class instruction. For example, I executed 
a project at a large company that had propriety in-house software, but 
the IT department was not using the budgeting and forecasting module. 
I created a desktop manual and taught budget and forecasting classes 
to 46 IT managers so that they could execute these financial activities 
with ease. In doing so, the company was able to see the spending and 
work within the software, which kept costs down by reducing head count, 
allowing for proper spending, and adhering to the budget and forecast on 
time.

What do you enjoy most about your work? 

I enjoy being able to travel and to work with clients all over the country. It’s 
immensely rewarding to be able to use my expertise to make a difference 
and see the successes within my staff and within companies. I enjoy 
serving the many clients with whom I work, and I’ll continue to do so. I’m 
also frequently approached by mid-sized to Fortune 500 firms to join their 
ranks, and if I find the perfect fit, I’d love to contribute my skills as part of 
a larger team.

staceyjojohnson@icloud.com  |  216.219.9286  |  LI: Stacey Jo Johnson
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Brady Lipp has been on a winning streak since his days as a 
basketball star at North Dakota State University. After graduating 
with a master’s degree—and landing a coveted spot in the 
campus’s Hall of Fame—he used his talent, work ethic, and 
competitive drive to make a name for himself in the private equity 
and asset management industry. In 1994, Brady joined Warburg 
Pincus Asset Management, one of the premier private equity and 
asset management firms in the world. As partner and managing 
director, he grew the institutional sales and market assets from 
$2 billion to $14 billion in less than five years. Later, when the 
firm was purchased by Credit Suisse, Brady led the new Global 
Post Venture Capital division and grew its assets to $650 million 
within 18 months. Still, his winning streak did not stop there. In 

2004, he founded Akros Capital, LLC, and served 
as portfolio manager for the Quaker Akros Absolute 
Return Fund. After generating positive alpha in 92% of 
rolling three-year periods, the fund was ranked first in 
its category by Kiplinger Personal Finance Magazine in 
2008. Brady then went on to co-found MarketGrader 
Capital—a registered investment advisor and subsidiary 
of MarketGrader.com—which serves some of the largest 
financial institutions in the world. Last year, he co-founded 
OneAlphaNorth Capital, a private investment holding 
company based in New York. The Top 100 Magazine had 
the pleasure of speaking with Brady to learn more about 
his current role as OneAlphaNorth’s managing director 
and the company’s plans for the future. 

Tell us more about OneAlphaNorth and how the 
company came about. 

OneAlphaNorth is a U.S. registered and headquartered 
technology holding company that I co-founded with Sai 
Narayan Subramanian—who also holds experience in 
private equity. We designed the company to identify and 
invest in mostly private, early-stage medical technology, 
investment technology, and even fintech businesses. 
We view ourselves as an extension of our portfolio 
companies’ management teams and contribute to their 
growth via board representation and consulting. This is 
accomplished through our experience as well as our 
extensive contact list from around the world. Most of the 
companies we invest in have products or services with 
a global market, or they are global in nature. If not, our 
mission is to help turn them into global businesses. 

What is your process for selecting companies to 
invest in?

We start with a comprehensive analysis of the overall 
market and are prepared to make a substantive 
investment into underserved sub industries or categories 
through incubation, acquisition, or roll up—whichever 
strategy gives us the best risk adjusted value position. 
Our intent is to be a dominant player in the category, so 
we start as a major player in a small but rapidly growing 
market with the goal of becoming a significant market 
share participant in the future large market of the category. 
Therefore, we make bold, substantive, and across the 
value chain bets early in the categories we choose.
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What are your plans for OneAlphaNorth’s future?

We’re currently working toward investing globally and 
have invested in a medtech company that specializes in 
digital prenatal monitoring. This is the type of company 
that has the potential to enter the global market because 
pregnancy happens all over the world, and women are 
underserved in many places. In fact, the ability to monitor 
vital statistics has been an issue for a very long time and 
is only now being addressed. There are even counties 
within the U.S. that don’t have OB-GYNs, which is serious 
because the vital statistics of mothers and babies are 
not being monitored as their pregnancies advance. 
This leads to more C-sections being performed and 
premature births globally, resulting in more expense and 
risk for the mother and baby. Fortunately, numbers can 
be reduced with the right technology, which is why we’re 
working so hard to get it into those underserved areas. 

What are your investment goals? 

We’re looking for companies that have the opportunity 
to grow 20 to 100 times from when we invest our money. 
However, to get those types of return profiles, we must 
be extremely selective in the companies we get involved 
in. We foresee ourselves investing in three or four 
companies per year, but we look at a lot of companies 
before making a decision. That’s why an experienced 
managing and marketing team is essential. We also try 
to take a meaningful position within the companies we 
select—with 25% to 30% ownership.
 
Do you still work with MarketGrader Capital as well? 

Yes, I am still actively involved with MarketGrader as 
managing director. I’ve been responsible for the firm’s 
business development efforts with institutional investors 
and the insurance segment since 2013 when I teamed 
up with my friend, Carlos Diez. The team has created an 
incredible global research platform: www.marketgrader.
com. There, we rank over 39,000 stocks globally on a 
scale from 0 to 100 based on 24 different fundamental 
indicators. 

The other part of the business is developing smart 
data indexes. We license them out to larger financial 
institutions that use the indexes to create an exchange 
traded fund (ETF). One well-known financial institution in 
particular, really likes what we’re doing and utilizes our 
quantitative methodology for several ETFs around the 
world. One fund is a Chinese stock ETF and another is 
an India stock ETF. Both trade on U.S. stock exchanges 
and are available to U.S. investors. 

What is your most recent index? 

We developed a global healthcare index made up of 
healthcare companies around the world. We use our 
propriety ranking system to rank the desirability of the 
stocks. The index includes 100 stocks from around the 

www.onealphanorthcapital.com  |  914.557.4677 
brady@onealphanorthcapital.com

world and no more than 20% in emerging market countries. We 
invest in what we believe will be the best 100 stocks. Every six 
months we reconstitute the index. Anyone who visits marketgrader.
com can see the various indexes we have. 

Now that we’ve discussed business, you must tell us a bit about 
your glory days as a basketball player. 

My dad was a Hall of Fame basketball coach, so I enjoyed following 
in his footsteps. I have a lot of great memories from those days but 
winning a three-point shooting contest in New York City and hitting 
266 free throws in a row at a contest in the Final Four for fans 
remain at the top of my list. Today, I use that same passion to score 
growth for the businesses we invest in.
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When the COVID-19 pandemic hit and virtually halted American commerce, many 
businesses were unable to pivot and faltered. Nowhere was this more evident than 
in the finance sector. Fortunately for Vasso & Associates, a private wealth advisory 
practice of Ameriprise Financial, they had long since implemented remote advisory 
services, so their business continued uninterrupted. Amid the turmoil and uncertainty 
of this historical time, their clients had something that many other people did not—
peace of mind. And they had the additional security of a resilient and insightful 

leader, poised to continue protecting their financial health by delivering personalized 
financial advice to help them achieve their goals, today and tomorrow, through their 
Confident Retirement® approach. This is Neal Vasso. 

Neal, a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ with more than 24 years of experience, 
is the managing partner of Vasso & Associates. He presides over the company’s 
two offices in Dallas and Tyler, Texas, as well as the teams who work from them, 
offering retirement, tax, and estate planning, as well as astute strategies for wealth 
preservation. In addition, Neal delivers his own personalized financial advice to help 
clients achieve their current and future goals, whether retirement, education, small 
business ventures, or major purchases, like a second home. To date, he and the 

www.ameripriseadvisors.com neal.d.vasso@ampf.com  LI: nealvasso

talented staff of Vasso & Associates have 
served over 1,000 clients and currently 
manage more than $470 million in assets. 

When asked what the secret to the firm’s 
success is, Neal humbly said, “From 
a wealth management standpoint, we 
focus on the client’s needs, goals, and 
risk tolerance. We make sure to stay 
engaged by meeting regularly, analyzing 
and monitoring progress, and adjusting 
plans as life changes. And we continue to 
provide anytime access.” In fact, 60% of 

Neal’s clients were already participating 
in online meetings and utilizing digital 
data sharing prior to the pandemic, while 
others quickly adopted it. “By offering a 
‘digital hybrid’ advisory service, we cater 
to the unique lifestyles of our clients—
those who prefer to interact remotely or 
digitally and those who prefer face-to-
face engagements,” he says. 

It is this commitment to quality customer 
service that can be credited for the 
firm’s stellar reputation. In fact, it is not 
uncommon that they represent clients 
for decades and multiple generations 
of a single family, a further testament of 
their clients’ loyalty. According to Neal, 
the firm’s success is measured solely 

by this metric. “What I enjoy most is 
playing a part in clients achieving their 
goals. That’s very rewarding for me,” he 
shares. “This is made possible in part 
by the way we are structured. Although 
we are a boutique practice and have the 
autonomy to operate ‘our way,’ we still 
have the benefit of Ameriprise resources 
and technology. In short, we’re a small 
firm with a big reach.” 
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If you ever hear someone call Sandra Yaquo 
“passionate,” it’s because of the energy, 
enthusiasm, and compassion that she brings 
to each of her clients as a financial advisor 
at Edward Jones. Edward Jones is a financial 
services firm with clients across Canada and 
the U.S.* Sandra’s dedication, experience, 
and pursuit of excellence contributes to her 
success as the leader of a thriving Edward 
Jones office in Barrie, Ontario. Sandra joined 
Edward Jones in 2019 and became a financial 
advisor in February 2020. Today, she and her 
branch team serve more than 300 families, 
providing them with wealth strategies, tax 
and insurance considerations**, and estate 
planning services***. She provides each and 
every client with the information and education 
they need so they can make informed financial 
decisions for their unique situations. “I feel it’s 
my responsibility to both financially guide and 
protect my clients,” she says. “I’m with them 
every step of the way, because it’s about more 
than just money.”

“The only way to do great work is to love 
what you do. If you haven’t found it yet, keep 
looking. Don’t settle.” If there were ever words 
that perfectly describe what drives Sandra, it’s 
this quote from Steve Jobs—a philosophy that 
she lives by. After an accomplished career 
as a director in the wellness industry, Sandra 
thought she’d reached a career ceiling, but then 
a finance director told her she’d be a perfect fit 
for the world of finance. While at first unsure, she 
soon realized that the finance industry involves 
helping people by providing them with support 
and guidance just like in the wellness industry.  
And she now derives even greater satisfaction 
helping people achieve their goals in her role 
as a financial advisor. As she gets to know 
her clients, Sandra becomes like an extended 
member of the family and is always there to 
provide support when they need it most.

“My clients know they can be very open with me, 
as I am with them because I believe in building 
relationships on a foundation of trust. I see my 
role as one of financial guide and mentor and 
I focus on getting to the core of what it is my 
clients truly want and need.”

Sandra Yaquo

www.edwardjones.ca/Sandra-yaquo  |  sandra.yaquo@edwardjones.com
705.726.8801  |   LI: sandrayaquo  |  FB: @SandraYaquo

When they are in financial hardship, Sandra is often the first call they make. 
“When one of our dearest clients was passing away, she told her children 
to, ‘Go see Sandra she has everything you’ll need.’ “ It’s this kind of care 
that keeps people coming back to her for guidance and Sandra is grateful 
for the chance to make a truly positive difference in their lives. “What I enjoy 
most is when people let me into their lives, and share their hopes, dreams, 
fears, joys and challenges. I feel like I’m their confidant, and that’s the best 
feeling in the world.” It’s why I’m passionate about what I do”. 

Sandra is dedicated to providing her clients with a personalized approach 
to achieving their financial goals and it all starts with a single question: 
what’s your dream for what comes next?

Financial Advisor

*Edward Jones is a limited partnership in Canada and is a wholly owned subsidiary 
of Edward D. Jones & Co., LP, a Missouri limited partnership. Edward D. Jones & 
Co., LP is a wholly owned subsidiary of The Jones Financial Companies, LLLP, a 
Missouri limited liability limited partnership (“Jones US”). Jones US and its parent do 
not guarantee the obligations or liabilities of Edward Jones

**Insurance and annuities are offered by Edward Jones Insurance Agency (except 
in Québec).   In Québec, insurance and annuities are offered by Edward Jones 
Insurance Agency (Québec) Inc.

***Edward Jones and its advisors do not provide tax or legal advice

Edward Jones is a member of the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of 
Canada (IIROC) and for Canada clients only Member – Canadian Investor Protection 
Fund. To learn more about the CIPF, please visit www.cipf.ca

CONTACT:
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Jonathan describes the goal of his Las Vegas-based firm, SimpliFi 
Mortgage, as simultaneously simple and difficult. It’s simple in that it 
has one true aim, but getting there takes a lot of experience, talent, 
and dedication to achieve.  The goal is to make the mortgage finance 
process as simple as possible for clients and referral partners.  

Jonathan has been in the lending business since 2006, and has 
served as CEO of SimpliFi since 2018. He has also served as the 
chair of the Nevada Mortgage Lenders Association since 2014, where 
he advocates for all mortgage lenders in the state and upholds the 
association’s mission to expand access to affordable credit options 
to everyone through advocacy, leadership, and education. So, if 
anyone knows how to achieve the goal of making mortgage lending 
easier, it’s most assuredly him. And it’s been working. Jonathan has 
appeared in Top 100 lists alongside other illustrious finance industry 
members, such as Jamie Dimon and Janet Yellen, and has received 
numerous production awards during his career. 

SimpliFi Mortgage has a unique philosophy when it comes to what 
they do, building the company on a foundation of principles they call 
their “four corners.” These principles guide every aspect of company 
operations to ensure the best service, culture, and experience for 
everyone not just today, but long into the future.  

www.simplifimortgage.com  |  geddeteam@simplifimortgage.com  |  702.767.3056  |  LI: Jon Gedde

First, they always think long-term, making decisions 
and choices that will be the most beneficial in 
the future. “We don’t take  shortcuts, avoid tough 
decisions, or do things that are easy today at the 
expense of tomorrow,” Jonathan says. Second, 
they’re dedicated to providing exceptional service 
ensuring everyone, whether a client, a partner, a 
vendor, or a colleague, has a great experience 
and becomes a true SimpliFi fan. Third, everyone 
at SimpliFi is what Jonathan calls a “thumb-pointer,” 
meaning that instead of pointing fingers at others, 
each team member holds themselves accountable 
and learns from each interaction and project how to 
do even better next time. “We always look at ourselves 
first and ask ‘What could I have done better?’ We 
never blame others or make excuses. Negativity gets 
us nowhere,” Jonathan says. And finally, the team at 
SimpliFi is all about having fun while getting the job 
done. “We spend a lot of time at work, so it has to be 
fun!” he says. “We encourage our teams to have fun 
and promote a positive, enjoyable work environment.” 

And they really do have fun!  The company has a 
‘Director of Goodwill’ or DOG, Wesley, who is in the 
office regularly. Tina Albert, the operations chief, 
likes to have impromptu dance-offs as well. Nothing 
brightens the mood of a workplace quite like fur-
babies and dance parties!
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Ada Varchola is a vice president and private wealth advisor 
at Goldman Sachs Private Wealth Management, where she 
covers ultra-high-net-worth and institutional clients. She’s 
on a mission to unearth niche sectors with the potential for 
growth and that focus has led her to build a network within the 
ecosystem of U.S. tech companies run by African CEOs.  And 
for this Nigerian-born investment professional, it’s personal. 
Whether it was fate or serendipity that led her from law to 
finance, one thing’s for certain—this powerful background 
undoubtedly benefits her clients. With a JD from Georgetown 
University Law Center, Ada had been practicing law for three 
years.  It was when she was exposed to securities litigation 
that she developed an excitement for finance. In 2015, she 
married her interests of law and finance, and launched into a 
role at Goldman Sachs, a leading global investment banking, 
securities, and investment management firm.  Just five years 
later, in February 2020, she assumed her current position as 
vice president and private wealth advisor, where she advises 
investors about investment products, diversification, and 
portfolio optimization with the goal of increasing investor 
returns. Ada is part of a team that serves a diverse cross 
section of clients, and she is focused on adding U.S. tech 
companies led by African CEOs to her client roster.   

“I consider myself to be an evangelist of this movement,” she 
says. “I have a vested interest in the expansion of African tech in 
the U.S. and its influence on the U.S.’ consciousness, by nature 
of my being Nigerian and a U.S. citizen. I believe the successful 
proliferation of U.S. tech companies created by African CEOs 
will inadvertently reshape the power of Africa as a continent 
and put Africa front and center at the global negotiating table.” 

Ada’s focus on this ecosystem has led her to organize tech 
event panels that highlight the innovation of African CEOs 
who lead U.S. based-tech companies. She has created a 
panel for PWM investors, and is currently working on one for 
the annual Private Innovative Company Conference summit in 
Las Vegas, which attracts approximately 800 investors. 

And while being an advisor undoubtedly underlies her financial 
analysis, it is her deep network that allows her to stay abreast of 
developments in the ecosystem, including the growing number 
of African tech innovators creating companies within the U.S., 

ada.varchola@gs.com  |  917.724.7129 | LI: Ada Varchola

and the increasing number of these companies merging 
with Silicon Valley firms. “U.S. investors are paying closer 
attention to the investment potential of these U.S. companies 
created by African tech innovators. These African-led U.S. 
tech companies are getting investment dollars from Silicon 
Valley and a diverse array of investors.”

As she works tirelessly on behalf of her clients and Goldman 
Sachs, her boundless energy comes from her passion for an 
industry that comes naturally to her. “Understanding markets 
comes natural to me, waking up in the morning understanding 
the state of play where markets are concerned, and with 
that knowledge being nimble in my role. This is what I truly 
enjoy.” Of the many mottos that guide her, Ada points to 
the one that she’s turned to throughout her life: “Pour your 
whole heart into developing every facet of who you are, 
dream extraordinarily, and the universe will inevitably bend 
to your will.”
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Ryan Derda started his first company at just 18 years old, a 
dog training service called Companion Canine, Inc. and 
has never looked back since. After being mentored by 
one of the world’s top experts and becoming one of the 
highest credentialed trainers in North America, Ryan forged 
relationships that have lasted to this day. Years later, he joined 
the fire department with the goal of helping them train search 
and rescue dogs, something he was one of only five people, 
at the time, in the state qualified to do. However, while at 
the fire department, he realized there was a certain lack of 
financial literacy among his colleagues and he got interested 
in learning the material for his own retirement portfolio, as well 
as those of his friends and family. It was here that Ryan turned 
his attention to finance, specifically alternative and creative 
financing, off the beaten Wall Street-style path. Today, he is 
the co-owner of MoneyTree Group, Inc., located in Boynton 
Beach, Florida, where he serves as an asset manager. 

MoneyTree Group owns Elemental Treasures Corp., a 
precious metals company; co-owns Nodemads, LLC, a crypto 
asset hedge fund; and B.I.G. Fintech, LP, which, in limited 
partnership with Bitfeneon, LTD, owns a cryptocurrency 

exchange. With cryptocurrency and precious metals in 
particular, Ryan helps people invest in assets outside of the 
US dollar and fiat currencies. “The crypto space gives people 
more financial independence and convenience as it is able 
to be used globally and is not denominated only in U.S. 
dollars,” he explains. This larger perspective is also why Ryan 
is more interested in out-of-the-box investment and financial 
strategies, rather than sticking to established approaches. 
Ryan is a former Series-7 holder and has also been awarded 
a Top Producer Award by insurance brokerage American 
Equity, but his greatest reward is his clients’ success and 
the returns that he has provided for them, with 90% of his 
business coming from referrals. 

Ryan launched MoneyTree Group, Inc. in 
2015, which became the parent company 
for the rest of his ventures and allowed 
him to create a unique infrastructure for 
his businesses. In 2018, he co-founded 

Nodemads with partner JC Irurzun, a former VP of Bank of 
America. Based around JC’s passive crypto portfolio and 
driven by their complementary knowledge, Ryan and JC 
launched Nodemads as a way to get friends and family into 
the crypto space for their own investments. The success of 
this fund led to a partnership with Bitfineon LTD and launched 
a crypto exchange through another company they formed 
called B.I.G. Fintech, LP. From Ryan’s perspective, both crypto 
and precious metals, and particularly metals, are far more 
secure investments in today’s market environment than the 
U.S. dollar and dollar-denominated assets. “Precious metals 
have been sound money against currencies for over 5,000 
years,” he says. “So, from my perspective, I didn’t think I was 
giving completely sound financial guidance by telling people 
to put their money into just crypto. I saw precious metals, a 
tier-1 asset, as a sound, protected investment for my clients.” 

Ryan attributes his success in all of 
his ventures to great mentorship, as 
well as his own personal and varied 
experience, both the gains and the 

losses. His high success rate with clients also comes from 
that experience as well as the vast network he’s cultivated 
over the years. He’s been able to tap that network of friends, 
family, former co-workers, and clients, and plenty of other 
talented people, to gain education, knowledge, and advice 
that he then passes on to his current clients and friends. 
He’s also taken two years of Richard Kiyosaki’s Rich Dad 
Education Program. In addition to all he does, he’s also an 
independent contractor with Treasure Coast Bullion, one of 
the largest bullion companies in the industry, through which 
he can purchase and broker metals for Elemental Treasures. 
To ensure his clients’ success, Ryan takes a personal 
approach. “I don’t tell them anything I wouldn’t do myself,” 
he says. “I recommend to my clients for their portfolios the 
same things I own and the same things I structured for my 
own family.”

Boynton, FL  |  admin@nodemads.com |  MTGinc@Tutanota.com |  561.305.9570  |  www.nodemads.net  
www.bitfineon.com  |  www.metalsedge.com  |  www.bitfineon.com  |  www.eons.finance 
LinkedIn: /ryan-p-derda-a9236420  |  Twitter: @BIGFinLP 
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Adam Vega is at an exciting turning point in his 
career. Less than a month ago, in May 2021, 
he launched his own firm, a full circle path to 
returning on his own. His wealth management 
company, located in Palm Beach, Florida 
serves clients throughout the U.S. with a larger 
focus on the Southeast, is called AVANCE 
Private Wealth Management, and though it’s 
new, we believe it’s already making a splash. 
“Avance” means “moving forward” in French 
and perfectly encapsulates the mindset Adam 
shows his clients. With his own firm, Adam’s 
world is now 100% concentrated on what he 
can do to offer the highest level of service 
to his clients, reminding clients that he works 
for them, not the other way around, and 
that they can always expect dedication and 
priority, as well as flexibility that allows for all 
kinds of circumstances. “We’ve always led a 
very tax-focused practice,” Adam says. “The 
company is geared toward protecting what 
the client makes and keeping more of that.” 
Today, AVANCE offers clients tax planning 
and management services, as well as asset 
protection, a combination which allows people 
to both protect their wealth and keep more of 
the money they’ve earned. 

Adam brings with him some serious expertise leading all the way 
back to his college days at FIU, where he studied business and 
finance. But he also enjoyed educating others and explaining 
complex problems so that they could be easily understood by 
anyone. This combination led him first to computer programming 
and finally to financial services, where he hopes to revolutionize the 
industry through both service and education, through simplification. 
Immediately prior to launching AVANCE, Adam was VP at Goldman 
Sachs, which had acquired the firm he was employed with before that. 
However, while working with companies, Adam found himself longing 
to be able to do more with less restrictions, something not always 
possible when affiliated with such large organizations. Though the 
positions taught him a lot, he finally felt it was necessary to start his 
own firm. “Now, I work for the client and no one else,” he says. 

Adam knows that the “client-centric approach” is not a unique idea 
when it comes to wealth management and financial advisory services, 
and he knows that distinguishing himself means truly providing the 
service he promises. And clients can feel it, with no time restraints, 
no limits, and no barriers when it comes to the issues that they can 
talk about with him or problems they can come to him with. But he’s 

www.avanceprivate.com  |  adam.vega@avanceprivate.com
980-326-2257  |  LI: avance private wealth management 
FB: @avanceprivate  |  IG: @avanceprivate 

also not shy when it comes to being honest with 
clients, providing them with true, unbiased feedback 
on complex topics. When engaging with clients, 
Adam takes a multi-step approach beginning with 
ensuring a good fit, assessing the present situation, 
establishing goals, creating and implementing a 
strategy, and, finally, monitoring, reassessing, and 
adjusting the strategy wherever needed seeking the 
most beneficial results possible. 

When it comes to the growth of his company, Adam 
is constantly looking toward the future, and striving 
to improve each and every day, looking always at 
how to be and do better. Most important to him is 
facing the things he fears in order to overcome them 
and thus be able to navigate them for clients in the 
future. Outside of the office, Adam is deeply involved 
with the National MS Society, the Special Olympics, 
and provides financial education courses to college 
students at several universities.
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Gianluca Passaretta has devoted over 20 years 
to perfecting his skills in financial markets 
working on behalf of clients across the Americas, 
Europe, and Asia. He is a visionary leader with 
a global view and a reputation for transforming 
and growing businesses in the financial markets 
arena. Now, as managing director for Mizuho 
Securities USA LLC, an integral part of the Japan-
based Mizuho Financial Group, one of the largest 
financial institutions in the world, he’s applying 
those skills once again to support Mizuho 
and its clients. Based in the firm’s New York 
headquarters, Gianluca is the architect of the 
growth strategy for the credit trading business, 
and part of the firm's exciting growth story in the 
Americas. 

His career spans a diverse collection of 
businesses, firms, and geographies. Gianluca 
took the helm of the credit business at Mizuho 
Securities in 2019, where he manages a growing 
team of nearly two dozen financial professionals 
comprised of experts across all aspects of fixed 
income credit trading. The team is focused on 
maximizing revenues and building a client-based 
franchise. “I love setting ambitious goals and then 
working to achieve them,” Gianluca says. “The 
challenge of setting milestones for myself and 
Mizuho is a big part of my motivation. But it’s also 
applying what I know to where I think the industry 
is trending and aligning the business to support our 
clients' objectives to capitalize on those trends.” 

Gianluca spends time between 
developing his team and advising 
Mizuho’s diverse clients. “When 
corporations come to us, Mizuho 

advises on the structure of the debt they intend to issue,” Gianluca 
says. “We then match them, using our network of institutional investors 
and our expertise. Our clients benefit from our strategies to issue debt 
that works best for their mission and circumstances. Investors benefit 
because of the debt package we bring to the market.” 

Maximizing revenues is a delicate balancing act that Gianluca has 
perfected. “I am very focused on processes driven by technology, as 
well as cost control. Revenue maximizing is the proper distillation of 
all these ingredients along with well-timed execution.” It relies on his 
accumulated knowledge and expertise, which give him and his team 
the ability to understand the client’s core needs, to see where the 
industry is trending and position Mizuho as a leader, not a follower. 
Gianluca’s entrepreneurial drive is core to running large global 
businesses with profitability in mind. 

While indeed expertise and insight are critical elements of success, 
Gianluca places the greatest importance on effective leadership. “Being 
a team player is key and working well together is paramount to success 
in the business. Being a good leader is as important as being a good 
team player. I consider myself both. A critical element in the financial 
industry is creating a culture of productive, collaborative teamwork, and 
it’s my responsibility as a leader to foster this environment.” 

Gianluca’s leadership and vision are, in large part, a product of his 
global work experiences and education, his more than two decades 
of working with investors across the Americas, Europe, and Asia, as 
well as frequent travels to these regions. As financial markets have 
expanded to crisscross the globe, it’s vital to connect socially and 
culturally with investors across regions to gain perspective on global 
capital flow. “My international experiences allow me to listen for and 
identify emerging opportunities, to the benefit of our clients and 
Mizuho,” he says. 

While Gianluca derives great satisfaction from his work, his greatest 
sense of accomplishment comes from driving Mizuho towards success. “It 
always feels good to watch Mizuho steadily rise in revenues and volumes 
in the industry. This is very rewarding to me personally,” he shares. 

Before joining Mizuho, Gianluca served in leadership roles at other 
prominent financial institutions, spanning credit trading in assets of 
both US and Latin American companies, emerging markets risks across 
several products, and other development roles in macro and credit 
products. Gianluca holds an undergraduate degree in economics 
and business and a graduate degree in finance from Bayes Business 
School (formerly Cass Business School) in London. He is also fluent in 
four languages—English, Italian, French, and Spanish.

glpassaretta@gmail.com   |  646-932-1779
LI: gianluca-passaretta
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Brent Turner might just be the definition of a true entrepreneur, 
starting his first business at only 12 years old, making $1000 
per month taking trash out for members of a retirement home. 
This hard work, persistence, and financial responsibility would 
set the tone for the rest of Brent’s career, including the three 
successful exits of companies he started from scratch, right 
up until the present day. Today, Brent is the CEO of NextPoint 
Financial (NPF-U.TO) a public company in Dallas, Texas. 

NextPoint is the parent company of LoanMe and Liberty Tax.  
Mr. Turner is the CEO of Liberty Tax as well. This tax service 
has 2,700 locations and 1,355 franchisees across the U.S. 
and Canada and generates some $200M in loans every year. 
Brent started with the company in 2018 as a consultant to 
their board, and after just a year, was appointed CEO. During 
his first two years as CEO, Liberty Tax generated the highest 
level of free cash flow ever. That’s because Brent was able 
to pinpoint exactly where the company could make better 
decisions, including how to finance franchisees and raise the 
standards for potential franchises. 

In July 2020, a special purpose acquisition company was 
formed and merged Liberty Tax with LoanMe; it closed in the 
same month a year later. The two entities were nestled under 
the holding company, Next Point Financial, and are now publicly 
traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange with a combined EBITA 
(earnings before interest, taxes, and amortization) of more 
than $100M. “The reason for this merger,” Brent explains, “was 
to create an all-inclusive platform for financial services. Many 
people are precluded from mainstream financial products and 
many companies address only one or two of the issues people 
face, but there isn’t anyone who brings holistic functionality to 
this segment of the population. Until now, there hasn’t been 
an inclusive membership that provides banking as a service, 
credit products, and tax service all in the same bundle. It is 
revolutionary and very exciting.” The all-inclusive bundle 
offered means that Brent’s company can minimize costs for 
the customer while maintaining a best-in-class level of service.

Brent’s success with Liberty Tax and LoanMe stems from 
decades of business experience, all starting with that trash 
removal service back when he was 12. In college, Brent’s bank 
job landed him a position with Mr. Payroll, where he effectively 
served as a CIO. After increasing his knowledge base there, 
he started his own tech company in 1994, providing check 

Contact: www.nxtpt.com  |  brent@nxtpt.com  |  817.253.2601  |  LI: Brent Turner

cashing systems for convenience stores, culminating in 
serving 115 stores in eight states. After selling it to his partner, 
Brent worked with larger companies and learned how to 
scale a business, while also obtaining his MBA from Southern 
Methodist University. Other successful projects include the 
purchase of twelve Rent-A-Center locations for $1.9M and 
their subsequent resale for $15M in only nine months, and 
operating a rent-to-own business, which he purchased for 
$7M and sold for $13M just two years later. Brent also sold a 
built-from-scratch tax lending firm for $70M in 2016. 

Brent credits the longevity of his career to his perseverance 
and passion—after all, not many people can say they’ve 
been an entrepreneur since the seventh grade. His focus 
and dedication have also contributed to his continual 
growth and success in the finance and tax fields. In addition, 
he’s also not afraid to divert from convention. “There are 
certain things I do that no sane person would endeavor,” he 
says. “I take risks, and any time I do, I don’t give up because 
I believe that taking a chance should never stop you from 
doing what you want to do.
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When she first arrived in Boston at the age of 28, after 
worked in private banking in Spain for seven years, Cristina 
Campabadal never imagined that she’d be managing a $500M 
portfolio in Miami two years later. Now, backed by 17 years of 
experience, 10 of which are in international finance, with major 
institutions like Santander Private Banking International, and 
top American multifamily offices such as WE Family Office in 
Miami, she’s doing exactly that as the founder and CEO of 
CCS Finanzas. With an office in Málaga, Spain, and a presence 
in Miami, Florida, this financial services company provides an 
array of advisory and management amenities for high-net-
worth individuals and multiple family offices throughout the 
U.S., as well as domestic-based clients in Latin America, and 
Europe. 

Cristina serves 110 families with a net worth between $3M and 
$2B ($12B in total) and manages over $100M in assets. She 
also helps American multifamily offices to start or grow up 
their businesses in the Latin American market as an external 
independent consultant. Cristina’s primary goal is to work 
cooperatively with clients on the development of their family 
businesses and because she works autonomously, without 
investors or partners, Cristina has full control to execute the 
objectives she founded her company on. This dedication has 
earned Cristina two appearances on Choiseul Institute’s Top 
100 Leaders of Spain under 40 list and Thinking Heads, Top 
100 Speakers of Spain list. It also led to a nomination as one of 
the Top 100 Women Leaders of Spain every year since 2017. 

cristina.campabadal@ccsfinanzas.com
786.781.9047  |  175 SW 7th St., Ste. 1712, Miami, FL 33130 
IG: cristinacampabadalcc  |  TW: campabadal_c
FB: CristinaCampabadalOficial  |  LI: Cristina Campabadal

The talented team at CCS Finanzas has over 50 combined years 
of international finance experience with a focus on Spain and 
Latin America. Led by Cristina, they present clients with sound 
investment opportunities that align with desired outcomes. The 
CCS Finanzas suite of services include portfolio analysis and 
advisory, investment monitoring, network and service provider 
management, executive summaries and reviews, external fee 
negotiation, family governance, and art advisory. “We maintain 
in constant contact with our clients, as well as their various 
providers, and we study global assets in detail to ensure 
proper follow-up and management,” Cristina says. “Our goal is 
to preserve our reputation as an ethical and reliable firm with 
enduring relationships. I care deeply for the families and I know 
they recognize and appreciate my commitment. It’s not about the 
money, it’s about their happiness and how I can contribute to 
that.”

Cristina’s uniquely personal approach inspires confidence and 
thereby, fosters trust. This enables clients to be wholly earnest 
about their financial aspirations and in turn, helps Cristina to 
formulate the best strategy for their specific needs. “I want 
to know the ‘why’ behind their goals, what money means to 
them, and what they’d like their money to do for them,” she 
explains. “It’s incredibly important, as financial advisors, to be 
sensitive in our work because if you don’t know everything 
about your clients, you cannot offer sound advice.” Cristina has 
even traversed the globe to meet prospective clients in person, 
further confirming her pledge to personalize every aspect of 
the client experience.  

When she’s not helping families make the most of their wealth, 
Cristina is a columnist for Yahoo Finance U.S., Latin America, 
and Spain, and serves as an ambassador and senior advisor 
for nonprofits Vicente Ferrer Foundation, which provides aid in 
rural India, and the National Foundation for Cancer Research, 
U.S. She studied economic sciences at Barcelona University 
and completed an intensive executive business program at ELC 
Boston, a SMART program for finance and financial management 
at the University of Miami, and an entrepreneurship in emerging 
economics at Harvard Business School.

www.ccsfinanzas.com
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brett.rosen325@gmail.com, brett@rbcapitalpartnersinc.com |  619.392.9829 
LI:  Brett Rosen, Deborah Braun Ph.D.  |  TW: @BRettRosen325, @DeborahRachelB

It’s not every day you hear about a company shutting 
down their website because they got too many calls, but 
that’s exactly what Brett Rosen and his business partner, 
Deborah Braun, had to do. They found themselves simply 
inundated with people wanting to work with their company, 
RB Capital Partners, Inc., because of its great model and 
favorable returns. If businesses clamoring to work with RB 
Capital Partners on this scale are any indication, the firm 
has been extremely successful due to their dedication to 
client companies and strategic investments.

Brett brings 14 years of financial expertise, including 
both private equity and public markets, and a wealth of 
experience in helping small businesses with their finances 
by cleaning up their debt structure and managing their 
balance sheets. “The major downfall for these small 
companies is they carry more debt than the value of the 
company,” he says. He had been working solo with his 
company Rosen Capital, LLC, for three years when he met 
Deborah, a consultant for a large company advising C-level 
executives. Brett got her a great return on an investment, 
and she was impressed—and curious. She wanted to 
know how he’d done it. Eventually, they started RB Capital 
Partners, Inc., together in La Jolla, California, where they 
work with smaller companies to get them out of debt, clean 
up their finances, and invest money into the businesses. 
They also operate Seapoint Capital Partners, Inc., a small 
investment firm, under RB Capital Partners. 
 
As the driving force behind RB Capital Partners, Brett and 
Deborah invest in publicly traded companies and small 
start-ups, sometimes with the help of third-party traders, 
brokers, and lawyers. Brett describes the firm as less 
of a money lending company and more of a strategic 
investing firm. They like to focus on innovative companies 
that are working to make a positive impact. One of their 
current investments, at a little over $4 million, is Sunshine 
BioPharma, Inc., a pharmaceutical company that has 
previously developed a generic estrogen blocker to shrink 
breast cancer tumors, and recently developed a COVID-19 
inhibitor in pill form currently preparing for FDA review. 
Their portfolio includes several innovative and emerging 
technology companies. One is BlockQuarry Corp. (formerly 
ISW Holdings, Inc.), a bitcoin mining company helmed by 
an ex-football player and keynote speaker at the Mining 
Disrupt Conference in Miami this past July. Another is Optec 
International, Inc., one of the most heavily followed stocks 
on the entire exchange and one of the most heavily traded 
in the OTC markets. The company creates PPE products, 

such as UV lights, under the guidance of former CDC directors 
who now work on their board. In addition, smaller companies 
get the benefit of Deborah’s experience with larger companies, 
something they would typically not be able to afford while she was 
working with her old firm. By having access to advice and insight 
often reserved for larger, older, and more established companies, 
Brett and Deborah’s clients come away with a more well-rounded 
knowledge of finances and strategies. 

Brett and Deborah’s model has been extremely favorable for 
them as well as for their client companies. But it’s not just their 
expertise in both small and larger business finances that makes 
them so successful. “For us, transparency is the biggest thing,” 
Brett says. “We are a shareholder in all of these companies, 
and we believe in them. There is no other company like us that 
would ever be as transparent as we are. We even post copies 
of our notes and investments on Twitter.” In addition to keeping 
their clients informed via social media, they also travel frequently 
to meet with them in person, a rare courtesy in the industry. “I 
care a lot about the companies I invest in,” he says.  In addition 
to investing in companies, Brett and Deborah also invest in their 
communities, making multiple anonymous donations to a variety of 
organizations, including women’s and Jewish community groups.

Managing Partners
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Tayler Osmond, a seasoned accountant with over a 
decade of experience in public practice specializing 
in construction and real estate. Tayler joined Island 
West Coast Developments Ltd., as CFO in 2018. 
At IWCD he combines his passion for accounting 
and construction to help the organization and its 

 https://iwcd.ca  |  250.668.2655  |  tayler@iwcd.ca
LI: Tayler-osmond  |  FB: IslandWestCoastDevelopments  |  IG: @tosmondacct

related companies thrive in ways they never imaged. IWCD is 
a full-service construction and project management company 
in British Columbia, Canada, that provides general contracting, 
design build, pre-construction, tenant improvements, and tilt-up 
construction services for commercial, multi-residential, industrial, 
infrastructure, and institutional developments across Vancouver 
Island and the Lower Mainland. For both IWCD and IWC Excavation 
Ltd., a specialized civil and general contractor, Tayler provides 
financial oversight, leads an accounting team of six people, and, as 
part of the senior management team, oversees a staff of over 100 
people. “I wanted to be able to focus on one organization at a very 
detailed level and be able to really partner with that organization 
to grow and succeed in a way that I couldn’t do in public practice,” 
he says. At just 31 years old, Tayler is doing exactly that.

For IWCD, Tayler’s experience as a Chartered Professional 
Accountant (Canada) and Certified General Accountant in the 
private sector for MNP has been invaluable to both his staff and the 
company. As he continues to train and mentor the next generation of 
accountants, he has helped IWCD continue to grow and evolve from 
a Best Managed Company to a Best Managed Platinum Company. 
Building off the CEO’s prior successes in building businesses that 
triggered IWCD’s exponential growth, Tayler engaged his expertise 
on the financial side to accelerate its climb. “I came on board, and 
I took inventory, spent the first six months finding out what systems 
were in place, why the company was run the way it was, then I 
pulled everything apart on the finance side and rebuilt it to follow 
best practice and to focus on relevant performance indicators,” 
he explains. One of the changes included revamping the monthly 
reporting process to ensure a freer flow of information to better 
facilitate growth in an efficient and realistic way. “It’s one thing 
to have a plan to go to the moon, it’s another to make sure that 
finances run in a way that gets you there.”

Besides process improvement and strategic planning, one of 
Tayler’s other focuses and another area he’s dedicated to is 
employee empowerment. For him, it’s important for employees 
to have the freedom and security to be creative in their work. 
“I don’t view leadership as directing people,” he says. “As a 
leader, I’m serving them. My job as CFO is not to micromanage 
their performance, but to give them the tools to enable them 
to perform. I believe in servant leadership and my team is way 
more productive as a result. When I look at the production when I 
joined, we had the same team of accountants doing a third of the 
work they do today, and they don’t work overtime to accomplish 
that. They’re happier and they enjoy their work.”

Tayler joined Island West Coast Developments Ltd., as CFO in 2018. At IWCD he 

combines his passion for accounting and construction to help the organization and its 

related companies thrive in ways they never imaged. 
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Steve Shaw had been in the financial planning field for nearly 
a decade before joining Baystate Financial as an advisor in 
March of 2019. Baystate Financial, headquartered in Boston, 
MA, has been an esteemed provider of a variety of financial 
products and services since 1901. With 17 locations and 600 
employees throughout New England, the company has 
become a well-known and trusted resource, helping its clients 
gain clarity, leverage, and financial independence through 
business and estate planning, retirement planning, and a 
variety of investment products.

Steve works from Baystate’s Wakefield, Massachusetts, office, 
where he assists clients with matters such as retirement 
planning, estate strategies, employee benefit and retention 
services, business continuation strategies, and trust services. 
Working with his capable team, Steve offers a balanced 
approach to achieving financial security, assuring that his 
clients’ intentions have been understood and addressed. He 
is especially attentive to keeping up with changes in both 
the laws and his clients’ lives, because, as he says, “With any 
change that might negatively impact my clients, whether it be 
increased taxes or something that would put their estate in a 
less favorable position, I make sure that we’re adapting our 
strategy to overcome any challenges.”

Steve takes a highly personal and detailed approach to client 
consultations and always begins with an in-depth discussion 
about goals. “We go over the current financial landscape, 
the client’s objectives, and possible strategies. Once I have 
a comprehensive understanding of the entire situation, I put 
together a plan and then introduce the options and tools 
available to achieve that plan, all the while ensuring that 
everything is understood, and that the client feels confident 
and comfortable. I’m not just selling a product, after all. I’m 
constructing a plan for the accumulation of wealth while doing 
my best to protect against the unforeseen changes in life, 
such as an untimely death or loss of income,” Steve says. “For 
example,” he continues, “one such unforeseen change, which 
affected just about everyone, was the onset of the COVID-19 
pandemic, which, among other things, caused very dramatic 
fluctuations in income. This is a stressful time for many of my 
clients, so I have to make sure they are secure in the fact that 
I’m always working on and evolving their financial plans to 
combat unexpected challenges.”

All of Steve’s efforts, however, result in much-valued intrinsic 
rewards. Seeing his clients obtain or even surpass their 
financial goals, witnessing them retire or buy a home, send 

www.shawfinancialsolutions.com  |  sshaw@baystatefinancial.com  |  781.248.7157  |  LI: steve-shaw-advisor

their children to college, or get out of debt is Steve’s ultimate 
prize, and this dedication has led to an enviable roster of 
loyal, long-term clients. In addition, he has attained the 
credentials that enable him to serve a wide demographic. 
He holds Series 6 and Series 63 licenses, is registered to 
sell securities and to offer financial planning services FL, KS, 
MA, ME, NH, RI, and VA through MML Investors Services, LLC 
(member SIPC), and is licensed to sell insurance in FL, IA, MA, 
ME, NH, RI and VA. In short, Steve has established himself as 
an indispensable resource for clients everywhere who want 
to build or preserve wealth. 

Registered representatives and investment adviser’s representative 
of MML Investors Services, LLC. (MMLIS) Member SIPC. Supervisory 
office located at 200 Clarendon Street, 19th & 25th Floors, Boston, 
MA 02116. 617-585-4500. CRN202303-279339
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With over 12 years of experience, Munashe Makava has 
already had a storied career in finance that includes tenures 
as VP-Technology, Media and Telecommunications (TMT) 
with Goldman Sachs and previously for eight years as a 
pivotal part of Deloitte’s external audit department, where 
he led the financial audits of some of the largest companies 
in Zimbabwe. Now, as a principal at Centerview Partners, 
a leading investment banking firm, he brings his unique 
global perspective and his expertise in finance, business, 
and technology to help companies with strategies designed 
to improve their businesses. Based in the firm’s New York 
office, Munashe focuses primarily on technology investment 
banking, advising business leaders on transformational 
moments in the lifetime of their companies, ranging from 
M&A transactions to shareholder activism defense. “I really 
enjoy being in a position where I can help companies that 
are creating these really phenomenal products and services 
make the right strategic decisions for their companies so 
that they can continue to serve their clients in the right way 
and grow their businesses,” he explains. He’s also one of the 
founding trustees of Branding Africa Trust, an organization 
that supports African business owners and entrepreneurs, 
founded with the mission to create a competitive Africa.

www.centerviewpartners.com  |  201.932.4618 
LI: munashe-makava

Munashe also believes that diversity and cultural fluidity is the 
way of the future for businesses, both in their employees and 
clients. “Our business is a business of people. You want to 
be able to connect people from different cultures very easily, 
and our clients are more diverse than ever before.”

As a tech banker, Munashe believes working with his clients 
paves the way for development of economies on a broader 
scale. “Different geographic regions today are at different 
stages of their economic revolutions, e.g., some are yet to 
finish going through their industrial revolutions. But there 
are technologies today capable of significantly accelerating 
these revolutions so economies can develop at a much 
faster rate than history has shown. I strongly believe that 
leading tech companies are truly contributing to the building 
of economies, globally. That’s part of why tech investment 
banking is very rewarding.” 

Munashe is equally dedicated to lending his skills to help lift 
up budding entrepreneurs and companies in Africa. Back in 
2010, Munashe and some friends saw a lot of opportunity 
for economic growth in his home country Zimbabwe, but 
a lack of business training for those looking to break into 
business. “We saw many people who had an entrepreneurial 
bug and felt compelled to go out and build their own 
businesses because of the economic situation in the region, 
but they lacked significant resources in terms of how to 
professionalize their businesses and access capital,” he says. 
Pooling their skills and experience, Munashe and his friends 
began consulting business owners and entrepreneurs, and 
founded the Branding Africa Trust with the mission to create 
a competitive Africa. “At the time, each of us had a specific 
focus area, mine being finance,” he explains. “Within each 
chosen area we were going to develop not only ourselves, 
but build a broad network that Branding Africa could leverage 
to benefit entrepreneurs and up-and-coming businesses 
within the continent.”

Though his success now spans over a decade, Munashe is 
still in awe of the journey that led him to where he is today. 
“A few years ago, when I was in Zimbabwe, if someone had 
told me I was going to be working on Wall Street, I’d have 
chuckled,” he says. 

Munashe holds an MBA from New York University.

CONTACT:
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Joel Peña’s finance career has spanned 20 years, multiple 
countries, and plenty of on-the-ground experience. His journey 
goes from a small town to the big cities and leading global 
financial institutions. He has successfully built businesses and 
relationships within the Latin American market. His position as 
head of business development for Latin America at Los Angeles-
headquartered DoubleLine Capital LP is his third role building and 
expanding these relationships. “When you have a team with this 
level of expertise, experience, drive, and client focus, you can 
accomplish anything. That’s what this company is about,” he says 
of DoubleLine. Founded in 2009, the firm has grown to almost $137 
billion in AUM on the strengths of its performance, servicing, and 
focus on clients. DoubleLine is majority-owned by its employees 
and holds onto the entrepreneurial spirit of its early days. 

Joel’s financial career started 
with earning a BA in economics 
from the Monterrey Institute of 
technology (ITESM) in Mexico, 
which included an international 
finance exchange program 

at the University of Alberta, in Canada. He worked for BBVA 
Bancomer Securities in operations, product selection, portfolio modeling, and client advisory in Houston, Texas, and then as a 
private banker for Israel’s Bank Hapoalim in Miami, advising offshore clients in Chile, Bolivia, and Peru. He then moved to New 
York to attend NYU’s Stern School of Business. After graduating, he joined PIMCO in New York, where he helped found and 
develop their Latin America unit until 2014, when he joined Dutch asset manager Robeco, heading their Latin American and US 
Offshore division. Both firms saw growth in assets in the region during his tenure. 

Leveraging the experience that he gained from his previous roles, Joel joined DoubleLine Capital to develop its Latin American 
business. But there was a catch: In order to join, he first needed to convince management to have a Latin American division in 
the first place. “It entailed strong networking with the company’s decision makers and explaining in a clear way why they should 
consider adding this line of business to their existing one,” he explains. And that’s exactly what Joel did. DoubleLine approved 
the business plan, he landed the position, and immediately began helping the firm establish their Latin American branch. Today, 
much of his role entails business development for a unit that is still in early stages of development. On the wealth management 
side, Joel handles contract negotiations and marketing to advisors so that they can add DoubleLine’s funds to their portfolios. 
When he works with larger institutions, he helps them optimize their asset management capabilities, product selection, and 
efficient implementation of strategy mandates.

Joel won’t say the road to where he is now was easy. In fact, he says it was often arduous, but credits his strong educational 
background, which also includes the CFA charter and CAIA certification, in helping him work his way forward. Besides his 
formal education, Joel also credits his bicultural background for his success in bridging international relationships that cross 
national as well as cultural boundaries. Living and working in Mexico, the U.S., and Canada, and managing accounts and 
clients from multiple countries in North, Central and South America and Europe, has made Joel qualified to lead projects 
that combine asset management, international business development, entrepreneurship, and strategic planning. His finance 
background allows him to not only understand the underpinnings of a product, but also to turn it into a marketable opportunity. 
And his bicultural background allows him to translate products and ideas into multiple markets across the globe. This specific 
combination of financial know-how, resilience, marketing ability, and multicultural experience is rare in the financial industry, and 
has been crucial to both him and DoubleLine in their success. DoubleLine itself is in its status as an employee-owned company 
that, despite how much it has grown over the past 12 years, still maintains a strong entrepreneurial focus and supportive culture for 
employees centered on clients’ needs.

www.doublelineucits.com  |  213.633.8200  |  Joel.Pena@doubleline.com
 LI: joel-pena-cfa-caia  |  YT: /UC5D18IyKtwxlSWVgEVfxBCQ  |  TW: @ShermanShowPod, @DLineChannel11, @DLineMinutes

CONTACT
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Anessa Allen Santos is a seasoned attorney and 
business executive having served in senior management 
positions as general counsel, leading several 
technology companies from idea through acquisition 
by publicly traded companies. With a focus on financial 
technology such as blockchain and cryptocurrencies, 
she is passionate about the social ethics of financial 
systems. Licensed by the Florida Bar, her first position 
was as a public defender managing the largest 
criminal docket in southwest Florida defending the 
entire spectrum of criminal charges. Among her cases 
was one in particular that has dramatically impacted 
her life and her practice. 

Roberto, not his real name, was a migrant worker 
making $63 each day picking 4,000 lbs. of tomatoes 
under the heat of the central Florida sun. Unable to 
open a bank account due to a lack of government ID, 
he was paid in cash which he had to carry with him 
everywhere to keep it safe. When he accumulated 
enough to justify the fees, he would travel to Western 
Union to wire funds to his family in Guatemala – a 
trip that often proved dangerous.  While on one such 
journey, Roberto was stopped by the police under 
pretext who used criminal forfeiture rules to steal his 
money. Although she was able to get the criminal 
charges dropped, due to government restrictions, 
Anessa was unable to sue for the return of the stolen 
funds. Years later, she recognized blockchain could 
solve Roberto’s problem shared by millions around the 

world who are excluded from the financial system for similar reasons. 
Motivated to solve this problem, Anessa opened IntelliLaw, through 
which she primarily serves fintech companies worldwide, helping them 
to navigate the complex regulatory landscape of KYC/AML compliance, 
cross-border transactions, data security, intellectual property strategies, 
and securities. In the future, she endeavors to empower and equip 
entrepreneurs by democratizing access to the practice of business law, 
and to lobby for a federally exempt money transmitter license that would 
open up the financial services industry to competition while encouraging 
providers to service more folks like Roberto.

As vice chair for the Florida Bar Committee on Technology Law, 
Anessa is entrusted with providing updates and education on ethics 
and trends in technology to all Florida lawyers. A former adjunct law 
professor, Anessa is a frequent guest lecturer and keynote speaker at 
select universities, conferences, and podcasts on varied subjects such 
as ethics in data analytics and algorithmic integrity at the University of 
Central Florida, market cannibalism at the National Press Club, and for 
the Cryptocurrency Act of 2020 on Capitol Hill. Anessa was awarded 
Best in Class for ESG/SDG Tokens by the Coinstreet Partners Global 
TADS Awards. A recipient of the prestigious Steve Award for 2020 
Solo Female Entrepreneur of the Year, she has been repeatedly voted 
among Orlando’s Legal Elite, and recognized for her work in human 
rights law by Marquis Who’s Who of Top Attorneys. Anessa is a published 
academic on the subject of blockchain in the peer-reviewed Florida Bar 
Journal and has been featured by the nationally syndicated Daily Flash, 
the Hi-Tech Corridor, and in Human of Blockchain, among others. She 
is a proud alumna of Oxford Said Business School, where she studied 
blockchain strategies and financial technology. She received her Juris 
Doctorate from the University of Dayton and a bachelor’s degree in 
international diplomacy from Wright State University.

Contact: www.intellilaw.io  |  anessa@intellilaw.io  |  239.595.3794
LinkedIn: anessaallensantos 
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Born to a homeless teenage mother of two, Kenneth 

overcame long odds to flourish in the wealth management 

industry. Kenneth attributes his success to a positive attitude, 

invaluable professional mentors, and an unshakeable will and 

determination to succeed. One of the skills he learned while 

growing up on the Hawaiian island of Oahu is the ability to 

connect and relate to people from a variety of backgrounds. 

Since joining the wealth management industry in 2014, he 

has formed a multitude of close relationships with clients, 

colleagues, and peers alike. In his career, Kenneth has advised 

nearly 400 clients totaling over $1.4 billion dollars in managed 

assets. Kenneth’s financial acumen combined with his ability 

to understand and relate with people is what enables him to 

lead and manage ultra-high net worth client relationships. 

This CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional currently 

serves clients as a senior wealth manager at LourdMurray in 

Beverly Hills, CA. His work involves analyzing, designing, and 

presenting wealth planning strategies to clients, with a focus 

on wealth preservation, tax minimization, and philanthropy. 

www.lourdmurray.com  |  (Business) kchavis@lourdmurray.com   |  (Personal) Kenneth.chavis.iv@gmail.com
Work: 310.651.2510  |  Mobile: 808.861.0681  |  LI: Kenneth Chavis IV

Hightower Advisors, dba LourdMurray, is a roughly $6 billion 

boutique, fee-only, wealth management firm that specializes 

in complex wealth planning and investment management for 

ultra-wealthy individuals. Taking an academic approach to 

investment management, LourdMurray utilizes statistics and 

empirical data to strategically build out the most appropriate 

investment portfolio for their clients—which includes a wide 

range of athletes, artists, entertainers, business owners, 

and executives. “We strive to facilitate the visions our clients 

have for their lives, as well as the visions they have for their 

family and the world at large. Planning for our clients’ futures 

and helping them make an impact in the world, whether it’s 

through philanthropy or other means is extremely fulfilling,” 

says Kenneth. 

Prior to working for LourdMurray, Kenneth advised corporate 

executives, doctors, and top-ranking engineers of Fortune 

100 companies on the West Coast. His career took off at a 

$3 billion boutique wealth management firm in Portland, OR, 

where he became the firm’s first and only African American 

financial advisor, in addition to the youngest at the time. 

After earning his CFP® credential and meeting the firm’s 

requirements, Kenneth was promoted to senior advisor where 

he advised and co-advised client relationships totaling over 

$650 million in assets under management. This accounted 

for over 25% of the firm’s assets under management at the time — 

the most of anyone at the firm. During his 4 years there, Kenneth 

played a key role in helping the firm grow its presence in Portland 

and the San Francisco Bay area, resulting in over $300 million 

of new business. After the birth of his daughter in 2019, and with 

a desire to live closer to family in the southwest, he accepted a 

position in Scottsdale, AZ as a senior financial planner at a $25 

billion wealth planning firm, before ultimately joining LourdMurray. 

“Relationships and understanding people is at the center of what 

I do. I get to know my clients on a deep level so I can best guide 

and advise them as they live their lives to the full extent of their 

vision,” says Kenneth.

In 2020, Kenneth was recognized as one of the most outstanding 
African American financial professionals in the country, being named 
to the first-ever 50 Under 50 program by the Association of African 
American Financial Advisors. Kenneth has been interviewed on the 
topic of personal finance on the Black News Channel (BNC) and 
quoted in numerous pieces in national financial media, including 
MarketWatch, NerdWallet, NASDAQ and Bankrate. Kenneth is a 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional, holds a certificate 
in financial planning from Boston University, and earned a Bachelor 
of Science in business economics from Hawaii Pacific University, 
where he graduated summa cum laude. Kenneth is a member of 
the Financial Planning Association of Los Angeles and is an advisory 
member of the Association of African American Financial Advisors.
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Keith Nichol’s father instilled this sense of effort with the 
mantra, “If you want a chance at being great, pour every 
ounce of yourself into it!” And as a wealth management 
advisor with Northwestern Mutual, that is exactly what he 
does day in and day out by helping others achieve their 
dreams—all with a high level of character, integrity, and a 
positive attitude. His reputation stands as an unwavering 
testament to his commitment to these qualities. Keith is 
known as one of the absolute best advisors in the country in 
lending his expertise in tax-efficient, multigenerational wealth 
transfer, investment asset management, and tax-efficient 
wealth accumulation strategies. And those aren’t just words. 
Keith’s skill, experience, and dedication to his clients are 
reflected in a cache of accolades, including Northwestern 
Mutual’s Financial Advisor of the Year and The Northwestern 
Mutual Forum Recognition Award for five consecutive years. 
Based in Troy, Michigan, Keith and his team focus on building 
trust and meaningful relationships—this means having an 
agnostic approach to products while driving toward the 
absolute best services that meet their clients’ needs. “We 
run an independent wealth management practice with the 
powerful backing of Northwestern Mutual—one of the top 
five independent broker-dealers in the country,” he explains. 
Northwestern Mutual secured the number one ranking for 
its financial soundness, long-term investment value, people 
management, and use of corporate assets categories, and 
it is only one of two companies rated as AAA with a positive 
outlook in the U.S.

http://keithnichol.nm.com  |  keith.nichol@nm.com
901 Wilshire Drive, Suite 300, Troy, MI, 48084
LI: keith-nichol  |  IG: KeithNichol7  |  248.362.5009

Keith knows that as an expert in his field, it is important that people 
surround themselves with key professionals to help them reach their 
goals and having a diligent wealth management advisor as part of a 
client’s team helps to strategically align their intentions with thoughtful 
action. This is why Keith and his team provide hyper-focused service 
with the goal of producing the highest quality financial wealth, risk 
management, and estate planning strategies to give their clients the 
highest probability for success in reaching their financial goals.

To those who know Keith, it comes as no surprise that in addition to 
focusing on assisting large- and mid-sized company executives, he 
specializes in serving professional athletes. As a two-time Michigan 
High School Player of the Year, All American, three-time First Team 
All-State, and a 5-Star Recruit, Keith proved at an early age that his 
unrelenting work ethic effort provides incredible results. With offers 
from major universities, Keith played at Oklahoma and finished up at 
Michigan State as a standout wide receiver. Coach Mark Dantonio 
gave sage advice to Keith in recommending that he build an 
organization and surround himself with people who are accountable, 
bought in to a team culture, and know that people succeed together. 
Keith has built his team with this in mind—and this team approach has 
allowed for growth and continued success for his clients. But setting 
aside his track record of consistently being among the most elite 
wealth management advisors with Northwestern Mutual, Keith is not 
in this business for the accolades, but rather to assist in the success 
of his clients. He wants to see his clients passing along a healthy 
business, transferring their wealth from one generation to the next 
with tax efficiency, protecting their assets, and all the while, feeling 
secure. He plans with his clients’ goals driving the direction—seeing 
them enjoying their lives now, not worrying about getting ill, not 
feeling anxious about their plans, but rather being very comfortable 
with all of their choices.

As a husband, proud father, and business owner, Keith has the same 
obligations, worries, and fears as many of his clients. But with a sage 
approach and detailed planning, their futures, dreams, and families 
are properly cared for—and that’s something Keith is very proud of. 
Keith is equally committed to community. He serves on the boards 
of Crime Stoppers of Michigan and Detroit Sports Commission, and 
is a member of the Michigan State Alumni Association. 

Disclaimers: 1 Ranking for Northwestern Mutual Investment Services, LLC. Measured 
by 2019 Revenue. Sources: Financial Advisor magazine and InvestmentNews, May 
2020.  2 Northwestern Mutual continues to have the highest financial strength ratings 
awarded to any U.S. life insurer by all four of the major rating agencies, with continued 
stable outlooks: AM Best Company, A++ (highest), April 2020; Fitch Ratings, AAA 
(highest),  August 2020; Moody’s Investors Service, Aaa (highest), July 2020; and S&P 
Global Ratings, AA+ (second highest), June 2020. Ratings are for The Northwestern 
Mutual Life Insurance Company and Northwestern Long-Term Care Insurance 
Company. Third-party ratings are subject to change.  3 Refers to Northwestern Mutual’s 
internal Forum Recognition Award 2016-2020.  4 Award is internal to Northwestern 
Mutual’s Troy, MI network office 2016.  5 Refers to Northwestern Mutual’s internal 
Forum Recognition Award 2016-2020.  Northwestern Mutual is the marketing name 
for The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company (NM) and its subsidiaries, 
including Northwestern Long Term Care Insurance Company (NLTC) (long-term care 
insurance),  Northwestern Mutual Investment Services, LLC  (NMIS)  (investment 
brokerage services), a registered investment adviser, broker-dealer, and member 
of  FINRA  and  SIPC, and Northwestern Mutual Wealth Management Company® 
(NMWMC) (investment advisory and trust services), a federal savings bank. NM and 
its subsidiaries are in Milwaukee, WI.  Keith John Nichol is an Insurance Agent of NM 
and NLTC. Investment brokerage services provided as a Registered Representative 
of NMIS. Investment advisory services provided as an Advisor of NMWMC.
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If you were to ask Sunny Mahajan about investment 
strategies, he might quote Jack Dorsey, CEO of Twitter and 
Square: “Make every detail perfect and limit the number 
of details to perfect.” But he also might tell you about 
statistical learning principles and techniques borrowed 
from electronic music production. That’s what he brings 
to his role as vice president of portfolio management at 
WorldQuant: the elegant and the eclectic. “Simplicity and 
attention to detail are key to designing robust systems,” 
Sunny says. “But the ultimate goal is consistent progress, 
not perfection.” With a bachelor’s degree in electrical 
engineering and a master’s degree in microelectronics 
from the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, Sunny 
joined WorldQuant in 2011 as a quantitative researcher in 
their Mumbai office and rose through the ranks to become 
senior quantitative researcher, vice president of research, 

and regional research director. He then transferred to the 
company’s New York City office in 2016 where he assumed 
his current role as a portfolio manager. Founded in 2007 
and headquartered in Old Greenwich, Connecticut, 
WorldQuant is a global quantitative investment firm 
with over 600 employees spread across 23 offices in 13 
countries. They develop and deploy systematic financial 
strategies across a variety of asset classes in global 
markets, utilizing a proprietary research platform and risk 
management process.

Wearing many hats is something Sunny considers 
foundational to his role. “A good quant should be a jack-
of-all-trades and a master of some,” he says. In his decade 
long career, he has developed signals across asset classes 
for multiple trading horizons, led innovation projects 
in strategic focus areas, designed production systems 
and deployed systematic portfolios that leverage cutting 
edge technologies. This experience helped Sunny build 
a repertoire of principles and techniques that guide him 
and his team as the company and technology evolve 
together. And while he actively works to contribute to the 
firm’s growth and success, he’s constantly expanding his 
knowledge and is grateful for WorldQuant’s resources that 
allow him to feed his inquisitive mind. “My curiosity has 
led me to uncover many insights. It’s all about asking the 
right questions,” he says. “I thoroughly enjoy the discovery 
process and am at my creative best when dealing with 
design problems, especially developing innovative 
concepts with cross-domain solutions.”

www.worldquant.com  |  sunny.mahajan@worldquant.com
203.919.4957  |  LinkedIn: Sunny Mahajan

Perhaps unsurprisingly, Sunny’s interests and passions are 
varied. They include statistical modeling, machine learning, 
signal processing, and complex systems in his work life, and 
music synthesis, photography, neuroscience, psychology, and 
meditation, in general, as well as the way these fields may be 
applied to enhance the human experience. And he’s excited 
about all he’s been able to do as well as all he will get to do 
at WorldQuant. “I consider myself extremely fortunate for this 
growth experience and am very grateful to be a member of 
such a passionate community of creative thinkers,” he says. 
And he’s grateful for the challenges, too. “A smooth sea never 
made a skilled sailor. My best learning has come from studying 
my periods of underperformance. Portfolio management is as 
much art as it is science and can be extremely rewarding in that 
you either earn or you learn.”
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When Kimmy Wan first came to the U.S. from Hong Kong, China 
at the age of 16, thanks to a sponsorship, the only English she 
knew were numbers and body parts, because her original goal 
was to become a nurse or an accountant. She worked hard 
at minimum-wage jobs to put herself through undergraduate 
and graduate school, earning a degree in finance and 
economics with honors from California State University at 
Sacramento as well as an MBA from the University of Phoenix. 
Her motto, “Work hard, dream big,” has stayed with her since 
then—and continues to drive her. Today, with more than 20 
years of financial industry experience, as well as sales and 

www.globalwealthadvisor.com  |  kimmy.wan@globalwealthadvisor.com  |  916.758.9218
LI: kimmy-wan-mba  |  FB: KWWEALTH  |  YouTube: /channel/UCgCO9Q1hfhgmXt2DdqDErkA 

marketing and portfolio management, she is the founder and CEO 
of Sacramento, California-based KW Wealth Management, where 
she provides clients with investment advising services. Through its 
two offices, she helps clients across the U.S. to create personally 
tailored portfolio strategies and comprehensive financial plans that 
align with their needs and goals.  She also advises entrepreneurs 
and small to mid- size companies through the entire process 
in acquisition, merger, recapitalization, underwriting, private 
placement, and equity or debt financing solutions.

Because she knows the struggle of coming to a new country, 
learning a new language, and building a life from scratch, Kimmy 
works hard to uplift other immigrants and members of the AAPI 
community. She also wants her own success as a business founder 
and owner to inspire others, especially given the unfortunate 
spike in hate crimes committed against the AAPI community over 
the past year. Through her firm, she’s also able to help people 
manage their money and plan for their own futures, something 
that eases their stress and ensures them a stable, successful 
future for their families. Fluent in both Mandarin and Cantonese, 
and speaking some Japanese and Chinese sign language, Kimmy 
is able to communicate with clients across the AAPI community 
and make them feel comfortable and welcome.

As a minority woman business owner, Kimmy feels it’s important 
to help others in similar positions, and to support and amplify 
the voices of all people. “I believe in investing in diverse 
voices, forward-looking insight, and ongoing improvement in 
human progress for our country and worldwide. Everyone can 
benefit economically from peace, respect, communication, and 
education,” she says. “Therefore, as the CEO of KW Wealth 
Management, I will continue to invest in a company with the 
most outstanding leaders, innovators, and entrepreneurs, no 
matter what ethnicity, gender, or origin, on behalf of our clients. 
Through this, we can activate the best potential growth and 
prosperity for our clients, our community, and future clients. I 
didn’t set up this business for money, but to create a community 
where I can help other people to invest into their future. The 
world is so much bigger than us!”

Part of building a better, brighter future for everyone includes 
a lot of communication, and not just for her immediate clients. 
In addition to her hands-on, attentive work with clients of 
KW Wealth Management, Kimmy also maintains a blog and a 
YouTube channel to promote financial education and literacy, and 
to help others keep up with market trends, as well as providing 
guidance for life events and investments. “I started writing 
about my thoughts, my market insight, and curious wonderings 
about our evolving world, and I have been at it ever since. 
These publications also help the younger generation and the 
underserved community with more financial guidance,” she 
shares.

“WORK HARD, DREAM BIG”

KIMMY WAN
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Aman Verjee was a 20-year Silicon Valley veteran when he, 
along with partner, Dave McClure and colleague, Stephane 
Shorter, founded Practical Venture Capital (PVC) in Palo Alto, 
California in 2019.

Aman brings a wealth of insight and expertise from a long 
career spent in some of the world’s most prominent businesses. 
To an unusual degree, Aman’s career has spanned operational 
finance roles in large, public companies as well as small, nimble 
startups. Most recently, he was the chief operating officer at 
500 Startups, which during his tenure was the world’s most 
active venture capital company; while there he ran fundraising 
for the firm, guided the investment committee, and managed 
the world-famous, iconic seed accelerator program. Prior to 
that, Aman was the CFO at Sonos, Inc. (NASDAQ: SONO), a 
multi-billion-dollar consumer electronics company, and CFO of 
eBay’s North America operations.

But when asked about his favorite job, Aman doesn’t hesitate. 
He names his first job at PayPal, where he was hired by Peter 
Thiel and David Sacks to build out the company’s first ever 
customer analytics team. “Easily the best team I ever worked 
with – tough, but collaborative and driven like nothing I’ve 
ever seen,” he says. It was also and “an outstanding learning 
environment for me as I learned how to build a business from 
the best.” Aman eventually went on to lead financial planning 
and strategy for PayPal. Like Thiel and Sacks, Aman graduated 
from Stanford University (where the three of them met) and has 
a law degree (he earned his JD from Harvard Law School, where 
he also taught economics). He also shares their philosophical 
leanings and is a published author and editor of Thank You 
President Bush: Reflections on the War Against Terror, Defense 
of the Family, and Revival of the Economy, a 2004 bestseller 
from Amazon’s Politics and Social Sciences category.

Today, Aman is a general partner at PVC. “That means I do a little 
bit of everything … we all do a bit of everything,” he says. PVC 
is unique in that it’s a secondary venture capital fund, focusing 
on buying out investors from existing, successful venture firms. 
“Secondary funds are extremely  rare in the world of venture 
capital because it’s hard to figure out how to price high-growth, 
early-stage startups without audited financials,” Aman explains. 
But that hasn’t been a barrier for PVC. “By buying these 
growing portfolios at discounts of 25-50% or more, we’ve so far 
generated net IRR’s of over 100% for our investors.” Investors 
can also see those returns much more quickly using PVC’s 
model. “The problem with VC is that it is now taking 7-15 years 
for an investor to see a return of capital,” he says. “It’s not great, 
and I think that’s a fatal flaw for the asset class.” 

Practical Venture Capital  |  www.practicalvc.com  |  aman@practicalvc.com
650.996.6213  |  Palo Alto, CA  |  LI: aman-verjee  |  FB: amanverjee

At PVC, they do things a bit differently – they aim to return 
their investors’ capital within the first 18-24 months. Aman 
and his team buy out investors before a company goes 
public, which is admittedly a risk for them. But PVC has 
developed the ability to evaluate options and make the 
best choices, thanks in great part to Aman and Dave’s 
working relationship, which began at PayPal 20 years ago. 

In the past 18 months, they’ve bought into several high-growth 
portfolios, which own significant stakes in companies like 
Canva, Credit Karma, Talkdesk, Lucid Software, Ipsy, Grove 
Collaborative, Intercom, Airtable, Flexport, BarkBox, Hippo 
Insurance, Branch Metrics, Rippling, and Reddit.  Aman’s 
experience in the tech world has also allowed him to 
build a massive network of professionals in the industry. 
If he has a question, he’s able to confer with some of the 
best, most sound investors and venture capitalists in the 
industry for solid, reliable advice. He even coaches some 
of their children at Palo Alto’s Little League, and has tutored 
several of them during pandemic lockdown, too. In his free 
time, he enjoys spending time with his two daughters, ages 
7 and 10, taking them skiing on weekends, where they are 
part of the Squaw Valley Alpine Meadows team program.

AMAN
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When Mizuho Americas, part of the Japan-based Mizuho 
Financial Group, one of the largest financial institutions in 
the world, recruited Raffi Dawson in 2010 to help leverage 
its tremendous resources to grow its offerings in the region, 
he viewed it as an entrepreneurial and exciting opportunity. 
By then, he was an accomplished business development 
and structured finance professional with nearly a decade of 
corporate finance and capital markets industry experience, 
having served as a vice president of securitization and 
alternative funding within GE Capital’s capital markets 
business. His broad expertise across banking, capital 
markets, corporate finance, project finance, and structured 
finance gave him a well-rounded skill set to help attract and 
retain an expansive client base. 

Raffi currently serves as co-head of origination and managing 
director of securitization. Under his leadership, and along 
with other key colleagues, the asset-backed securities and 
securitization platform has grown significantly each year. In 
fact, Mizuho has ranked among the Top 10 ABS Underwriters 
and the Top 10 Investment Grade Underwriters for the past 
five consecutive years on league tables such as Bloomberg 
and Dealogic. 

As part of Mizuho’s extensive global network, Raffi and his 
colleagues deliver creative, content-driven ideas within capital 
markets, sales and trading, and corporate and investment 

banking. Mizuho harnesses the best of both hemispheres—operating 
across the Americas with offices in North, Central, and South America. 

Raffi’s roles at Mizuho demand a technical and personal touch, with 
much of his success depending upon his ability to build confidence 
and trust with clients and stakeholders. He identifies opportunities, 
originates deals from existing and new clients, and works alongside 
his relationship and product partners. “The bank doesn’t manage 
business on a one-off basis,” he explains. “We manage clients across a 
broader team of professionals to deliver the entire firm’s products and 
services; our Securitization and ABS platform is a critical, differentiating 
product of the Bank.” 

As managing director of securitization and co-head of origination, Raffi 
is responsible for various industry verticals including technology media 
and telecommunications (TMT), financial institutions (FIG), energy, 
and sponsor finance. He also shares joint coverage of industrial and 
diversified industries (IDI). This has provided him with deep experience 
in auto, consumer, credit card, equipment, floorplan, handset and 
trade A/R assets, in both the prime and non-prime space as well as 
across both investment grade and non-investment grade clients. He 
and his team keep a close watch on the industry, sourcing deals, 
managing client relationships and carefully prospecting for potential 
securitization transactions. When he identifies a good deal, he takes 
the lead in presenting it to the bank’s existing or prospective clients. 

Mizuho appealed to Raffi because of his own international background. 
Born in Italy to a British father and Armenian mother, he lived in the 
Central African Republic until the family relocated to Boston. Like his 
father, who had a long career with the United Nations, Raffi has always 
held an interest in finance and international business. He majored 
in finance and economics as an undergraduate at the University of 
Massachusetts-Amherst, where he graduated magna cum laude and 
a Commonwealth Scholar. He received an MBA from The Wharton 
School at the University of Pennsylvania.

In 2010, Raffi left GE Capital well-equipped to join corporate and 
investment banking at Mizuho. At the time, Mizuho’s securitization 
and ABS platform was much smaller, giving Raffi the runway to 
proactively lead their growth. While growth and bottom-line results are 
an objective at most banks, Raffi was quick to highlight that Mizuho’s 
approach is broader than that. “At Mizuho, we take corporate 
social responsibility seriously, maintaining a culture of respect, 
passion, and purpose. We believe in doing things the right way, 
being a partner of choice, and demonstrating integrity while 
delivering outsized performance,” he says.

www.mizuhogroup.com/americas/banking  |  212-282-3526
raffi.dawson@mizuhogroup.com   |  LI: Raffi Dawson
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With nearly three decades of diverse finance industry experience, 
Nicole M. Deters, PFP, is an investment advisor who continues 
to raise the bar through elevated service offerings, client 
communication, continued education, and philanthropic work. 
She is committed to understanding the needs of her clients and 
to providing them with the in-depth analysis and personalized 
solutions necessary for achieving their financial goals. Nicole is 
a partner at Harbourfront Wealth Management and Harbourfront 
Wealth America and a principal of her own financial team, Gilman 
Deters Private Wealth. With over 69 years of combined experience 
in investments, insurance, retirement, taxation and estate planning, 
her team is committed to delivering the best possible experience 
to their wide range of clients. Through their offices in the Comox 
Valley and West Vancouver, Canada, Gilman Deters Private Wealth 
employs sophisticated wealth management strategies to help 
clients protect, grow, and pass on their estates to future generations.

Originally in pursuit of a chartered 
accountant designation, Nicole 
was lured into the financial services 
industry after recognizing her interest 
in finance was much broader than one 
area of practice. She branched out 
and took employment with the first 
independent mutual fund distributor in 
Canada. This small boutique advisory 
firm offered a holistic approach to 
providing service and ensured that 
the entire complex picture of the client 
was handled—mortgage financing, 

risk management, investment advisory services, tax accounting 
services, and more. It was this firm that instilled a foundation for the 
values Nicole demonstrates today which includes accountability, 
honesty, integrity, professionalism, and desire to work hard to 
continually raise the standards of client accommodations. In 
2005, she established an “exclusive to wealth clients” income tax 
preparation service that to this day, specializes in tax planning and 
business succession planning. 

Then, in January 2019, Nicole made the most paramount decision 
of her career—becoming a partner of Harbourfront Wealth 
Management and branding the wealth team of Gilman Deters 
Private Wealth. After building a storefront for her practice, she 
hand-selected a skilled administrative team that would capture 
the talent for supporting small businesses and high-net-worth 
clientele. In addition to their in-house portfolio managers and 
long-term industry administrative staff, the team contracts out to 
mortgage specialists and estate planning lawyers as required. 
Nicole also mentors small businesses and sees them from the 
infancy stage of their B-to-B vision to their completion—a level of 
involvement that is difficult to find within the industry.

Under Nicole’s leadership, Gilman Deters Private Wealth is also 
looking toward the future and building out its team and range of 
expertise. “We currently have two business outlets and growth 
plans to open at least one more storefront—if not two—on 
Vancouver Island,” says Nicole. “I hope to remain in this industry 

for at least 15 more years, and I would never do that without 
keeping the bar raised”. 

In her free time, Nicole leverages her accounting 
background, taxation base, culture, and values to participate 
in philanthropy. She is an innovative community leader who 
works with local charities, nonprofits, and boards of directors 
to give them fresh perspectives on their sustainability 
and revenue assets. Nicole educates them and is their 
advocate in creating and implementing plans unique to their 
organizations. For the past two years—especially throughout 
COVID—she has provided as much support as possible to 
help them meet their financial capital targets. 

Nicole is both securities and insurance licensed in multiple 
provinces within Canada. She is also currently enrolled in 
an estate and trust professional designation (MTI) program 
through the Canadian Securities Institute. As a lifelong 
learner, she finds it rejuvenating to continue her education 
at this stage in her career and to serve her clients to the 
best of her ability.

www.gilmandeterseprivatewealth.com  |  250.338.0726
1.877.338.6066  |  detersteam@harbourfrontwealth.com
100-1978 Cliffe Ave., Courtenay, BC V9N 2L1
LI: Nicole M. Deters  |  FB: Gilman Deters Private Wealth
IG: @GilmanDetersPrivateWealth
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International financial expert and entrepreneur, Jim Moore, 
runs WingSpan Holdings, LLC while helping other companies 
obtain funding and maximize their businesses. He is frequently 
recognized for his ethical, candid approach in business. As 
a former international banker, he has managed businesses, 
employees, and complex deals across 137 countries and 
is well known for delivering client-focused solutions. While 

a senior executive at several large financial institutions, Jim 
led teams across an array of verticals, processing trillions of 
dollars annually. As further testament of his expertise, he has 
been published in Information Week Magazine, served on 
several boards of directors, assisted federal law enforcement, 
and completed a multi-year speaking circuit on international 
finance and technology. Jim was also selected to receive the 
prestigious Client Focused Leader of the Year Award.

Jim is a military veteran. He has been a private pilot for 
more than 30 years. He left the corporate business world 

and founded WingSpan Business Investments and WingSpan 
Holdings, LLC, near Phoenix, Arizona. WingSpan and its 
subsidiary companies develop airport properties with high-end 
aviation hangar/office space structures and next generation 
sky ports for electric, vertical-flight aircraft. In addition to his 
role as CEO of these entities, Jim is part of the management 
team that invests in international property development, 
alternative energies, and bio-tech opportunities.

Additionally, WingSpan arranges international and domestic 
funding for high-potential startups and expansions. Jim draws 
on 35 years of experience and considers the company’s 
potential, strategy, and the strength of its management team. 
Deal sizes range from $5M to $1B, with most funding packages 
above $250M, which also allows for larger, more attractive 
alternatives to traditional debt and equity vehicles. 

Whether acting on behalf of his own companies, or working 
on vertical investment projects, Jim has been successful in 
supplying next generation aviation properties and products, 
obtaining funding, infusing capital into promising startups, and 
allocating profits into complex international ventures. Thus far, 
his funding targets include large-scale property development, 
transportation, quantum physics-based future technologies, 
anti-cybercrime, humanitarian efforts, renewable energies, 
and healthcare, but he remains focused on promising ventures 
across all industries. “It’s truly rewarding to meet with high-
performing companies that are focused on bringing exciting 
solutions to the world, creating jobs, and making a positive 
economic impact on their communities,” says Jim. “I consider 
it a privilege to help these businesses achieve their goals.”

weingspancorp.com  |  Jimmoore@wingspancorp.com  |  602.284.3804  |  LI: jmooreleader

Jim holds a Master of Business Administration, a Master of Computer 

Science, and a Bachelor of International Business. He has also 

earned engineering certifications in computer sciences and security 

quantum computing.
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Joseph Orseno has been participating in various types 
of charity fundraising events with his family since he was 
a kid.  After graduating from San Diego State University, 
he wanted to continue helping to make the world a 
better place while his career took him into the world of 
commercial finance, tech investing, and real estate. After 
missing out on an investment opportunity for Oculus, which 
ended up going to Kickstarter, he found himself more and 
more interested in chasing tech projects in search of the 
next revolutionary idea. Then he met the founder of a 
Los Angeles-based company called Tiltify, a fundraising 
platform with charities in mind. In 2016, he started investing 
in Tiltify, and also filled in for the company in various roles 
as needed. After the latest round of capital, he became its 
CFO and today helps build out the company even further. 

Tiltify allows people anywhere to turn a livestream, or 
other social media channels, into a charity fundraiser and 
raise money for any number of social causes. “Everything 
is digital, and this is what Tiltify is built for,” Joseph explains. 
“It’s for the next generation of people, like TikTok users 
and social justice fighters, who use this platform to raise 
money for their causes.” In addition to helping individual 
users raise money, they also work to educate charitable 
organizations on harnessing this new way to collect 
donations. “Digital fundraising is where it’s at,” Joseph 
says. For one thing, it allows anyone anywhere in the 
world to chip in. For another, it allows people to participate 
in fundraisers when traditional venues, like races or other 
activities, aren’t an option, such as what happened in 
2020 with the COVID-19 pandemic. “People could no 
longer run marathons or do charity walks, but you could 

get thousands of people together virtually to raise money,” he says. 
Tiltify also allows companies like Twitch, Youtube and TikTok to build 
in charity integration without compliance issues. That’s because 
the compliance is built into the tech, bridging the payer and the 
charity and making sure money goes where it needs to. To ensure 
that funds are reaching real charities, Tiltify conducts thorough 
government verification checks on all partnering organizations 
before verifying them with the platform. 

Right now, Tiltify has 5000 charities from multiple parts of the 
world, mainly North America, Europe, and Australia, on board, 
and they’re still expanding daily. Just a quick look at their website 
sees multiple ongoing charity campaigns for hospitals, anti-hate 
education, LGBTQ organizations, children’s groups, and many 
more having raised thousands of dollars, with some raising millions 
for the charity. Charity fundraising can mean a lot of governmental 
regulations and hurdles, but Tiltify makes it easy for anyone to 
start raising money for the charity they are passionate about in 
minutes. Their growth is rapid, but still comes mainly from referrals. 
In fact, Joseph says the company has done very little marketing 
at all. Thanks to the built-in protections and regulations that keep 
money in the hands of people who will use it for good, as well as 
a clean and easy user interface that can get a user connected to 
a fundraiser in less than three minutes, the future looks bright for 
Tiltify. And they’ll be making a lot of other futures bright, too.

www.Tiltify.com  |  jorseno@tiltify.com 
Twitter: OrsenoJoseph 
LI: Joseph Orseno 
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David Hanegraaf’s years of dedication in the technology and finance 
sectors have earned him a spot on Analytics Insight Magazine’s list of 
The 10 Most Influential Tech Leaders of 2021 in addition to being featured 
in The Top 100 in Finance Magazine 2021. David is also excited to have 
recently begun participating on judging panels alongside executives 
from the UN, MIT and Sony for technology & innovation hackathons 
hosted by the United Nations operational arm UNOPS.

David is currently balancing multiple roles in international leadership 
positions including head of capital markets for TheXchange (Gibraltar), 
CFO of Dragonfly Mining (Canada), a director of Great Eastern Gold 
(Australia), and managing director at Feature Capital Partners (Hong 
Kong). David is coordinating two of these firm’s anticipated listings on 

North American stock exchanges, and currently splits 
his time between his home on Vancouver Island, 
Canada, and Cape Town, South Africa, where he is 
leading the charge to make TurnCoinTM one of the 
first SEC-compliant digital securities to complete a 
primary issuance in the U.S. 

TurnCoin are the Ethereum-based revenue-sharing 
digital securities of TheXchange. When describing 
TheXchange, David likens it to a NASDAQ, but for 
people. Rather than listing companies, TheXchange 
allows talented individuals to create VirtualStaXTM 
Cards of themselves and sell them on its StaX platform. 
According to David, “TheXchange is potentially one 
of the most powerful new tech platforms in the world 
at present. Why? Because it has the functionality to 
potentially help millions of people around the world 
to raise funds to follow their dreams and support their 
success.”

Through his role at TheXchange David finds 
himself at the forefront of the rapidly evolving 
digital securities landscape. “As someone who has 
invested in many privately held companies and 
also participated in traditional public listings on 
North American and European stock exchanges, 
I can tell you there is literally no comparison to the 
efficiency, transparency, and versatility of digital 
securities,” he says. “Traditional equities represent 
fractional ownership of a company. Digital securities 
can represent fractional ownership in any asset: real 
estate, VC funds, commodities, companies, pretty 
much anything you can think of.” David believes 
digital securities are the future of capital markets and 
will level the playing field by allowing the average 
“main street” investor to gain access to investments 
that were previously the exclusive domain of the 
wealthy. 

As for the future, David feels privileged to be part of a 
small team launching a specialized early to mid-stage 
$500m tech fund using a unique collaboration with 
United Nations agencies. This fund will have access 
to completely new deal flow emerging from a well-
established global network of technology & innovation 
centers. The stated mandate of these tech centers is 
to identify and develop the best technologies in the 
world that meet the United Nations’ 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals. The fund will be targeting key 
problems faced by humankind today such as poverty, 
hunger, climate change, and access to safe drinking 
water and sanitation.

David emphasizes that teamwork and collaboration 
have been the key to his success. “Surround yourself 
with the best people you can – with integrity at the top 
of the list, and the rest will follow.” - David Hanegraaf

www.davidhanegraaf.com  |  davidh@featurecap.com 
LI: David Hanegraaf  |  IG: dave_hanegraaf999 
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Marco Sciarra is an accomplished business leader who has held 
multiple senior leadership roles within the telecommunications industry.  
Over the past two decades he has accumulated vast expertise in the 
fields of financial management and operation management as they 
relate to large, global, and complex customer support organizations.   
His push for continuous improvement in these fields resulted in 
significant inroads towards the integration of management control 
systems, robotic process automation, and artificial intelligence & 
machine learning (AI/ML) into his strategic approach. Marco has been 
recognized for developing highly effective and engaged teams and 
has been the recipient of top industry awards such as The Pinnacle 
Award  from Blue Prism, a robotic process organization and a global 
industry award recognizing innovation and process design from 
NICE. He has also served as a panelist and speaker at industry global 
events, and is proud to serve in Canada’s leading telecommunications 
company, which has been the recipient of multiple J.D. Power Wireless 
Customer Care Performance Awards.
 
At the onset of his career, Marco’s primary focus was in the areas 
of cost control and operational performance.  This early experience 
proved foundational to Marco’s application of data to make better 
management decisions.  “I’ve been lucky to work closely with some 
of the best executives in the industry,” says Marco. “They not only had 
full confidence in my abilities, but they also helped me to sharpen my 
business acumen through observing and participating in key corporate 
initiatives.”   As his career progressed Marco took on increasingly 
critical assignments and was afforded greater autonomy to develop 
his strategy for coping with complex organization decisions.
 

Today, Marco holds the title of  director operational planning and 
technology  supporting one of the largest client support divisions in 
Canada.  He is responsible for overall strategy, planning, and execution 
as it relates to digitizing processes and developing management 
control systems.  His team has a varied set of internal users for its AI/
ML driven operational systems, spanning frontline to senior leadership, 
and across varied departments such as operations, finance, and human 
resources.   Marco’s perspective is that this has played an important 
role in contributing to a sustainable employment environment by 
helping to promote transparency, fairness, equity, and trust through 
democratizing access to information within the division.
 
Marco believes it’s important to strike a balance between partnership 
with outside technology providers, and a strategic focus on in-house 
intellectual property development.  Within his team he has promoted 
diversity of thought by deliberately seeking programmers with a variety 
of secondary specialties, such as finance, statistics, and business 
administration.   This agile development team is called upon to learn 
faster and deliver better results in areas that are most strategic to 

sciarra.m.a@gmail.com  |  416.807.8889
LI: Marco Sciarra

the organization, primarily the development of real-
time telemetry, and forward-decision tools.   Other 
functions are more appropriately suited to outside 
support.   The result is a division that serves as an 
area of competitive advantage for his organization 
while maintaining a sustainable cost structure.

Marco believes that what made him successful in 
the financial and operations management arenas is 
a balance of work and life.  He attributes his greatest 
pride and highest motivation to his wife Anna, their 
three children, Adamo, Luca, Matteo, and their 
lovable pet goldendoodle, Sandy.   In his personal 
time Marco believes in giving back to his community 
through competitive coaching and as a youth mentor.
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Kevin Kimery has been in finance since 
he was just 17 years old. His skill and 
commitment to his clients throughout his 
decades-long career have earned him 
awards and accolades such as Top Financial 
Advisor in 2009, Five Star Wealth Manager 
by Memphis Magazine seven years in a row, 
and honors from The American Registry, 
Wealth & Finance International, and Barron’s. 
And it all began from a very personal place. 
After the early loss of his father, Kevin was 
allowed to invest a small sum, which ended 
up leading to a job in the mail room at EF 
Hutton. While there, he worked his way 
up into operations, all the while earning 
his BA in business administration from the 
University of Memphis. After graduating, 
getting into technology, and getting married 
in 1988, he started attending night classes to 
further his education, before being accepted 

into Vanderbilt University to earn his MBA. After getting his master’s, Kevin worked at a variety of large companies, including 
Goldman Sachs, Merrill Lynch, and Morgan Stanley. During his time at these places, Kevin learned an immense amount about 
wealth management, private equity, operations, and investing from both sides of the table. Finally, after his tenure with Morgan 
Stanley, Kevin started his own firm in 2017, starting Kimery Wealth Management in Memphis, Tennessee. “I wanted to keep the 
client’s interest first and wanted my practice to have a holistic approach,” he says. 

kimerywealth.com  |  kevin.kimery@kimerywealth.com  |  901.291.5501  |  LI: Kevin Kimery 
FB: Kimery Wealth Management  |  IG: @kimerywealth

Kevin takes a personal approach to each client, sitting down with them and learning 
about their situation, concerns, and goals. “It is a simple process of getting to know each 
other and drawing the financial blueprint for their plan.” While he still works with high-
net-worth clients like he did at Goldman Sachs, Kevin spends time with all clients of the 
firm regardless of size, and gives any client, regardless of net worth, the same financial 
care—organizing documents, setting up trusts, liaising with attorneys and clients, and 
making sure everything is executed according to the client’s wishes and needs. Having 
experienced his own loss at an early age, Kevin knows that having financial matters in 

order is a huge relief when dealing with the stress of someone’s passing. He also has 25 years of private equity experience, so 
he can bring this experience to a retail investor, which they would not normally otherwise have access to. In addition, Kevin is a 
student of behavioral finance, an emerging field that examines the psychological aspects of financial habits and behaviors. He 
talks to clients about these habits to best understand their tendencies and how to build a strategy that works for them and allows 
them to best participate in the market. And with all his years of experience, there are few scenarios Kevin hasn’t seen. 

Kevin is a servant leader for his clients and community alike. He has been, and continues to be, involved in several nonprofit 
organizations that would include the The Vanderbilt School of Business, the board of directors for Southern Reins, Memphis Zoo, 
Memphis Botanical Gardens, Hope House, Exceptional Foundation, Carnival Memphis, and the University of Memphis Fogelman 
College of Business, and when it comes to his team, he is passionate that they have the same attention to detail and care for 
clients that he has. “If you don’t have a servant’s heart for your clients, vendors, and team, then you’re not a good fit,” he says. 
And clients appreciate having a team working both for and with them on their finances, and who never give up no matter the 
challenges. In fact, Kevin’s motto, coined by Winston Churchill, reflects his dedication: “Never, never, never give up.”
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Han Ko is not only a businessman with a tech background, 
but also a community visionary. After being heavily involved in 
developing and patenting products, founding a company, and 
selling that company a few decades ago, Han was ready to retire. 
Yet, as he was known for his deep knowledge of venture capital 
and real estate investment, thanks to both having grown up with 
parents in real estate and his graduate degree in engineering, 
Han’s friends kept asking him for advice on their own startups. 
“Word got out and more people started asking me for help, so 
instead of retiring, I started USAKO Group,” he says. 

Founded in 1993 with Han as president and CEO, USAKO Group 
is an official global partner of South Korea’s government and 
multiple four-year universities. They invest in and train companies 
in the U.S., Canada, and South Korea, and, as a venture capital 
firm, unite North American and South Korean markets by 
providing soft-landing pads for expanding companies. In 2019 
alone, USAKO Group brought over a dozen American and South 
Korean companies to market under their Go Global with USAKO 
Group Program. With the support from the city of Seoul, they 
continue helping companies launch till this day. USAKO Group 
has offices in St. Louis, Los Angeles, Houston, Southern Illinois, 
and Seoul. As an investor in venture capital and commercial real 
estate, Han manages the company’s investment and operation 
decisions, cultivating new talent, and training client companies. 

Han’s three decades of multifaceted experience, which 
includes international investment, technology, business scale-
up, and computer science, makes USAKO Group truly unique 
on a global scale and has facilitated the launch and operation 
of multiple software and real estate companies in the U.S. and 
Asia. “The real estate side of the business helped me have 
a better vision of market and investment trends by working 
with other investors and multinational tenants,” he says. 
Han’s international experience and bilingualism allow him to 
bridge markets in North America and Asia. “I’m very engaged 
in communicating and working with multicultural clients 
and organizations,” he says. Han has served in advisory and 
founding roles for more than 15 companies around the world in 
multiple industries including venture capital, commercial real 
estate, software, blockchain, AI, and more. 

In addition to his business ventures, Han is active in academic 
circles, serving as a professor at a U.S. university, and holding 
partnerships via USAKO Group with other universities in 
the U.S. and South Korea, including SookMyung Women’s 
University, Seoul Women’s University, and Texas State 
University. He’s hosted lectures and events worldwide for 
over 20 years in his areas of expertise and has designed 
and sponsored development and accelerator programs. He 
served as an official member of the South Korean Presidential 

www.usakogroup.com  |  ceo@usakogroup.com  |  LI: Han Ko  |  FB: USAKO Group

Advisory Council (NUAC) for a decade, advising on peace 
promotion on the peninsula and economic growth between 
South Korea and the U.S. Finally, Han has served on 
several nonprofit organizations, including city economic 
development committees in Fairview Heights and St. Louis 
and cultural advocacy groups.

Whether it’s with a company or nonprofit, Han is making 
a positive change in people’s lives. “My guiding principle 
is to treat people as I want to be treated, personally and 
professionally.” based on his motto, “Team Work Makes 
Dream Work!”
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Pierre Cadena has always been fascinated by technology, 
but even more so with how to integrate technology with 
what consumers really want and help companies solve real-
world problems. After over a decade in investment banking 
specializing in M&A and leveraged finance for JPMorgan, Bank 
of America, and several European institutions, in 2010, Pierre 
combined his passion for technology with his financial expertise 
and forged an equally successful career as a strategist and deal 
practitioner. In just the past five years, he’s helped position for 
sale several digital media and gaming companies each valued 
at more than $1 billion—first with Playtika in 2016 and then with 
Otter Media in 2018. 

Now, as senior vice president and head of strategy and 
corporate development for Crunchyroll since 2016, he’s done 
it again with his work on the firm’s acquisition by Sony for $1.175 
billion. Crunchyroll is a San Francisco-based anime brand, 
and most well-known for streaming video content to fans in 
more than 200 countries on a subscription and ad-supported 
basis. The company also encourages fan engagement and 

community through social media, events, games, consumer 
products, publishing and content creation, and more. And for 
Pierre, it’s Crunchyroll’s fans that keep him inspired to push the 
envelope of the consumer-driven tech evolution so that they can 
keep enjoying the content that brings them so much joy. “It is 
truly contagious. Our fans are what make Crunchyroll. They want 
to be involved. They’re very vocal, very passionate, they come to 
our events and engage in cosplay. And our employees are fans 
as well. For me, what makes Crunchyroll special is that passion 
and enthusiasm,” he shares.

www.crunchyroll.com  |  702.335.1750 
pierre@cadena.in

In his role, Pierre is responsible for developing the Crunchyroll’s 
long-term growth strategy, evaluating business pursuits, and 
handling all mergers, acquisitions, and investments from 
beginning to end. He’s also in charge of guiding the company in 
the development of its vision, journey, and goals. For the recent 
Sony acquisition, Pierre called upon his tech, entertainment, 
and finance background to help execute the deal on behalf 
of Crunchyroll. “There were so many things that went into this 
transaction,” he remembers, “but my role in the deal was making 
sure the strengths and assets of Crunchyroll were properly 
understood and to maximize value for our stakeholders—
WarnerMedia and AT&T.”

Prior to helming such acquisitions with Crunchyroll, Pierre had 
significant experience not only with M&A, but also with the 
intersection of technology and real-world customer needs. 
While working at Caesars Entertainment in Las Vegas, he 
helped the company take its portfolio of brands into the digital 
sphere by bringing them online and getting them to mobile 
while driving synergies with Caesars’ physical properties and 
consumer experiences around the world. In doing so, he also 
helped build one of the world’s largest social and mobile games 
companies, Playtika, through M&A and launched a number of 
real-money online gaming services in the U.S.
 
Now, as he helps to lead Crunchyroll in its evolution, he is driven 
by that same fascination with tech and his affinity for gaming 
fans that he had over two decades ago. “The thing that I love to 
see every day is how passionate my work colleagues are and 
consumers that love our content and services,” Pierre says. “It’s 
like being around fans every day, but they’re my colleagues. 
That’s what inspires me most, and it’s something that I haven’t 
seen at any other company. This truly sets us apart from any 
other place I’ve worked. It’s really a special place.”
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Growing up in a family of physicians, Max 
witnessed firsthand the challenges that arise 
when navigating work, family, and finances. An 
experienced financial professional and lecturer, 
Max founded his own firm, Leopold Wealth 
Management (LWM), in January 2021. With a 99% 
client retention rate, the firm is a primary and 
trusted advisor for physicians nationwide, creating 
strategies that encompass protection, savings, 
debt, growth and taxes. 

As managing partner, Max takes a holistic and 
interactive approach to planning, simulating a 
variety of decision trees to ensure sound outcomes 
for clients and their families. “Our philosophy 
is that medical professionals deserve financial 
advice and guidance in line with the high-caliber 
medical care they deliver to their patients,” he 
says. “Unfortunately, we often find that our clients’ 
financial consultants offer advice independent of 
one another when their recommendations and 
results could potentially have been different had 
they worked together.” 

To address this issue, Leopold Wealth Management 
functions as a “macro manager” for clients—
providing tax guidance, student loan consultation, 
life/health and investment management—while 
collaborating with trusted partners on other critical 
financial matters to ensure the entire team is working 
harmoniously towards each client’s financial goals 
and objectives. As Max explains, “three common 
hurdles for physicians are student loans, taxes 
and, above all else, hectic schedules.” As “macro 
manager”, LWM takes care of everything for them, 
so they can spend more time in the operating 
room and less time focusing on issues surrounding 
personal finance. “Of course, if a client wants to 
maintain certain existing relationships, we do our 
best to coordinate between those groups,” adds 
Max. “This way, our clients don’t have to worry 
about who’s doing what because everything is 
being taken care of.”

As part of LWM’s interactive approach, the firm 
uses software to simulate different situations as 
they arise throughout the course of their clients’ 
lives. Max and his team explore numerous 
combinations of decisions around where current 
and future capital should be allocated and in 
what order, with the goal of optimizing a client’s 
financial model. “Clients are on Zoom calls with us 

and can see the screen, so they get a clear 
idea of how these decisions will affect their 
financial plans,” Max explains. “What we have 
found is that when you do a good job for 
people and do the right thing for them, it’s not 
difficult to build a brand and referral network 
that branches out quickly.”

In fact, Max attributes the rapid growth of Leopold Wealth Management to 
the firm’s timely ability to prove its value to the physicians who call upon 
them. The firm began by working with doctors in a multitude of hospitals 
located in the tri-state area, and word quickly spread about their services, 
the quality of their work and their commitment to doing right by their clients. 
“Early in my career, I was driven by the competition, but now that I’ve grown, 
it’s really gratifying to see the planning and strategies that we put into place 
start working,” says Max. “As these families grow and have kids of their own, 
their needs are continuously met, and that is immensely fulfilling to me.”

www.leopoldwm.com  |  max@leopoldwm.com  |  860.921.1243
20 Tower Lane, Suite 500, Avon, CT 06001
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adeel.rouf@gmail.com  |  LI: Adeel Rouf

Most people who find success in special acquisition companies 
(SPACs) have entire lives of financial experience behind them before 
even getting into this area. But Adeel Rouf isn’t most people. At 
just 30, this financial prodigy has already been involved with five 
SPACs raising $1.3 billion, completed two IPOs and mergers, and has 
cemented a widespread reputation as a SPAC specialist after only 
two years in this specific space. Supporting his current career, Adeel 
has 10-years of experience in investment banking and SPACs, as 
well as a BBA in accounting from Baruch College, which has given 
him a solid foundation. If that wasn’t enough, he’s currently pursuing 
his master’s in science from Columbia University.

In June 2020, Adeel joined Altitude Acquisition Corp., a $300 
million NASDAQ-listed SPAC focused on acquiring companies in the 
travel and travel tech spaces, as senior vice president of corporate 
finance. He maintains and develops new relationships with industry 
leaders where viable SPAC and M&A opportunities exist. Once the 
procedure is underway, Adeel manages the relationships between 
multiple investment banks, lawyers, and auditors, while originating, 

structuring, and executing a SPAC IPO. “My team and I 
know the process quite well,” Adeel says. “It’s a market 
that’s constantly evolving, which creates opportunities for 
new strategies in different geographies and industries 
where a potential SPAC can add economic value for all 
shareholders.”

In addition to his role at Altitude, Adeel serves as an 
advisor and sponsor to the Founder SPAC, focused on 
the digital transformation sector and raised $316 million in 
its IPO. Another firm Adeel is involved with is Investcorp 
Acquisition Corp., targeting multiple sectors in India and 
Southeast Asia and expected to raise $250 million in 
its IPO. His past SPACs experience includes being an 
investment professional at FinTech Acquisition Corp. III, 
which merged with Paya in a transaction valuing $1.3 billion, 
and at Insurance Acquisition Corp., which merged with 
Shift Technologies in a $730 million transaction. He was 
also part of J.P. Morgan’s investment banking leveraged 

finance team, executing debt transactions for a number of 
industries, and at Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation, 
where he worked with the power and renewables spaces. 

Adeel attributes his success at such a young age to the 
people in his life. “Throughout my career, I was able to 
learn and work with very accomplished people. When I got 
into private equity and the world of SPACs, I met individuals 
who inspired me to think like an entrepreneur,” he says. 
“I learned to think creatively to come up with good ideas. 
And my family and friends are always behind me and 
cheering me on.” His excitement about the ever-evolving 
market also spurs his continued success. “Many industries 
in finance are very stagnated and evolve at a slow pace. 
But SPACs have come back stronger than ever, and the 
market is evolving rapidly.” 

Throughout my career, I 
was able to learn and work 

with very accomplished people. 
When I got into private equity 
and the world of SPACs, I met 
individuals who inspired me to 
think like an entrepreneur.
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In February 2021, Tracy Chan launched his investment 
firm in Pasadena, California.  Tracy became an 
independent financial advisor with LPL Financial. 
He immediately found himself with 70 accounts. 30 
individual and 40 retirement plan accounts were so 
impressed by the work he’d done for them and they 
were happy to follow him so they could continue to 
benefit from Tracy’s more than 20 years of investment 
and financial experience. Tracy specializes in wealth 
management for business owners, high-net-worth 
individuals and company-sponsored retirement plans. 

Tracy started working in finance immediately after 
receiving his MBA from Indiana University, Kelley 
School of Business. He was an associate portfolio 
manager with Wells Capital Management, where 
he worked for nine years. In 2009, he joined Wells 
Fargo Advisor as a financial advisor before moving to 
Morgan Stanley in 2014. Tracy took all the skills and 
knowledge he’d gained and became an independent 
financial advisor at LPL Financial with the mission to 
offer financial advice to anyone who asks. “I wanted to 
be able to serve everyone equally, regardless of the 
size of their bank account,” he says. “I am able to serve 
clients with portfolios of any size. In my view, everyone 
should have access to ask questions to a financial 
advisor, regardless of how much assets they have.”

Tracy credits his success in part to the work ethic 
instilled in him by his father, an estate attorney. To his 
father’s credit, Tracy learned to approach a problem 
from all perspectives to find the best possible solution, 
and he works diligently in pursuit of that solution. With 
larger and more complex portfolios, he takes the same 
analytical approach, striving to make sure their goals 
for retirement, wealth transition, and trust and estate 

planning are all met down to the last detail. He works 
closely with each client because he understands that 
the choices made will not only affect them, but also 
the lives of their children and grandchildren. “It’s not 
the money that drives me to work until midnight on 
occasion. The self-satisfaction to work hard for the 
client to best serve them, this is what drives me. I 
want to do an exceptional job for everyone.”  And 
for Tracy, it doesn’t even feel like work; he enjoys 

tracy.chan@lpl.com  |  626.808.4887  |  626.633.2451  | www.lpl.com 
215 N Marengo Ave., 3rd Floor, Pasadena, CA  91101  |  LI: tracyachan

helping clients find new investment opportunities, and still, after all 
these years, he finds the whole process exciting.

Tracy and his wife, Mimi, celebrated their 25-year wedding 
anniversary in 2021. Their daughter, Amanda, attends the University of 
Pennsylvania and is looking forward to spending her junior year in an 
actual classroom in 2021-2022. In his spare time, Tracy enjoys playing 
golf, watching his favorite sports teams on TV, and cooking.
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JD Slough started working for his dad’s CPA firm in high school 
in the late 1990s, handling basic bank reconciliations and 
bookkeeping, and his interest was immediately piqued. After 
earning his master’s certificate in forensic accounting from WVU 
and working as a CPA, for both private and public companies, 
JD joined Shafer, Troxel & Howe, Inc. (STH) in 2012 as CFO, 
eventually becoming a partner. STH is a $19M, Maryland-based 
manufacturers’ representative, specializing in the sale and service 
of large-scale pumping equipment. But that is not the entirety of 
JD’s responsibilities; in July 2020, he took on the role of fractional 
CFO for Cougar USA, a Houston, Texas-based company. In both 
roles and for both companies, JD handles financial preparation, 
presentation, analysis, and oversees IT, HR, warehouse, logistics, 
and shared services. 

As JD seamlessly manages his myriad of responsibilities, he’s 
also focused on driving the company’s upward mobility and 
continual evolution. In a previous position, he ushered his 

employer through three audits in just 18 months, allowing 
the organization to secure financing while positioning 
them for future growth. During his time with STH, he 
helped them grow from $12M to $20M in gross sales, 
while limiting overhead expenses.  “My specialty is the 
financial process and its related effects, which requires 
understanding the impact of sales, IT, and accounting on 
an organization, and working to find the best practices for 
each function,” he says. 

JD’s well-rounded skillset is gleaned from a career 
that includes involvement with a small CPA firm, large 
manufacturing companies, government, and private 
country clubs, all of which allowed him to effectively 
manage two software conversions within three years. 
Most recently, he led STH’s progression to a cloud-based 
platform, enabling them to grow the team enough to offer 
shared services to businesses nationwide. It also allowed 
them to seamlessly transition to a remote workforce during 
the COVID-19 pandemic, with minimal negative impact. 

www.sthinc.com  |  JDS@sthinc.com   |  LI: jdslough

JD’s integrated, multifaceted experience can be credited 
for the continued success of both organizations. “It’s vital 
to consider how my role it impacts others in the company— 
it’s not just about our balance sheet,” he says. Seeing 
this real-world, human impact is of particular importance 
to JD. While creating an atmosphere of stability for the 
companies, he’s cognizant of the importance that the 
same environment also extends to employees. “I want 
our staff to know that they’re in a safe, financially secure 
company and not have to worry if our doors will be open 
tomorrow.”

JD shares the same enthusiastic and committed attitude 
within his community, serving for the past two years as 
CEO of the Boonsboro Area Athletic Association (BAAA), 
a local youth sports organization.
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Driven by the desire to solve problems, Isaac 
Muthui has a proven talent for recognizing 
opportunities and taking action in areas other 
people overlook. The lifelong innovator and 
technology entrepreneur has already introduced 
over a dozen concepts in Africa, and the popularity 
of his latest creation has the likes of Google and 
Amazon taking note. In January 2020, Isaac 
founded Playmefy Inc., a Georgia state registered 
C-corporation geared toward connecting sporting 
people internationally. With over 5,000 members 
and 1,200 host facilities, Playmefy is the world’s 

largest sports and recreation engagement 
platform—a one-stop shop for matching people 
with similar interests in sports, recreation, lifestyle, 
and fitness. As the leader of this fast-growing 
startup, Isaac serves as chairman of the board of 
directors and as head of technology, innovation, 
and product development. While the idea for the 
most recent of his exciting ventures sprung in 
2019, his successful journey as an innovator and 
entrepreneur began over 15 years ago at just 23 
years old.

In 2006, after graduating from a college in Africa 
with a degree in computer science, Isaac founded 
his first company, Trackright System, which focused 
on GPS car tracking and fleet management. He 
then went on to establish the Kenya Institute 
of Data and Forensic Systems—Africa’s first 
computer forensic institution. “The institution 
enabled me to introduce better web security and 
to get contracts with large businesses such as 
telecommunications companies and government 
agencies,” says Isaac. After taking a short break, 
Isaac joined the private sectors as the head of ICT 
and infrastructure at Liberty Commercial Bank in 
East Africa. Then, in 2014, he began developing 
and innovating his personal platforms, Global 
Christian Social Network, and Catch Blade. Their 
success led to a number of other platforms, which 
include Blaze Bay, B-to-B Global E-commerce, and 
Home Stay Safari—a platform of 7,000 recreation 
facilities across Africa.  

Five years later, in 2019, Isaac landed in the U.S. 
on a mission to continue his innovative journey—
and he wasted no time. While hiking with a friend 
in California, he noticed that everyone around 

www.playmefy.com  |  ipm@playmefy.com  |  ipm@playmefy.com
770.369.1200  |  LI:  Isaac Muthui  |  FB: Isaac Muthui

them was alone, and the idea of connecting 
people who share the same interests was 
born—Playmefy. Later, Isaac shared his idea 
with two friends in Georgia, who jumped at 
the opportunity to invest in the startup. “The 
following year, we assembled a team in Africa 
to start developing the Playmefy platform. Once 
we completed the MVP, we were able to attract 
advisors and others to run the company with us,” 
he explains. Since that time, Isaac has also been 

admitted to three accelerator programs—Newchip and Foundersboost, 
Google for Startups, and Amazon for Startups—which have shown their 
belief in Isaac’s ingenuity by providing $700,000 worth of credit for the 
innovation and infrastructure projects he’s currently working on.

While technology is his specialty, Isaac is innovative in many other areas 
as well. In fact, he credits most of his success to persistence, focus, and 
resilience. “I love the challenge of creating something out of nothing, and 
when I see problems, I look for a variety of ways to solve them,” Isaac 
says. “When I can help people solve their day-to-day problems by using 
technology, it gives me a lot of fulfillment.” 

In addition to his 14 years of technological innovations and global business 
experience, Isaac holds a degree in computer science and a diploma 
in management information systems and has authored a copyrighted 
curriculum in cybercrime management. He is also the founder and 
current chairman of the board at Ponapal Inc., an on-demand health care 
platform based in Georgia.
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Alex launched his real estate career as a 
residential broker in Tel Aviv after a three-year 
stint serving in the Israeli military. After several 

years of renting and selling properties, Alex discovered a wider world of real estate 
and found his next opportunity in commercial real estate financing. In 2018, Alex joined 
Pancho Finance (later rebranded to Kay Finance) as a loan originator, where he continues 
to provide his clients with debt and equity solutions. 

Founded by Yair Tilson, Kay Finance is a boutique commercial real estate advisory 
firm, unique in its personal touch and attention to detail. Kay Finance is growing at a 
rapid pace with offices in Tel Aviv and New York and further plans for expansion. “In 
addition to building incredible relationships with capital partners nationwide, having 
offices across the globe has given us a much broader reach of capital, enabling us to 
establish new relationships and offer a wider array of options for any debt or equity 
opportunity,” says Alex. 

Today, Alex serves as the company’s vice president of origination, where he oversees day-to-day deal flow and is responsible 
for maintaining Kay’s clientele and lender relations. Consistent with the Kay Finance motto, “our success is in the details,” Alex 
pays close attention to the complexities of each individual deal, constantly discovering alternative financing solutions for his 
clients. “I enjoy breaking down every deal that comes through my desk, always trying to be an extra pair of eyes on the deal by 
finding things that my client has missed, or suggest certain creative financing solutions that my client has never heard or thought 
of.” Alex is involved in the process from start to finish, sometimes long before a deal is under contract, until the deal closes. Kay 
Finance has the bandwidth to help fund deals as low as $500,000 and has recently just secured their 2nd credit facility in the 
last 12 months, a very creative and complex form of debt, of $550M for an industrial client.  Alex has had success in closing deals 
of all sizes with various asset classes -- most recently a $49M bridge to HUD loan in North Carolina. Alex has originated north of 
$100M for Kay Finance since joining just 3 years ago.

www.commonwealthlng.com
neusepi@teamcpl.com   |  346.352.4442

LI: nick-eusepi  

Nick Eusepi is CFO of Houston-based Commonwealth LNG, developers of a $5 
billion liquefied natural gas (LNG) facility in Cameron Parish Louisiana.  With over a 
decade of experience in accounting, business development, and finance, Nick’s 
expertise and skill belie his age in a role typically reserved for his seniors in the 
field. He is an entrepreneur at heart leading a company with an equally innovative 

drive that is on a mission to break the mold within the LNG industry.  

Nick is responsible for the company’s financial direction and reporting, as well as 
its data management, IT needs, insurance, and administration.  He serves as a 
main driver behind Commonwealth’s capital raise, bringing on strategic partners, 
and ushering the project into its next phase. “I’m excited to be part of a team 
where I can fully leverage my background and help build the organization,” he 

says.

Nick joined Commonwealth in 2017, bringing an extensive background in 

accounting - specifically auditing. He began his public accounting career with 
Fitts Roberts & Co., a Houston-based CPA firm. He next joined Briggs & Veselka 
Co., a regional firm where he honed his finance and accounting skills and quickly 
climbed to senior management while also helping launch their IT consulting 
practice. “I had intended to remain in public accounting, but after meeting the 
management team of Commonwealth LNG, I knew that I wanted to be a part of 

what they were creating,” he said. 

Nick’s entrepreneurial spirit has driven him his entire career, and he finds that 
Commonwealth’s approach to leadership, management, and a culture of shared 
success meshes perfectly with his working style. He sums up his work ethos in a 
simple statement: “Always surround yourself with people smarter than you and be 
humble, stay hungry and hustle!”

NICK EUSEPI

www.kayfinance.com  |  alex@kayfinance.com  |  516.373.7607  |  LI: alex-yudin

ALEX YUDIN
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A serial entrepreneur and aerospace engineer, Paolo Fidanza has been 
leading revolutionary technology companies for the past two decades. 
After realizing the challenges faced by those with little or no credit 
history, he dove into the fintech sector with a mission; to disrupt the credit 
paradigm by making financial inclusion a reality. In 2016, Paolo founded 
MO Technologies, the company developed an innovative credit scoring 

model that uses behavioral data to evaluate potential customers for financial institutions. 
The AI-based credit decision engine and nano/microcredit issuance platform—which does 
not require accessing personal information—quickly became one of the fastest growing tech 
companies in the world, powering millions of transactions. Utilizing the same technology, 
Paolo then cofounded KEO World in 2020. Based in Miami, Florida with operations expanding 
across the Americas, the fintech company grants consumers, small and medium businesses 
the opportunity to access credit on fair terms through an all-digital process, independently from their credit history. “I love to innovate 
and find solutions to problems that affect people’s everyday lives,” Paolo says. “Being able to contribute to financial inclusion is my 
main motivation!”

KEO’s credit offerings are disbursed through direct deposits, pre-paid and credit cards and can be obtained through KEO’s own 
lending platforms in the US and numerous regional partnerships with companies such as American Express, AB InBev, and Uber. 
Earlier this year, the company became the first nonfinancial issuer for American Express in Mexico—launching the KEO American 
Express PAYBACK Card to eight million members. AB InBev and KEO partnered to provide AB InBev merchants an alternative credit 
solution to purchase inventory. The partnership started in Colombia and the Dominican Republic — with three more countries across 
the Americas set to gain access to KEO credit by the end of the year. KEO will also soon be extending their Uber partnership to more 
markets in Latin America. The Uber KEO financing program began in Peru where drivers are already taking advantage of the short-
term financing to help cover unforeseen needs. Paolo holds experience within the technology, automotive, IT, telecommunications, 
social media, healthcare, and security industries. He was named the Best Fintech CEO of 2018 by FiNext and 2019’s Most Influential 
CEO in FinTech by CV Magazine.

PAOLO FIDANZA

www.keoworld.com  |  paolo@keoworld.com  |  LI: paolofidanza  |  Instagram: @KEO.world

If there’s one thing Shouvik Ray knows how to do, it’s stay ahead of the curve for new tech 
and trends. Shouvik has held multiple roles within the banking technology sector over his 24-
year career, including IT governance, risk and compliance, software development, information 
security, business technology operations, and enterprise IT management. He has worked with 
and structured some of the world’s largest banks, including HSBC and BNP Paribas. Today, 
Shouvik is the vice president and head of IT, information security, and vendor management for 
Westamerica Bank, where he employs decades of banking technology experience to ensure 
operations run smoothly, safely, and efficiently. 

Prior to his current role, Shouvik worked on global 
IT programs/projects and served as a business 
analyst and program manager. His varied work 

experience, which also includes relationship management and business development, provide 
him with the interpersonal skills to maintain long lasting relations with stakeholders and give him 
a unique 360-degree perspective of banking operations, in general. 

Shouvik continues to expand his considerable skillset by staying abreast of developing trends in technology. “Through continuous 
analysis, I am able to facilitate and maintain growth,” he says. Under Shouvik’s guidance, Westamerica continues to align themselves 
with emergent technology to ensure their services remain relevant to evolving customer needs. 

Shouvik’s cross-functional and international expertise has been integral to the growth, expansion, and advancement of banking. 
“I’ve always been at the forefront,” he says. “My success in this arena stems from a keenness to look for structure in an otherwise 
unstructured environment.” 

Shouvik holds a bachelor’s degree in technology from National Institute of Technology, India, and an MBA from École des Ponts 
ParisTech, France. 

SHOUVIK RAY 

shouvik.ray@westamerica.com  |  www.Westamerica.com  |  707.410.9880  |  LI: shouvikray
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In just 18 months since inception, CEO of Cicada Leadership 
Inc., Stephan Mattalo has set the company in motion on a 
fast track of development, increasing company growth by a 
whopping eightfold. With experience gleaned from a decade 

in the field of finance, a background in engineering, as well as a pivotal role in the growth of 
two Canadian market leading companies, resulting in their eventual sale valued at over $100 
million combined to other private equity firms, Stephan brings a unique set of skills to Cicada. His 
strong ability to balance technology, design, and accounting allows him to develop unique and 
customized solutions for clients while leveraging data and analytics. In addition to leading this 
growing financial firm, Stephan’s entrepreneurial spirit has led him to start two other ventures, 
CPD Owl and WeFollo. With Cicada at the forefront, as founder and CEO, Stephan draws on his 
vast experience gleaned from these endeavors to successfully manage business development, 
client management, as well as development and implementation of all client-side solutions, 
providing innovative financial and operational solutions for businesses owned by or looking to 
sell to private equity. 

For Stephan, the variety of work accomplished by Cicada is what sets it apart from other 
companies. He elaborates, “We’re continually solving different problems rather than a cycle of repetitive activities.” Cicada’s array of 
services is wide—from providing financial leadership for organizations in a fractional CFO or fractional controller role or for specific-
scoped project work, including data transformation, to acquisition alignment and on-boarding, process automation, data analytics, 
financial modelling, strategy consulting, control implementation and process improvement. The intention of tackling such a multitude 
of client needs is to maximize results in the most efficient way possible. “That’s ultimately why I made the switch from working for other 
companies to starting my own,” Stephan explains. “I wanted to make a real difference for my clients, and I couldn’t do that within the 
confines of the models of other companies. I like to make big impacts quickly, and the only way I’m going to do that is working with 
private equity firms that have a wide array of investments that I can jump in and out of and make immediate improvements.”

STEPHAN MATTALO

www.cicadalead.ca  |  smattalo@cicadalead.ca  |  647.289.5175  |  LI: stephanmattalo  |  IG: @cicadalead

With more than 25 years of experience working in a variety of financial and operating 
assignments to optimize business results—and extensive experience in both European 
and American business—Antonio Ribeiro is a leader the world over when it comes to 
large, complex, international investments. As CFO of the North American subsidiaries 
of Sodecia, a Portuguese industrial corporation, he is responsible for the overall finance 
and accounting operations of the company’s North American division with revenues of 
over $200 million across the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. With 44 locations across the 
globe, Sodecia is a full-service supplier in the body in white, powertrain, safety and 
interiors, and tools and equipment commodities for the automotive market. Based in 
the Troy, Michigan, office, Antonio manages the expansion of the Portuguese company 
SODECIA into the U.S. market, with the goal of making the U.S. the firm’s largest market 
outside of Portugal—and with his record of success thus far, Antonio is undoubtedly the 
leader to get them there. Before joining Sodecia, Antonio worked as CFO for another 
Portuguese multinational company EFACEC. Under Antonio’s leadership, EFACEC has 
opened three new companies in the U.S., and was one of the first companies in the 
country to manufacture and distribute a 20-minute electric car charger (Fast charger). 
In 2010, Antonio helped establish a 240,000-square-foot, $150 million manufacturing 
plant in the U.S.—the company’s first in the country—coordinating with Portuguese 
banks for the funding. Despite the recession in 2008 that hit the US economy hard, 
Antonio secured the funding, and the company has continued to grow thanks to his 

expertise in crucial areas, including business transformation, operational excellence, and financial process management. Having 
worked in a variety of countries, Antonio has a keen understanding of how to effectively work with people from diverse cultural 
backgrounds. His success in bridging cultural gaps combined with his business savvy has allowed him to help build operational and 
expansion strategies, manage numerous capital investment projects, and develop financial efficiency projects across the globe, 
including ERP implementations and company restructurings. Prior to EFACEC, Antonio worked as the director of regulatory affairs 
and corporate compliance at Portgas, a natural gas distribution company in Portugal. 

www.sodecia.com  | 586.441.8538  |  Antonio.Ribeiro@sodecia.com  |  LI: antonioribeiro1 

ANTONIO RIBEIRO
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After graduating with honors from Babson College, 
Vikram Mangat hit the ground running, getting into 
private equity right after school—and he’s been in 

the industry ever since. Today, he’s a business development analyst with Century Equity 
Partners, a Boston-based financial, insurance, and healthcare services private equity firm. In 
business since 1987, they seek to back strong management teams and leverage their large 
network to accelerate growth, buying parts or majorities of companies to help them grow. 
Vikram joined the firm in November of 2020, bringing four years’ experience of finance and 
accounting. Today, he handles platform company sourcing, M&A targeting for rollup and 
tuck-in strategies, as well as new sector sourcing, where he creates pitch decks and tracks 
and analyzes market trends. He reaches out to CEOs of target companies, typically small- to 
middle market businesses ranging between $20 and $350 million in value. 

Vikram’s role is to build relationships with potential portfolio companies. He works with the 
CEOs directly from the start and remains with them every step of the way throughout the 
process. “I qualify the company, its revenues/cash-flows, what they do, and how our firm 
would work to create value for them,” he says. “We like to go beyond just deploying capital and see how we can leverage our 
network and market expertise to accelerate growth for these companies.” He’s supported platform companies with valuations in 
the hundreds of millions since joining Century Equity Partners, but his favorite part of the job is forging the relationships. “What 
resonates with me is that these are large-scale deals with real capital, and what we do has real impact,” he says. “These companies 
can have hundreds of employees, and they’re being affected by these transactions.” His personal attention and willingness to sit 
down and brainstorm with clients has driven not only his own success, but that of his clients, who deeply appreciate his experience 
and commitment to them. “It’s exhilarating and exciting for me to be the first person to connect with these CEOs, then keep in touch 
with them throughout the entire process—and see them flourish as a result. I hope to create social and economic change through 
my passion for bringing people together.”

VIKRAM MANGAT

https://cepfunds.com  |  mangat.vikram@gmail.com  |  845.664.0206  |  IG: Vikrammangat  |  LI: Vikrammangat

With a career that spans 16 years across the realm of finance and banking, from financial services 
representative to financial advisor to estate and trust advisor, to say that Keleena Mariasine 
holds a comprehensive understanding of the industry would be an understatement. Now, as 
a wealth advisor with TD in Nova Scotia—and a female professional in wealth management—
it is this experience that gives her the unique ability to consider her clients’ needs through 
multiple lenses. With this quality, she serves as a liaison for people looking to manage, grow, 
protect, or transition their wealth by customizing a team of experienced specialists who provide 
comprehensive financial solutions. Given Keleena’s passion for helping people, this role fits her 
like a glove. “It’s the clients and the stories that they share which I enjoy most about my work—
hearing the family dynamics, how they made their wealth or built a business from the ground up 
and now want to sell it or transition it to a family member,” she says. Keleena joined TD in Nova 
Scotia in 2005 and assumed the role of wealth advisor in 2017. TD provides a comprehensive 
solution to wealth management through a four-pillar approach:  Building net worth, implementing 
tax efficient strategies, protecting what matters, and leaving a legacy. By collaborating with TD specialists, Keleena’s uniquely 
broad expertise fills every one of these. “I spent half of my career in the banking industry, so I’m able to speak about mortgages, 
credit restructuring, cash flow, as well as taking a goals-based planning approach with each and every family.” Keleena meets 
with clients to gain an understanding of their priorities and connects them to a team of TD specialists to manage their investments 
and to assist with any other services they may require such as creating tax efficient strategies and estate planning. “It’s all about 
focusing on the client’s needs and helping them achieve their dreams.” Keleena holds a Bachelor of Commerce degree in finance 
from Saint Mary’s University and serves as chair of Women in Leadership for TD in Atlantic, Canada. “I’m a big advocate for women 
in finance and I’m living proof that it is possible,” she says.

The information contained herein has been provided by Keleena Mariasine, Wealth Advisor and is for information purposes only. The information has been 
drawn from sources believed to be reliable. The information does not provide financial, legal, tax or investment advice. Particular investment, tax, or trading 
strategies should be evaluated relative to each individual’s objectives and risk tolerance. TD Wealth Private Wealth Management represents the products and 
services available through TD Wealth Private Investment Advice (a division of TD Waterhouse Canada Inc.), TD Wealth Private Investment Counsel (offered by 
TD Waterhouse Private Investment Counsel Inc.), TD Wealth Private Banking (offered by The Toronto-Dominion Bank) and TD Wealth Private Trust (offered by 
The Canada Trust Company). All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.® The TD logo and other trademarks are the property of The Toronto-
Dominion Bank or its subsidiaries.

KELEENA MARIASINE

keleena.mariasine@td.com  |  902.496.6748
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If anyone understands the unique circumstances of 
educators, school districts, and higher educational 
institutions, it’s Thomas Pargett. He’s an educator-

turned-fiduciary advisor with a decade of experience in finance who, as a senior 
wealth advisor for BerganKDV, is devoted to serving high-net-worth educators, 
business owners, and the millionaires next door. An RIA, headquartered in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, BerganKDV started as a tax firm in the 1940s before 
launching a wealth management division in the early 2000s. Offering both CPA 
and wealth management services, the company serves clients across the Midwest. 
Thomas joined the firm in 2019, and he immediately set to work launching the 
company’s first-ever wealth management office in Nebraska. From his Omaha 
location, he’s responsible for the growth and development of BerganKDV’ s private 
client wealth management offering across the state while overseeing $30 million in 

assets under management for 30 households across the country. Thomas serves clients from institutions all over, including Boys 
Town National Research Hospital, University of Nebraska Medical Center, Morningside University, the University of Nebraska—
Lincoln, and he serves each of them personally. “There is no hand-off when clients engage my team and I. I lead our clients from 
the very beginning of the relationship,” Thomas says.
 
It was his dedication to the education field that catalyzed his determination to create differentiation around high-net-worth 
educators—an area in which few advisors specialize. “I used to be an educator, so I have a lot in common with them,” Thomas 
says. “I know their situational and financial challenges and I understand how to balance the multiple qualified plans and 
pensions specific to them.” The consummate teacher, Thomas also shares his insight and knowledge with the public through his 
expository essay, Five Gaps & Five Solutions of Financial Planning for Leaders in Higher Education, and as the host of The Big 
Plan on Campus podcast. “I tell everybody the reason I left teaching is that I love to teach, but didn’t love being a teacher,” he 
says. “My role allows me to teach every single day. And that’s what I love.” Thomas holds a B.S. from Morningside University, an 
M.B.A. from Creighton University, and is a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ as well as a Certified Financial Behavior Specialist®.

https://www.bergankdv.com  |  thomas.pargett@bergankdv.com  |  402.829.5611  |  LI: Thomas Pargett MBA

THOMAS PARGETT 

Pramit Mukherjee brings his wealth of experience to Legal & General 
America where he was hired in August as a Senior Investment Manager 
of the firm’s US Pension Risk Transfer business, which wrote $1.6 billion in 
premiums in 2020, and Protection business, which issued more than $57 
billion in new coverage in 2020. In his role, Pramit leads the research on 
new asset classes and implements new investment strategies that offer 

attractive risk/return profiles in a capital-efficient framework. He continues to develop thought 
leadership in his new role as he has done previously. Prior to joining Legal & General America, 
Pramit helped build a reinsurance company in New York from scratch, which accumulated 
nearly $1 billion AUM in only a few years focusing on investments in private and structured 
credit and real estate. He also developed robust portfolio and risk management frameworks to 

ensure sustainability and profitability. Pramit’s diverse background includes an equity analyst and portfolio strategist with Goldman 
Sachs, where he constructed thematic investment ideas for institutional investors like pension funds, insurance companies, and 
asset managers. He was on the team that created GS thematic ETFs and developed M&A probability framework for equity price 
targets. Pramit’s first job was with Credit Suisse as an investment banking analyst, covering consumer and retail sectors, and was 
an integral part of major consumer M&A and IPO deals, including Heineken’s acquisition of Asia Pacific Breweries in 2012. Pramit 
has been in finance since he graduated from the Indian Institute of Technology in 2010.  He further expanded his skillset with an 
MBA from NYU Stern in 2018. He has been building a considerable career ever since with investment roles at prestigious firms, and 
as a member of FIIN, LSTA’s Business Loan Coalition, and CREFC, and a speaker and panelist at investment conferences by IMN 
and SCI. Pramit is passionate about investment management as it allows him to explore unconventional routes and encourage his 
motivated, entrepreneurial nature. It also allows him to build long-lasting relationships in his career. But most of all, his inspiration 
comes from the humility of his industry peers and experts. “I try to live up to their standards,” he says, “to always be grounded 
and humble.” Pramit’s hobbies include painting, cooking different cuisines, mentoring students and young professionals, and 
fitness. His interests include non-profit activities like Charity Water and Child Rights and You (CRY). He was a Community Team 
Works Champion at Goldman Sachs, supporting underprivileged communities. Additionally, Pramit is an animal rights activist and 
a member of People for Animals (PFA).

PRAMIT MUKHERJEE

pmukherjee@lgra.com  |  Cell: 240-618-0685  |  750 Washington Blvd, Stamford, CT 06901  |  LI: Pramit Mukherjee
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Driving down any thoroughfare on the planet, everyone notices those 
free-standing commercial enterprises peppering the horizon.  They are a 
who’s who of many of the world’s most popular single-business properties:  
Starbucks, Taco Bell, Wendy’s, and Chipotle, to name a few. As director 
and capital advisor for Tauro Capital Advisors, they are Tony Festa’s clients. 

Based in Los Angeles, CA, the firm is laser focused on commercial real estate, specializing 
in sourcing capital for transactions across the country—and Tony is the maestro for these 
arrangements.

Tony joined Tauro Capital Advisors in 2017 as one of its first hires, specializing in sourcing 
acquisition, refinance, and development financing for single-tenant net-lease properties for 
clients across the country.  The company’s founders have over 35 years in the industry, both 
on the brokerage side as well as on the banking and capital structuring side, reflecting the 
true combination of experience and expertise for which the firm is known. This creates a 
formidable force at the intersection of the commercial real estate investors and developers on 
the one side, and the banking and private investors on the other.  Tony adds the final ingredient: 
development financing.  

“In other firms, someone in my position operates pretty much alone, bringing in business, structuring financing.  At Tauro, the 
partners and the entire shop work with every client.  It is real-world collaboration, and I gain the experience of the entire team,” 
Tony says. With a talent for problem solving, Tony confronts the inherent challenges of these retail enterprises, whether it’s 
permitting and construction hurdles or navigating a host of permanent financing choices. Serving both investors and developers, 
he tailors solutions that not only offer the best possible terms, but also those that align with the specific investment goals of each 
of his clients, who stand at the center of everything he does. “Whether they’re looking for stable cash flow, passive income, or 
building generational wealth, it really comes down to building and fostering relationships with our clients and helping them reach 
their goals.” Tony received his BBA and MBA from Pepperdine University’s Graziado School of Business with a concentration in 
real estate finance and investment.

TONY FESTA

www.taurocapitaladvisors.com  |  tfesta@taurocapitaladvisors.com  |  310.903.2806

Brian Gramlich is the owner of Terrydale 
Capital, a leading commercial real 
estate financing and advisory firm 
headquartered in Dallas, Texas. Since its 
founding in 2017, the company has built 

strong relationships with major banks, lenders, and family offices across the U.S. 
and stayed in close contact with top-tier real estate sales brokers, investors, and 
REITs regarding opportunities of all sizes. This allows the firm to keep their fingers 
on the pulse of the market and to deliver some of the most competitive financing 
solutions in the industry. “Our mission is to help commercial real estate investors 
structure their financing needs and to take as many challenges out of the loan 
closing process as possible,” says Brian.  

Brian first saw the need for a more transparent view of real-time quotes and 
loan information in 2005 while helping to start a real estate brokerage in Kansas 
City. He then went on to oversee 1,500+ short sale transactions for a finance 
and servicing firm in Dallas, TX before ultimately launching his own firm. From 
its inception, Terrydale has focused on the basics, placed high regard on 
client relationships, and provided multiple means of interaction—including the 
innovative program, Terrydale Live, which allows clients to see market deals quoted in real time. 

With over 60 years of combined experience, Brian and his staff use their expertise to take creative approaches to problem solving 
and keeping clients on the right track—no matter the size of a portfolio or scope of a project. The expert team takes the anxiety 
and guesswork out of closing a loan. “We’re always interested in discussing commercial loans with new clients and invite anyone 
who has enjoyed reading our story to reach out and let us know. In return, we’ll credit them on our fee at closing for the appraisal 
for up to $3,500,” Brian says. 

BRIAN GRAMLICH

www.terrrydalecapital.com |  bg@terrydalecapital.com  |  214.241.4230 x101  |  LI: terrydalecapital  |  FB:TerrydaleCapital  |  TW: TerrydaleCapit2
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After nearly 8 years in healthcare mergers and acquisitions, Mike 
Moran found himself in the unique and exciting position to start his own 
M&A advisory firm with two fantastic and equally talented partners. 

Prior to forming M&A Healthcare Advisors (MAHA), Mike and his two partners had executed more 
than 50 successful transactions over the previous four years, and officially formed MAHA in July 2021. 
Their company is located in Los Angeles, CA, but Mike and his team represent healthcare businesses 
nationwide. MAHA specifically focuses on the lower middle-market which includes healthcare 
businesses generating between $5M and $100M of annual revenue. “We’re unique because our 
experience offers clients in the lower-middle market access to institutional level transactional support 
that is typically only provided to clients with much larger businesses. It’s a surprisingly underserved 
market, full of advisory firms who simply make introductions to buyers, but don’t have the process or 
transactional experience which is critical to achieving a successful outcome,” Mike says.

MAHA is an attentive advisory firm with a depth of experience in every phase of the sale process. Their core purpose is to 
provide comprehensive, efficient, and committed transactional support for their clients. The MAHA team is highly accessible, 
experienced, and process-driven, as well as relentless in their advocacy for their clients. As seller representatives, Mike and 
his team work hard to maintain leverage for their clients and protect their best interests. They also provide M&A consultation 
and expert valuation services. Mike also works very diligently to add significant value to the transactions he facilitates. “When 
representing a client through a sale process, we usually work with them between 4 to 8 months or longer for unique situations. 
Undoubtedly there is a strong bond that’s formed, and we’ve been fortunate enough to sustain relationships with most of the 
business owners we’ve represented,” he says.

Selling a business is a major decision and often a stressful process, but Mike is dedicated to supporting those who may not 
otherwise get the quality representation they really need. “In some instances, especially with our clients on the verge of retirement, 
the financial gain from selling their business is meant to carry them for the rest of their lives, so this is a monumental responsibility, 
and we understand that,” he explains. “Being able to do important work, do it well, and receive the confidence from clients that 
we’ve represented in selling their life’s work is what drives me and my partners every day.”

MIKE MORAN

www.mahealthcareadvisors.com  |  mmoran@mahealthcareadvisors.com  |  LI: Mike Moran 
Media Contact: Ben Reisler  ben@elkordyglobal.com 

Bikramjit Singh Sandhar started his career in income tax in the 1990s and has worked in the 
finance industry since 2005, and through it all, he noticed something: People don’t know a lot 
about finance. “Regardless of their level of education, whether they were doctors, engineers, 
or lawyers, like many of my peers were, or immigrant families, people needed help improving 
their knowledge in this area,” he says. “I realized I wanted to bring strategies to those who didn’t 
know money management.” And he’s just the learned business leader and savvy financial mind 
to do it. He’s a serial entrepreneur who has studied the discipline to drive numerous successful 
ventures. In 2011, Bikramjit founded LifeOne Financial Services, where he not only provides 
insurance investments and succession planning for individuals, families, and corporations, but 
is helping them gain financial literacy to realize their dreams. Headquartered in Surrey, British 
Columbia, LifeOne serves clients in four provinces and plans to expand further. “‘The sky’s the 
limit’ is something I practice and preach,” he says. 
 

Bikramjit’s large team of advisors, estate lawyers, estate accountants, and other experts offer a holistic approach to insurance, 
investment, and planning, analyzing each situation from multiple angles and perspectives to get the best results. But their attention 
doesn’t stop there. They make sure that the people they help also have a solid understanding of tax laws and regulations so that 
they can develop a plan to make the system work in their favor and make educated choices in the future. “My mission is to provide 
financial literacy and knowledge to all of my clientele. Financial knowledge is freedom!” In addition, Bikramjit and his team also train 
people just entering the industry so that they can build their own careers. 

Though his focus is finance, for Bikramjit, it’s not about the money. It’s about making a difference and having a positive impact 
on individuals and communities. Outside of LifeOne, Bikramjit has been involved in outreach and charitable work in Canada and 
internationally, working on youth initiatives, and was even featured in a documentary about his work. “I’m grateful that I have 
become an integral community member with a wide network and that I’m able to help all those who approach me,” he shares.

www.lifeone.ca  |  bikramjit.singh@lifeone.ca  |  604-713-1313  |  LI: Bikramjit Sandhar  |  FB: lifeoneservices
IG: @bikramjitsandhar  |  @Lifeonefinancial

BIKRAMJIT SINGH SANDHAR
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A business-driven, results-oriented entrepreneur, Gerry Menard 
has a passion for helping companies by implementing advanced 
recruitment techniques. After working for two years as a partner 
at his best friend’s recruiting company, his love for the industry 
compelled him to start his own agency. In April 2020, Gerry launched 
Montreal-based Spartanium—a recruitment firm that specializes in 

placing high-quality professionals to meet the needs of businesses in construction, 
insurance, accounting, finance, law, and many other fields. With a focus on small- 
and medium-sized businesses of 50 employees and up, Spartanium serves clients 
across Quebec and is currently expanding into Ontario and British Columbia, and 
looking toward implementing advanced recruitment techniques to further broaden 
their offerings. As the firm’s motto says, it handles “everything from candidate vetting 
to interview prep to placement.”

Despite being launched at the onset of COVID, Spartanium has seen impressive 
growth—no doubt the result of the firm’s tailor-made solutions adapted to each 
client’s organizational, cultural, and economic challenges. Guided by the constant objective to add value, performance, and synergy, 
Gerry and his team seek out high-level candidates to meet the needs of the business and connect companies with the right framework 
for particularly demanding positions. Spartanium also uses social networks to expand its relationships around the world, identifying 
professionals with rare skill sets and specializations as candidates for new, exciting positions in which their careers can flourish. 

Prior to his current role, Gerry served for nearly seven years as an officer in the Canadian Armed Forces while simultaneously earning 
a bachelor’s degree in literature and politics. “As a military officer, I promoted the values of Canada, but work is at least a quarter of 
our lives, so I wanted to do something meaningful and that I enjoyed,” he says. That is why Gerry ensures that everyone at Spartanium 
remembers the letter “C,” which stands for the candidate and the client, as they are at the core of everything the company does.

GERRY MENARD

www.spartanium.com/publications | gerrymenard1994@gmail.com | 438.364.4190 | FB: spartaniumFB | IG: _spartanium |  LI: Spartanium

Nick Wolcott has been in risk management and finance for over 17 years, holding mortgage 
quality control and leadership roles with major companies like State Farm Bank, Fannie Mae, and 
GMAC/Ally, so he knows a thing or two about keeping financial institutions safe. A Certified Fraud 
Examiner since 2017, he is today a risk management professional at Gate City Bank, where he’s 
responsible for mortgage and servicing quality control and expanding and maintaining the bank risk 
framework including regulatory change management across the entire enterprise. Gate City Bank, 
headquartered in Fargo, North Dakota, has 43 branch locations throughout the U.S., was ranked 
#4 in the country on the World’s Best Banks list, and named Best Bank in North Dakota by Forbes.
 
 While his myriad of responsibilities are broad and complex, Nick’s approach is guided by his 
fundamental mission to keep Gate City safe and stable, from ensuring loan quality to reviewing, 
developing, and updating policies and procedures as trends, regulations, and guidelines evolve. 
And it’s not his first time doing so. While working with State Farm Bank, Nick reduced their exposure 
to repurchase risk by 60%. At Figure Lending, he successfully built out an entire risk and control department, complete with agency-
approved quality control and technology integration. He also helped shape the industry wide QC tools and training at Fannie Mae, 
which lenders across the country use today. It is his unique combination of skill and experience and a passion for research that have 
time and again helped institutions flourish. “I like using data analysis to get to the root of the problem, then developing a solution from 
there.” But it’s not all data. Nick also draws on his natural empathy and emotional intelligence when working with colleagues across all 
departments. “I enjoy working with business units within my company,” he says. “I get to interact with so many different people because 
QC touches everything. That’s the best part of my job: it’s always something different.”

Originally from the Chicago suburbs, Nick currently resides in Charlotte NC, while previously living in the Philadelphia area for the 
previous 15 years. He holds a Six Sigma Black Belt and a certification in business creativity, collaboration and inclusivity from MIT Sloan 
School of Management.

NICK WOLCOTT

nickwolcott@gatecity.bank  |  (Office) 701-551-8283
500 2nd Avenue North, Fargo, ND  58102  |  LI: Nick Wolcott
FB: nick.wolcott.754  |  IG: nick.wolcott.754
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www.structuredfinance.org/staff/jen-earyes  |  jen.earyes@structuredfinance.org  |  646.209.2689  |  LI: Jennifer Earyes

Jen Earyes has embarked on a self-directed tour of senior-
level corporate finance within Fortune 500 companies and 
now brings 15 years of finance experience to the table as 
managing director and head of policy of the Structured Finance 
Association. She’s served in the capital markets in sectors 
ranging from derivatives trading to liquidity management as well 

as in corporate development. She’s worked as a venture capitalist and handled international 
mergers and acquisitions. Today, she’s taking her considerable and multifaceted experience 
to help improve outcomes for the ecosystem of structured finance. The Structured Finance 
Association is a member-based trade industry advocacy group focused on improving and 
strengthening the broader structured finance market. Members of the association represent 
all sectors of the securitization market, including issuers, investors, financial intermediaries, law 
firms, accounting firms, technology firms, rating agencies, servicers, and trustees—comprised of 
more than 370 member organizations.

“My experience allows me to effectively advocate and explain to policymakers the impact of regulations on businesses, and by 
extension to Main Street.  Sometimes finance terms can sound more complicated than they are, being able to explain a seemingly 
complex concept using real experiences makes communication more effective. Ensuring policymakers understand the impacts of 
policy on American businesses and households is so important,” Jen shares.

As head of CFO strategic initiatives in 2018, she led the immediately successful effort to bring in $2.2 million in savings in her first 
18 months. She also renegotiated a library of hedging contracts resulting in a $120 million increase in daily liquidity. 

Jen credits her innate creativity and analytical mind to solving myriad challenges. “I see everything like a puzzle—it all comes with 
creative solutions,” she says. “I love being able to leverage my existing experiences and see the tangible impact of my work,” she 
says. “No matter my role, my eye is on continuous improvement – reduce the risks and find cost savings.”

JEN EARYES

SCOTT J. GREENBERG
Scott J. Greenberg, CFP®, ChFC, RICP, has always loved working with 
numbers and helping people, so as a college student who saw the 
tremendous impact of the 2007-08 financial crisis, he resolved to join the 
financial industry to help others avoid the mistakes of the past. Without 
wasting a moment’s time, Scott passed the FINRA Series 7 registration 
during his senior year of college, graduated on a Friday, and then 

launched SJG Private Wealth Management the following Monday in Falls Church, VA. In alliance 
with Equitable Advisors, SJG was founded with the mission of helping successful professionals in 
the D.C. metro area create, grow, and protect their wealth. With a focus on retirement income and 
tax efficient investing, SJG works with clients to develop and implement portfolio strategies, which 
allow them to concentrate less on money and more on enjoying their lives. Since opening their 
doors in 2010, SJG has served over 500 clients, expanded to maintain several offices, and was 
named the 2019 Business of the Year by Brick Chamber of Commerce. 

Currently accepting clients exclusively by referrals, SJG now serves families nationwide, following four core commitments: straight 
talk, proactivity, logical advice, and transparent costs. “We don’t do any marketing or advertising, as our goal is to earn referrals 
by providing the best experience possible for our clients,” says Scott. However, he does credit significant involvement in Rotary 
International for part of SJG’s success, as he has been involved with the civic organization for over a decade, serving as a local 
club president and district treasurer among other roles.  

Scott has received numerous recognitions, such as 2017’s Forty Under 40 by NJBIZ Magazine, multiple Five Star Wealth Manager 
Awards, and features in Forbes, Washington Post, Asbury Park Press, Ocean and Coast Star, NJBIZ, The American Bar, Fortune, 
and Washingtonian. However, his biggest reward is the free time he gets to spend with his family and his wife, Kait. “She is an 
enormous part of our success,” he shares.

Scott J Greenberg offers securities through Equitable Advisors, LLC, member FINRA/SIPC (Equitable Financial Advisors in MI & TN).  SJG Private 

Wealth Management is not owned or operated by Equitable Advisors. PPG-160182 (Exp 5/23) 

www.sjgpwm.com |  scott@sjgpwm.com  |  703.407.7896
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As managing director and head of business 
development and delivery for Sanctuary Wealth, 
Michael Longley has cultivated the perfect 

balance of curiosity and analytic skill to help emerging financial advisors build their 
dreams, and the dreams of their clients. After 15 years in the finance industry, including 
a four-year tenure as one of the youngest COOs of one of Merrill Lynch’s wealth 
management divisions, he knows how to leverage the hard metrics of profitability and 
practicality with the more elusive, human aspects of financial literacy. Sanctuary Wealth, 
based in Indianapolis, Indiana, is a platform for independent financial advisors, covering 
compliance and supervision, technology, human resources, asset management, 
custodial support, and everything else needed for success. It’s not just resources—it’s a 
community. Founded in 2018, Sanctuary’s network of partner firms spans more than 20 
states and holds over $17B in assets. It includes several subsidiaries such as investment 
advisor, Sanctuary Advisors, and broker-dealer, Sanctuary Securities. 

As part of Sanctuary’s executive leadership team, Michael empowers entrepreneurial 
advisors as they build their independent wealth management companies so that they can in turn, support their own clients. He 
advises them on practice management, marketing, and operations, taking a tirelessly hands-on approach from the earliest days 
of the process and throughout their entire experience. His deep understanding of Sanctuary’s custodians, vendors, and partners 
means Michael can analyze and explain any problem to any audience, whether it’s management or a partner firm, and he isn’t 
afraid to venture deep into the weeds to get results. Currently, Michael works with 57 partner firms, with 20 of those added 
this past year alone. He also leads Sanctuary’s business delivery group, providing approachable, digestible sales reporting, 
performance metrics, and other resources. 

Seeing his partner firms grow is most rewarding for Michael. “I love being there when they launch, watching them flourish, and 
really helping them maximize the efficiency of their businesses.”

MICHAEL LONGLEY

ROB JAFEK

www.sanctuarywealth.com  |  Mlongley@sanctuarywealth.com  |  973.610.7063  |  LI: Michael Longley

Driven by his passion for finance, operations, and 
education, Rob Jafek is a serial entrepreneur who 
has founded a host of successful ventures over 
his career, including three flourishing investment 

firms—all while remaining committed to educating future financial leaders as an adjunct 
professor at both USD and UC Berkeley. Rob has a long history in the finance industry, 
working with companies such Morgan Stanley, Tiger Management, Nicholas Applegate, 
and Torrey Pines. In 2016, he took all his years of experience and passion to found 
a company with the mission of helping to revitalize communities, Boomerang Capital 
Partners. Ranked among Barron’s Top 100 Hedge Funds, the Mesa, Arizona-based real 
estate finance company works with commercial and residential real estate companies 
throughout the U.S. A thought leader in his field who cares as much about his clients as 
he does his industry, Rob shares his knowledge and expertise as a regular contributor to 
Forbes.com and other publications and as a member of the Forbes Real Estate Council.

Boomerang’s focus is on lending and equity investment opportunities with strong growth potential and stable returns. Their 
borrowers are real estate companies looking for innovative financial solutions that they might not be able to find with banks. And 
Rob and his team are so good at providing these solutions that the majority of their clients come back time and again. Boomerang 
owns and manages a number of commercial properties for companies around the country, helping them add value to those 
properties, and also offer fix-and-flip and rehab services for residential properties, which helps residential real estate companies 
give dilapidated homes a new chance at life, which in turn injects new life into entire communities. 

Rob’s role as an educator is deeply important to him. “I really enjoy using my insight and experience as a successful finance 
entrepreneur to help these future generations on their way.” As a finance professional, helping his Boomerang clients is a major 
source of joy. “I feel like I’m providing something for them that they can do for themselves. I’m proud of the jobs I’ve created and 
careers I have helped, either through creating the opportunity or helping people progress.”

www.boomerangcapital.com  |  rob@boomerangcapital.com  |  480.779.9779

http://www.boomerangcapital.com
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Chad Otar 
Lending Valley Incorporated

 
Cameron Curriden 
CJC Private Equity LLC

 
Will Tullos 
Reliant Mortgage

 
Raymond R. Ferrell, 
June Six Ventures, LLC

 
Yurika Pistorius 
Clientèle Limited Group

 
Karl Cheong 
First Trust

 
Nancy Tengler 
Tengler Investments

 
Brandon Brown 
Nobl

Noah Berkson 
Candor Ventures

 
Ivan Delrio 
Invesco

 
Brandan Dunn 
Holden

 
Jason Hullender 
IAG

 
Anthony Johnson 
DelveRisk

 
Sadia Nabi 
Edward Jones

 
Oliver Pulley 
Swiss StoneInvestments

 
Kenneth Webb 
Equitabke Advisors
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Farhan Naqvi is using his financial industry expertise to help the world of AI enabled learning 
grow. As CFO of iLearningEngines, Inc.(ILE), he works with businesses, organizations, and 
entrepreneurs to see how can they leverage ILEs’s AI platform to execute on their visions. 
His successful experience as a technology investment banker, and the leadership role that 
he plays at ILE, which he joined in February 2019, as well as his considerable prior expertise 
with finance services for tech companies, has also recently earned him a place on the Forbes 
Finance Council. 

iLearningEngines, headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, is an AI-first software company 
providing learning automation programs to a variety of clients, in both academia as well as 
enterprise. Not only do their programs help people learn new skills and knowledge sets, but 
also help businesses and institutions increase performance and productivity. They’ve worked 
with educational institutions, as well as businesses in the insurance, medical, retail, and 

aviation sectors. “The more mission-critical the training process is for a client, the more valuable iLearning is for the client, especially 
in fields like insurance and health care,” Farhan says. The company has been named the world’s fastest growing tech company for 
the past five years in a row, and not without reason: the company has ballooned some 30 times in only four years. 

Farhan started out in finance through an MBA internship with a PE firm focused on the tech space, which he completed as part of 
the MBA curriculum at Harvard Business School.. It was during his internship that he developed an interest in working in tech M&A. 
“The internship really opened my eyes and got me initiated,” he says. After working in investment banking on the East Coast for 
three years, he followed his passion for technology and moved to San Francisco in 2013 to work with Deutsche Bank, helping take 
disruptive technology companies to capital markets and advising them on M&A. He has worked with such giants as Uber, Alibaba, 
Square, Yahoo, and Amazon. Farhan’s favorite thing ILE’s product is its AI first approach. “It’s far deeper and self-evolving, which is 
the biggest differentiator from other companies,” he says. “So from a client’s perspective, the product they use after five years is still 
fresh and still the most advanced product they can use.”

FARHAN NAQVI

www.ilearningengines.com  |  farhan@ilearningengines.com  |  412.956.3141  |  LI: farhan Ali Naqvi  |  FB: naqvifarhan
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PROMOTING YOUR BRAND
CAN BE CHALLENGING

WE CAN HELP

Contact Our Promotion Team
to Learn More About Increasing

Your Brand Exposure

o�ers@TheTop100Magazine.com



USING MEDICAL SCIENCE TO ACHIEVE THE OPTIMAL YOU
All Programs are Doctor-Assisted & Tailored to Your Specific Needs  |  Convenient Consultation Platform

Any Age  |  Any Body Type  | Male or Female  |  Any Fitness Level

MEDICAL
CONCEPTS

THE NEXT VERSION OF YOU AWAITS

MEDICAL WEIGHT LOSS  |  HGH PEPTIDES  |  AMINO THERAPIES

CALL OR VISIT US ONLINE TO LEARN MORE: 
833-206-3326  |  www.2point0mc.com


